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ABSTRACT
In this thesis, we develop a Morse model for G-equivariant Lagrangian Floer
theory and use it to study equivariant mirror symmetry from the perspective of
SYZ. In the case of a semi-Fano toric manifold, we show that the T-equivariant
SYZ mirror we obtain is the T-equivariant toric Landau-Ginzburg mirror of Given-
tal. We also compute the equivariant disc potential of immersed SYZ fibers in toric
Calabi-Yau manifolds and obtain interesting invariants. In dimension three, it is
closely related to open Gromov-Witten invariants of Aganagic-Vafa branes. This
is based on the joint work [KLZ19, HKLZ19] the author completed during his
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Mirror symmetry is an intricate duality between symplectic geometry and
complex geometry. Since its discovery by physicists [CdlOGP91] in the early
nineties, it has stimulated much of the modern research in geometry and mathe-
matical physics.
The Homological mirror symmetry conjecture of Kontsevich [Kon95] and the
SYZ conjecture of Strominger-Yau-Zaslow [SYZ96] provided guiding principles
for the mathematical researches on mirror symmetry. The SYZ conjecture pro-
poses that mirror symmetry can be explained by T-duality. Namely, a mirror pair
of Calabi-Yau manifolds X and X̌ exhibits dual special Lagrangian torus fibrations
µ : X Ñ B and µ̌ : X̌ Ñ B. Their proposal gives a geometric construction of the
mirror X̌ by dualizing a Lagrangian torus fibration on X.
The existing literature in the SYZ program has focused on the non-equivariant
aspect of Mirror symmetry. On the other hand, torus actions played an important
role in the proofs of the toric mirror theorem [Giv98, LLY97, LLY99a, LLY99b,
LLY00]. Torus - equivariant localization is also one of the most effective tool for
computations of various enumerative invaraints.
In this thesis, we develop an equivaraint SYZ mirror construction for symplec-
tic manifolds admitting Hamiltonian action of a compact Lie group. Let us begin
by summarizing the results we obtained by applying this construction.
1
Equivaraint toric Landau-Ginzburg mirrors
Let us first consider the well-known Landau-Ginzburg mirror of a compact
Fano toric d-fold X [HV, Giv95, Giv98, LLY99b]. It is given by a pair ((Cˆ)d, W),






where v1, . . . , vm P N – Zd are primitive generators of the one-dimensional
cones of the fan Σ defining X, ~zvi denote the corresponding Laurent monomi-
als, and qα1 , . . . , qαm are Kähler parameters associated to effective curves classes
αi P H2(X; Z).
Givental [Giv98] showed that the equivariant quantum cohomology QH‚T(X)
of X is mirror to the equivariant superpotential





where λ1, . . . , λd are the equivariant parameters for the torus T acting on X. Ir-
itani [Iri17b, Iri17a] further generalized this to a mirror correspondence between
big equivariant quantum cohomology and a universal Landau-Ginzburg potential
which has both equivariant and bulk-deformation parameters.
Cho-Oh [CO06] (in the Fano case) and Fukaya-Oh-Ohta-Ono [FOOO10] (in
the general compact non-Fano setting) used Lagrangian Floer theory to define
the disc potential of a smooth fiber of the toric moment map and showed that
it coincides with the Landau-Ginzburg superpotential W. From this perspective,
W is viewed as the generating function of open Gromov-Witten invariants. Each
term in W corresponds to a holomorphic disc of Maslov index 2 bounded by
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the torus fiber. This gives an SYZ interpretation of the Landau-Ginzburg mirrors
[Aur07, CL10].
It is a natural and interesting question that whether the Wλ can also be inter-
preted as a generating function of equivariant disc counts, to which we give an
affirmative answer to in this thesis.
Theorem 0.0.1 (Corolloary 2.2.8). Let X be a semi-projective and semi-Fano toric man-
ifold with dimC X = d, and let T Ă (S1)d be the subtorus determined by the integral
basis u1, . . . , u` P N – Zd. The T-equivariant disc potential (Definition 1.7.4) WLT of a





exp(gi(q̌(q)))Tω(βi) exp(vi ¨ (x1, . . . , xd)) +
ÿ̀
j=1
(uj ¨ (x1, . . . , xd))λj
where βi are the basic disc classes bounded by the toric fiber, gi(q̌(q)) is given by the
inverse mirror map in equation (3.1.5), qα = Tω(α) are the Kähler parameters, and T is
the formal Novikov variable.
In the Fano case, we have gi = 0. By taking ` = d and u1, . . . , ud to be the
standard basis of td := Lie(T), and setting xi = log zi for i = 1, . . . , d, the above
expression for WLT equals to Wλ.
The T-equivariant disc potential for a Lagrangian submanifold L with non-
negative minimal Maslov index takes the form




for degree one weak bounding cochains b. WLT can be interpreted as follows: The
equivariant term
Φ(b) := (h1(b), . . . , h`(b))
defines a map from the formal deformation space of L to (t`C)
˚, assuming its
convergence over C. The non-equivariant term W can be viewed as a family of
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potentials on the fibers of Φ. It gives a mirror family of the symplectic quotient
X/ λT.
For instance, let us take X = Cd. The non-equivariant part is simply W =
z1 + . . . + zd. Suppose X/ λT` is a semi-Fano toric manifold. A fiber of Φ is given
by~zuj = cj for some constants cj and j = 1, . . . , `. Then, the restriction of W to the
fibers give a mirror family of X/ λT`.
Remark 0.0.2. The terms hi(b)λi can be understood as obstruction terms for a
homotopy equivalence between the equivariant Floer theory of L Ă X and Floer
theory of the quotient L/T Ă X/ λT`. Daemi-Fukaya [DF17] asserted that this
homotopy equivalence can be constructed by Lagrangian correspondence. In our
setting, we can compute the mirror equations hi(b) = 0 explicitly.
The mirror map c(λ) is crucial to precisely identify which fiber in the mirror
family corresponds to X/ λT`. By the beautiful work of Woodward-Xu [WX], the
mirror map can be understood as the change from the gauged Floer theory of X
to the Fukaya category Fuk(X/ λT`) downstairs. Gauged Floer theory is formu-
lated in terms of vortex equations. It would be very interesting to investigate the
relation with our formulation.
Equivariant Lagrangian Floer theory has seen substantial recent developments.
In the exact setting and G = Z/2Z, Seidel-Smith [SS10] provided an approach
to understanding G-equivariant Floer theory by combining Lagrangian Floer the-
ory and family Morse theory [Hut08] on EG Ñ BG. Viterbo [Vit99] illustrated
some related ideas for G = S1. Hendricks-Lipshitz-Sarkar [HLS16a, HLS16b] de-
veloped a homotopy coherent method to build up a G-equivariant Floer theory.
Daemi-Fukaya [DF17] used G-equivariant Kuranishi structure [Fuk17] to tackle
the G-equivariant transversality problem, and make a formulation using differen-
tial forms. Bao-Honda [BH18] defined equivariant Lagrangian Floer cohomology
for finite group action via semi-global Kuranishi structures. Mirror Lagrangian
objects of equivariant vector bundles was studied by Lekili-Pascaleff [LP16]. There
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are many interesting works related to this subject such as [Sei].
In Chapter 1, we construct a Morse model for G-equivariant Lagrangian Floer
theory by counting pearly trees [BC07, FOOO09a] in the Borel construction LG,
and study the associated equivariant disc potential. The key ingredient is a col-
lection of Morse models on the finite dimensional approximations of LG satis-
fying certain compatibility conditions (Proposition 1.5.6). This is closest to the
approach of Seidel-Smith, although the Lagrangians under our consideration are
not exact. The Lagrangians of interest in this thesis bound non-constant pseudo-
holomorphic discs of non-negative Maslov index. These are known as quantum
corrections in mirror symmetry, which can have non-trivial contributions to the
equivariant parameters in the disc potential. Since there are only finitely many
generators for each finite dimensional approximation of LG, it better serves for
computations and for the SYZ mirror construction.
In order for the equivariant paramaeters appearing in Wλ to manifest. In
Section 1.6 we adapt the homotopy unit construction developed by Fukaya-Oh-









which satisfies (Theorem 1.6.1)
mGk (X1, . . . , xb λ, . . . , Xk) = λ ¨m
G
k (X1, . . . , xb 1, . . . , Xk),
under the assumption that L has minimal Maslov index zero and G is a product










This allows us to view H‚G(pt; Λ0) as a graded coefficient ring. We note that the
terms of the form mGk (x1 b 1, . . . xk b 1) are series in the equivariant parameters
and receive non-trivial contributions from pearly trees in LG.
In Section 3.3, we study the S1-equivariant Floer theory of the immersed two-
sphere with a single nodal point. This is also known as the pinched two-torus and
is the most common singular fiber appearing in an SYZ fibration. Even although
it does not bound any non-constant holomorphic discs of Maslov index zero, it
still has a non-trivial equivariant disc potential from the contribution of constant
polygons at the nodal point. As the corresponding moduli spaces have non-trivial
obstructions, the gluing technique via the isomorphism in the Fukaya category
between smooth and pinched tori in [HKL] is crucial in the computation of the
explicit expression of the equivariant disc potential.










where (u, v) P Λ20, val(uv) ą 0 are the formal deformation parameters corresponding to
the degree one immersed generators of L0.
Floer theory for immersed Lagrangians was developed by Akaho-Joyce [AJ10],
which is in line with the theory of Fukaya-Oh-Ohta-Ono [FOOO09b] for smooth
Lagrangians. In [DRET], a different method via Legendrian topology is used to
develop the Floer theory of immersed Lagrangian surfaces.
Equivariant disc potentials for toric Calabi-Yau manifolds
The Lagrangian branes found by Aganagic-Vafa [AVb] provide an important
class of objects in the Fukaya category of toric Calabi-Yau threefolds. Their open
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Gromov-Witten invariants were predicted by [AVb, AVa, AKV02, BKMnP09] us-
ing physical methods such as large N-duality. The pioneering works of Katz-Liu
[KL01], Graber-Zaslow [GZ02], Li-Liu-Liu-Zhou [LLLZ09] used S1-equivariant lo-
calization to formulate and compute these invariants. There have been several
recent developments [FL13, FLT, FLZ] in formulating and proving the physi-
cists’ predictions using the localization technique. There are also vast conjectural
generalizations of these invariants in relation with knot theory, see for instance
[AENV14, TZ].
Figure 0¨1: The Aganagic-Vafa branes in KP2 .
On the other hand, the third-named author together with his collaborators
[CLL12, CLT13, CCLT] proved that the generating functions of open Gromov-
Witten invariants for a Lagrangian toric fiber of a toric Calabi-Yau manifold can
be computed from the inverse mirror map. This realizes the T-duality approach
to mirror symmetry by Strominger-Yau-Zaslow [SYZ96]. The wall-crossing tech-
nique [KS, KS06, GS06, GS10, GS11, Aur07] was crucial in the construction.
In this thesis, we aim to relate these two different approaches and their cor-
responding invariants. It is illustrative to first examine the typical example of a
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toric Calabi-Yau manifold, that is, the total space of the canonical line bundle of
the projective space Pn´1 denoted by KPn´1 .
There is a Tn´1-action on KPn´1 whose symplectic quotients are identified with
the complex plane. The Aganagic-Vafa Lagrangian brane LAV for n = 3 can be
realized as a ray in the moment polytope (see Figure 0¨1). In this dimension, the
genus-zero open Gromov-Witten potential of LAV is equal to the integral
ż
log(´z1(z2, q))dz2, (0.0.1)
where z1(z2, q) is obtained by solving the mirror curve equation
z1 + z2 +
q
z1z2
+ exp(φ3(q)/3) = 0.
In the expression, φ3(q) is the inverse mirror map on the Kähler parameter q,
whose explicit expression can be obtained by solving the associated Picard-Fuchs
equation. The open Gromov-Witten potential was mathematically formulated and
derived by [LLLZ09, FL13] via localization.
The SYZ approach uses the Lagrangian torus fibration on a toric Calabi-Yau
manifold constructed by [Gro01, Gol01]. In [CLL12], the mirror dual to this
Lagrangian fibration was constructed via wall-crossing, and [CCLT] computed
the generating function of open Gromov-Witten invariants for a Lagrangian toric
fiber, which turns out to coincide with the inverse mirror map. Restricting to this
example KPn´1 , it states as follows.
Theorem 0.0.4 ([CLL12, LLW11, CCLT, Lau15]). The SYZ mirror of KPn´1 equals to
uv = z1 + . . . + zn´1 +
q
z1 . . . zn´1
+ (1 + δ(q)) (0.0.2)
where (1 + δ(q)) is the generating function of one-pointed open Gromov-Witten invari-
ants of a moment-map fiber. Moreover, (1+ δ(q)) equals to exp(φn(q)/n) for the inverse
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mirror map φn(q). The right hand side of the above mirror equation equals to the Gross-
Siebert’s normalized slab function.
In this thesis, we use the gluing method developed in [CHL18a, HKL] and
the Morse model of equivariant Lagrangian Floer theory [SS10, HLS16a, HLS16b,
BH18, DF17] formulated in the recent work [KLZ19] to find the relation between
the SYZ mirror (0.0.2) and the potential (0.0.1).
More specifically, we formulate and compute the disc potentials of certain im-
mersed SYZ fibers in toric Calabi-Yau manifolds. We are motivated by the impor-
tant observation that these immersed fibers and the Aganagic-Vafa branes bound
the same collection of holomorphic discs. In addition to these discs, the immersed
fibers bound holomorphic polygons which have corners at the immersed sectors.
The immersed fibers are crucial for the compactification of the SYZ mirrors
[HKL]. Furthermore, weakly unobstructedness is the main technical reason that
we focus on the immersed fibers instead of Aganagic-Vafa branes themselves.
The main task is to compute the S1-equivariant disc potential for the immersed
SYZ fiber. It plays the role of the genus-zero open Gromov-Witten invariants
of Aganagic-Vafa branes. Note that the stable polygons that we consider have
an output marked point, which is important for defining the Lagrangian Floer
theory. The output marked point is acted freely by the S1-action. It obscures the
application of localization to compute these invariants.
The following is the main theorem of the paper. Our approach works in all
dimensions and computes the contribution of holomorphic polygons (bounded by
the immersed SYZ fiber). In dimension three, the disc part of the S1-equivariant
potential we obtain agrees with the derivative of the generating function of genus-
zero open Gromov-Witten invariants for Aganagic-Vafa branes.
9
Theorem 0.0.5 (Theorem 3.4.18). Let X be a toric Calabi-Yau n-fold and L0 – S2 ˆ
Tn´2 an immersed SYZ fiber intersecting a codimension-two toric stratum, where S2
denotes the immersed sphere with a single nodal point. Recall that the SYZ mirror (for a
given choice of a chamber and a basis of Zn) takes the form of
!
(u, v, z1, . . . , zn´1) P C2 ˆ (Cˆ)n´1 | uv = f (z1, . . . , zn´1)
)
where f is a Laurent polynomial in the variables z1, . . . , zn´1 (and also a series in Kähler
parameters).
Then the S1-equivariant disc potential (with respect to the same choice of chamber and
basis) takes the form
λ ¨ log g(uv, z2, . . . , zn´1)
where λ is the S1-equivariant parameter, and ´z1 = g(uv, z2, . . . , zn´1) is a solution to
the defining equation uv = f (z1, . . . , zn´1) of the mirror.
In the above theorem, f (z1, . . . , zn´1) is the generating function of open Gromov-
Witten invariants bounded by a Lagrangian torus fiber. In [CCLT], it was proved
that f (z1, . . . , zn´1) (which is a priori a formal power series in the Kähler param-
eters) is actually convergent over C and hence serves as a holomorphic function.
Using the theorem, the equivariant counting of stable polygons can be com-
puted explicitly. See the tables in Section 3.4.4 for the examples of KP2 , KP3 and
local K3 surfaces. These stable polygons play a crucial role as quantum corrections
to the equivariant SYZ mirrors of toric Calabi-Yau manifolds.
There is a delicate dependence of the above equivariant disc potential on the
choice of ‘a chamber and basis’. First, the immersed Lagrangian is located at a
component of the codimension-two toric strata, which are represented by edges
in Figure 3¨5. Different components give different disc potentials. Second, the
potential depends on the direction of the S1-action, which is given by a vector
parallel to the codimension-two strata. Third, we also need to fix a Morse function
on the immersed Lagrangian to define the disc potential. The Morse function is
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fixed by trivializing the SYZ fibration over a chart. This involves a choice of a basis
of π1(T) of a torus T, and one of the two adjacent chambers of the codimension-
two strata.
The method we use to derive the formula in Theorem 0.0.5 provides an alter-
native to the localization method for computing open Gromov-Witten invariants.
First, we compute the equivariant disc potential of a Lagrangian torus which is
isotopic to a smooth SYZ fiber. This uses the machinery developed in [KLZ19].
Second, we derive the gluing formula for the isomorphisms between the formal
deformations of the immersed Lagrangian and the torus as objects in the Fukaya
category. The gluing formula is closely related to the expression of the SYZ mir-
ror in Theorem 0.0.4. Wall-crossing plays a crucial role in deducing the formula.
Finally, applying the gluing formula (which can be understood as an analytic con-
tinuation) to the disc potential of the torus gives the above expression for the disc
potential of the immersed Lagrangian.
Strictly speaking, Lagrangian Floer theory, and in particular the disc poten-
tial above, should be defined over the Novikov ring Λ0. Comparing with the
notation in (0.0.1), the Kähler parameter qC of a curve class C is substituted by
Tω(C), and zi for i = 2, . . . , n are replaced by TAi zi respectively, where Ai ą 0 are
symplectic areas of certain primitive discs depending on the position of L0 in the
codimension-2 toric strata. The leading order term of g with respect to the T-adic
valuation is 1, and hence log g makes sense as a series (where log 1 = 0).






aiTAi | Ai ą 0 and increases to +8
+
11
and the group of invertible elements
ΛU := ta0 + λ : a0 P Cˆ and λ P Λ+u.
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Chapter 1
A Morse model for equivariant Lagrangian
Floer theory
1.1. The singular chain model
Let (X, ωX) be a symplectic manifold of real dimension 2d. We assume that X
is convex at infinity or geometrically bounded if it is non-compact. Choose a com-
patible almost complex structure JX. For a closed, connected, and relatively spin
Lagrangian submanifold L, Fukaya-Oh-Ohta-Ono constructed a countably gener-
ated subcomplex C‚(L; Λ0) of the singular chain complex S‚(L; Λ0) (regarded as
a cochain complex) and an A8-algebra (C‚(L; Λ0), m̃).
We briefly recall their construction below, which will be used in constructing
the equivariant Morse model in Section 1.5. We refer the reader to [FOOO09b] for
more details.
For β P H2(X, L; Z), we denote by M(β; L) the moduli space of JX-holomorphic
stable maps from a bordered Riemann surface of genus 0 representing β and by
Mk+1(β; L) the moduli space with k + 1 boundary marked points z0, . . . , zk or-
dered counter-clockwise. The moduli space Mk+1(β; L) has virtual dimension
µ(β) + k ´ 2 + d, where µ(β) is the Maslov index of β. It carries the evaluation
map
ev : Mk+1(β; L)Ñ Lk, u ÞÑ (u(z1), . . . , u(zk)).
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Let Heff2 (X, L) denote the monoid of effective classes in H2(X, L; Z), represented
by JX-holomorphic maps, i.e.
Heff2 (X, L) = tβ P H2(X, L; Z) |M(β; L) ‰ Hu .
For a k-tuple ~P = (P1, . . . , Pk) of smooth singular chains of L, we denote by
Mk+1(β; L; ~P) the fiber product (in the sense of Kuranishi structures) of Mk+1(β; L)
with P1, . . . , Pk, i.e.,
Mk+1(β; L; ~P) = Mk+1(β; L)ˆLk
ź
Pi.
We recall a generation g P Z, which will be used to determine perturbations of
moduli spaces and subsets of singular chains inductively in [FOOO09b, Section









suptn | Dβ1, . . . , βn P Heff2 (X, L)ztβ0u,
řn
i=1 βi = βu+ tω(β)u´ 1 β ‰ β0;
´1 β = β0
where β0 is the constant disc class. Also, we employ a function d : t1, . . . , ku Ñ










maxiPt1,...,kutd(i)u+ ‖β‖+ k if k ‰ 0;
‖β‖ if k = 0.
For a generation g, we shall inductively choose a countable set Xg(L) of smooth
singular chains on L and a system of multisections sd,k,β,~P for M
d
k+1(β; L; ~P) satis-
fying ‖(d, β)‖ = g. Here the superscript d is written to emphasize the generations
of the inputs Pi P Xd(i)(L). Namely, at each inductive step, new multisections
sd,k,β,~P are chosen to be transversal to the zero section and extend the multisections
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previously chosen for the boundary strata BMk+1(β; L; ~P). (To achieve transver-
sality, the Kuranishi structures for the moduli spaces Mk+1(β; L) are chosen to be






is triangulated extending the triangulation on its boundary strata. The new sim-
plices in the triangulation are then regarded as elements of Xg(L). Additional





remains a subcomplex of S‚(L; Λ0) isomorphic on cohomology.
Let C‚(L; Λ0) = limÑ C(g)(L; Λ0). The A8-map m̃k : C‚(L; Λ0)bk Ñ C‚(L; Λ0)
is defined by
m̃k(P1, . . . , Pk) =
ÿ
βPHeff2 (X,L)
TωX(β)m̃k,β(P1, . . . , Pk)
where
















0 for (k, β) ‰ (0, β0)






Here, B is the coboundary map on C‚(L; Λ0). The map m̃k,β is of degree 2´ k´
µ(β).
Remark 1.1.1. We note that it is only possible to choose finitely many multi-
sections at once while still having them being sufficiently close to the origi-
nal Kuranishi maps. To deal with this technical difficulty, Fukaya-Oh-Ohta-Ono
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introduced the notion of An,K-structure associated to L using moduli space of
pseudo-holomorphic discs with bounded energy and number of marked points
in [FOOO09b, Chapter 7]. The A8-structure m̃ on C‚(L; Λ0) is obtained from the
An,K-structures via homological techniques.
Remark 1.1.2. In order to define a Z-graded Floer cohomology, the conventional
grading of the map mk is 2´ k. This means aside from the case of graded La-
grangian submanifolds, one has to define the Novikov ring Λ0 using an extra
grading parameter in order to compensate for the Maslov indices. In this the-
sis, we work on the chain level and do not follow this convention. The grading
of m̃k,β is crucial in understanding the vanishing of certain terms when doing
computations with the Morse model.
The singular chain model (C‚(L; Λ0), m̃) constructed in [FOOO09b] does not
have a strict unit in general. It was shown that the fundamental cycle e of L is a
homotopy unit. We briefly describe key properties and ideas below, and refer the
readers to [FOOO09b, Chapter 3.3] for the precise definition of a homotopy unit
and to [FOOO09b, Chapter 7.3] for details of the homotopy unit construction.
The constructed A8-algebra (C‚(L; Λ0), m̃) will be enlarged to a unital A8-
algebra (C‚(L; Λ0)+, m̃+) that is homotopy equivalent to C‚(L; Λ0). At first, we
enlarge the chain complex C‚(L; Λ0) by adding a generator e+ of degree 0 serving
as the strict unit and a generator f of degree (´1) serving as a homotopy between
e and e+, that is,
C‚(L; Λ0)+ = C‚(L; Λ0)‘Λ0 ¨ e+ ‘Λ0 ¨ f . (1.1.2)
Then the A8-maps m̃+ = tm̃+k ukě0 are defined with the following properties :
1. The restriction of m̃+ to C‚(L; Λ0) agrees with m̃,
2. e+ is the strict unit, i.e.
(i) m̃+2 (e
+, x) = (´1)|x|m̃+2 (x, e
+) = x for x P C‚(L; Λ0)+,
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(ii) m̃+k (. . . , e
+, . . .) = 0 for k ‰ 2.
3. f is a homotopy between e and e+.
Later on, we will define a disc potential (Definition 1.4.2), which is to be of the
most interest to us in the manuscript, after passing to the enlarged A8-algebra
with a strict unit. To compute such a disc potential from the original singular
chain model (before the enlargement), we need to examine the homotopy f be-
tween e and e+.
A construction and properties of the homotopy f are in order. Let ~a =
(a1, . . . , a|~a|) be an ordered subset of t1, . . . , ku satisfying a1 ă . . . ă a|~a|. For
~P = (P1, . . . , Pk´|~a|) with Pi P Xd(i)(L), let ~P+ be the k-tuple obtained by insert-
ing e into the ~a-th places of ~P. We assume L P X0(L). We set d+(i) = g+i if
~P+ = (P+1 , . . . , P
+
k ) where P
+
i P Xg+i (L). Consider the forgetful map
forget~a : Mk+1(β; L; ~P+)ÑMk+1´|~a|(β; L; ~P), (1.1.3)
which forgets the~a-th marked points and then stabilizes.
We choose a perturbation on [0, 1]|~a| ˆMk+1(β; L; ~P+) as follows: For a split-
ting ~a1
š
~a2 = ~a of ~a, we denote by ~P1 the (k ´ |~a1|)-tuple given by removing e
from the ~a1-th places of ~P+. Let (t1, . . . , t|~a|) be coordinates on [0, 1]|~a|. If ti = 0
for all i P ~a1, we take the perturbation sd+,k,β,~P+ transversal to the zero section
obtained by just inserting e into the a1, . . . , a|~a1|-th place. If ti = 1 for all i P ~a
1,
we take the perturbation pulled back via the map forget~a1 : Mk+1(β; L; ~P+) Ñ
Mk+1´|~a1|(β; L; ~P1) in (1.1.3).
Finally, we take a perturbation s+
d+,k,β,~P+
on [0, 1]|~a| ˆMk+1(β; L; ~P+) transver-
sal to the zero section interpolating between them.





[0, 1]|~a| ˆMk+1(β; L; ~P+)
)s+
d+ ,k,β,~P+ / „
)
(1.1.4)
where „ is the equivalence relation collapsing fibers of forget~a, see [FOOO09b,
Definition 7.3.28]. Notice that the zero locus of a pullback multisection is a de-
generate singular chain which becomes zero in the quotient.
We also set m̃+1,β0( f ) = e
+ ´ e and therefore
m̃+1 ( f ) = e
+






















are of degrees at most ´2 and therefore are degenerate singular chains.
1.2. Morse homology = singular homology: an alternative ap-
proach
Pearl complex was developed by Biran and Cornea [BC07, BC09] for monotone
Lagrangians (a similar complex also appeared in an earlier work of Oh [Oh96]).
It has many important applications, including the proof of homological mirror
symmetry for Fermat Calabi-Yau hypersurfaces by Sheridan [She15].
A Morse model of Lagrangian Floer theory was constructed in [FOOO09a]
based on their singular chain model. We follow their construction to construct a
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Morse model in Section 1.3, with a modification that we add certain degenerate
chains as summands in the definition of unstable chains ∆p of critical points p
and the chains of forward orbits G(τ) of singular chains τ. The main reason for
the modification is that there are unwanted degenerate chains appeared in B∆p
and BG(τ), and we ‘contract them away’ by adding the cones over the unwanted
terms. This modification enables us to realize a Morse complex as a singular chain
complex, which will be explained in this section.
Let f : L Ñ R be a Morse function. Let V be a negative pseudo-gradient vector
field for f , i.e. d f (V)|p ď 0 and the equality holds if and only if p P Crit( f ).
For each p P Crit( f ), V coincides with the negative gradient vector field for the
Euclidean metric on a Morse chart of p. Let Φt be the flow of V. For each
p P Crit( f ), we denote by Ws( f ; p) and Wu( f ; p) its stable and unstable manifolds
respectively. Namely,
Ws( f ; p) =
"




and Wu( f ; p) =
"





The degree of p is denoted by |p| and defined by
|p| := d´ ind(p),
where ind(p) is the Morse index of p. Then |p| = dim Ws( f ; p) = codim Wu( f ; p).
Let C‚( f ; Λ0) be the cochain complex




with grading given by |p|.
We assume that V satisfies the Smale condition and call such a pair ( f , V)
Morse-Smale. For p, q P Crit( f ), let M(p, q) be the moduli space of flow lines from
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p to q. The Smale condition implies
dimM(p, q) = |q| ´ |p| ´ 1.
The moduli space M(p, q) and the unstable manifold Wu( f ; p) have natural com-
pactifications to smooth manifolds with corners M(p, q) and Wu( f ; p) whose k




M(r0, r1)ˆ . . .ˆM(rk, rk+1)
and
Wu( f ; p)k =
ď
r0=p,r1,...,rk distinct
M(r0, r1)ˆ . . .ˆM(rk´1, rk)ˆWu( f ; rk).




M(p, r)ˆM(r, q) and BWu( f ; p) =
ď
r
M(p, r)ˆWu( f ; r).
(1.2.1)
In [FOOO09a], a (non-unital) A8-algebra structure was constructed on C‚( f ; Λ0)
assuming L has a triangulation whose simplices are the closures of Wu( f ; p). To
establish an isomorphism between Morse and singular cohomology, we have to
associate to each critical point p of degree |p| a singular chain ∆p P S|p|(L; Z). A
natural candidate for ∆p is a fundamental chain for W
u
( f ; p). If we make such a
natural choice, several issues occur.
Suppose that we choose such a natrual chain ∆p. From (1.2.1), one can see that
in general Wu( f ; p) has boundary components of the form M(p, r) ˆWu( f ; r)
with |r| ě |p|+ 2. Since dimM(p, r) ě 1, and the image of M(p, r) ˆWu( f ; r)
in L is supported on Wu( f ; r), the facet of ∆p representing M(p, r)ˆW
u
( f ; r) is
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a degenerate chain on L. Thus, for the assignment p ÞÑ ∆p to be a chain map, one
should deal with degenerate chains. On the other hand, Xg(L) are constructed
including degenerate chains since the m̃k product of degenerate chains may no
longer be a degenerate chain.
degenerate chain
constantly mapped to q
Figure 1¨1: An example of the added degenerate chain.
We overcome this difficulty by adding certain degenerate chains to the fun-
damental chains (of the compactified unstable submanifolds) and define a map
ι : C‚( f ; Z)Ñ S‚(L; Z) by ι(p) = ∆p accordingly such that it is a chain map which
induces an isomorphism on cohomology, see Figure 1¨1.




( f ; p); Z) and mp,q P C˝|q|´|p|´1(M(p, q); Z)
representing the fundamental classes of Wu( f ; p) and M(p, q), respectively. Their









To regard dp as simplicial singular chains, we choose triangulations for (the
domain of) dp and mp,q inductively on ind(p) = d ´ |p|. For any critical point
p with ind(p) = 0, dp and mp,q are 0-simplices. Suppose that we have chosen
triangulations for dp and mp,q for any p with ind(p) ă `. For ind(p) = `, mp,q
with |q| = |p|+ 1 are 0-simplices. Suppose we have chosen triangulation for mp,q
for |q| ´ |p| = 1, . . . , m1, m1 ă m. For |q| ´ |p| = m, we first triangulate Bmp,q as
follows: each mp,r ˆmr,q in Bmp,q is a product of simplicial complexes. We choose
linear orders on vertices of mp,r and mr,q (compatible with their orientations).
Then there exists a unique triangulation mp,r b mr,q of mp,r ˆ mr,q such that the
vertices of mp,r bmr,q are pairs (x, y), where x is a vertex of mp,r and y is a vertex
of mr,q, and an n-simplex in mp,r bmr,q is defined by a set t(x0, y0), . . . , (xn, yn))u
such that x0 ď . . . ď xn, y0 ď . . . ď yn, tx0, . . . , xnu defines a simplex τ1 on mp,r
and ty0, . . . , ynu defines a simplex τ2 on mr,q with dim τ1 +dim τ2 ě n. Notice that
this is the standard product structure in the category of simplicial sets. We then
triangulate mp,q extending the triangulation on Bmp,q. Finally, we triangulate dp
extending the triangulation on Bdp given by mp,r b dr.
For each mp,r ˆ dr in the boundary of dp, let Cmp,r be the (simplicial) cone over
mp,r with vertices
tvertices of Cmp,ru = tvertices of mp,ruY t˚u,
and simplices
tn-simplices of Cmp,ru = tn-simplices of mp,ru
Y tcones of n´ 1-simplices of mp,r with the vertex t˚uu,
for n ě 1. In particular, this means t˚u is the vertex of the cone. As a singular chain
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on L, the map Cmp,r Ñ L is defined by composing the contraction Cmp,r Ñ mp,r
with the map mp,r Ñ L. Note that for two simplicial complexes A and B, we have
C(Ab B) = CAb CB.
We construct ∆p inductively on ind(p) as follows: For ind(p) = 0, we set
∆p = dp. Suppose we have constructed ∆p for ind(p) ă `. For ind(p) = `, we
define





∆p = dp +
ÿ
mp,rb∆r
Cmp,r b ∆r. (1.2.2)




mp,r ˆ ∆r. (1.2.3)
Theorem 1.2.1. We define a map
ι : C‚( f ; Z)Ñ S‚(L; Z) by ι(p) = ∆p, (1.2.4)
where ∆p is as defined in (1.2.2). Then the map ι is a chain map which induces an
isomorphism on cohomology H‚(C‚( f ; Z); δ) – H‚(L; Z) where δ denotes the Morse
differential.
Remark 1.2.2. The approach in [HL99] is to mod out by degenerate chains. If we
were to consider S‚(L; Z) modded out by the subcomplex of degenerate chains,
a proof can be found therein. Since we do not wish to mod out by degenerate
chains, we would have to modify their arguments.
Before proving Theorem 1.2.1, let us introduce some terminologies. We say
a smooth singular chain is generic if each face of every simplex intersects the
stable submanifolds of the critical points of f transversely. Let C‚gen(L; Z) be the
subcomplex of S‚(L; Z) generated by the generic singular chains. It is easy to see
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that C‚gen(L; Z) and S‚(L; Z) are isomorphic on cohomology.
For a generic simplex τ, we denote by M(τ, q) the moduli space of flow lines
from τ to a critical point q. Its dimension is given by dimM(τ, q) = dim τ ´
ind(q). Let τ(j) denote the codimension j strata of τ. The moduli space M(τ, q)
has a natural compactification to a smooth manifold with corners M(τ, q). Its







M(τ(k´ j), p1)ˆM(p1, p2)ˆ . . .ˆM(pj´1, pj)ˆM(pj, q).
For k = 1, we have
BM(τ, q) = M(Bτ, q)
ď
p‰q
(´1)dim τ+ind(q)M(τ, p)ˆM(p, q).
We define the forward orbit F (τ) of τ to be the set F (τ) := [0,8)ˆ τ with the
map
e : F (τ)Ñ L defined by e(t, x) = Φt(τ(x)).
where Φt is the flow of the negative pseudo-gradient vector field V. The orbit
F (τ) has a natural compactification to a smooth manifold with corners F (τ),
whose codimension k strata are






M(τ(k´ j), r1)ˆM(r1, r2)ˆ . . .ˆM(rj´1, rj)ˆWu(rj).
When k = 1, we have




Now, we are ready to prove the main theorem of this section.
Proof of Theorem 1.2.1. The assertion that ι is a chain map follows from (1.2.3). To
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show that ι induces an isomorphism on cohomology, we modify the proof in




7M(τ, q) ¨ q.
In particular, M(τ, p) is empty when τ is a degenerate simplex. Clearly, A ˝ ι =
id : C‚( f ; Z)Ñ C‚( f ; Z).
We define a homotopy G : C‚gen(L; Z) Ñ S‚´1(L; Z) as follows. Let mτ,q be a
smooth cubical singular chain in C˝dim τ´ind(q)(M(τ, q); Z) representing the fun-
damental class of M(τ, q) satisfying




We again triangulate mτ,q inductively on the dimension to regard them as simpli-
cial singular chains. We also choose smooth singular chains F(τ) representing the
fundamental class of F (τ) satisfying




We then construct G(τ) inductively on dim τ by first replacing mτ,r ˆ dr with
mτ,r ˆ ∆r on BF(τ) and then gluing Cmτ,r ˆ ∆r to the boundary of the resulting
chain. This ensures that G is a chain homotopy between ι ˝ A and the identity, i.e.,
G satisfies
∆A(τ) ´ τ = BG(τ) + G(Bτ).
as desired.
1.3. Morse model with a strict unit
In this section, by adapting the homotopy unit construction in [FOOO09b,
Chapter 7] (see also Charest-Woodward [CW]) and using Theorem 1.2.1, we will
explain how to construct a unital A8-algebra on a pearl complex.
For simplicity, we will always assume f has a unique maximum point 1İ, so
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that ∆1İ = e is the fundamental cycle. Let




Λ0 ¨ 1İ (1.3.1)
with |1O| = 0 and |1İ| = ´1. The superscripts O, İ and İ are borrowed from [CW].
We extend the Morse differential δ to CF‚(L; Λ0) by setting
δ(1O) = 0, δ(1İ) = (´1)d(1O ´ 1İ).
We now construct a unital A8-algebra structure on CF‚(L; Λ0). Let
X´1(L) = t∆p | p P Crit( f )u.
For g ě 0, suppose Xg1(L) had been constructed for all generations g1(ă g). The
perturbations sd,`,β,~P and s
+
d+,k,β,~P+
in (1.1.1) and (1.1.4) can be chosen to have the
following properties: Let τ be any face of either a simplex in the triangulation of
(ev0)˚
(




with ‖(d, β)‖ = g
or a simplex in the triangulation of
(ev0)˚
(




with ‖(d+, β)‖ = g.
1. τ is transversal to the stable submanifold Ws( f ; p) for all p P Crit( f )
2. For each τ of dimension at most d, there exists at most one critical point
p(τ) P Crit( f ) such that Ws( f ; p(τ)) is of complementary dimension to τ
and intersects τ at a unique point.
Denote by X ˝g (L) the set of those singular simplices τ. Define Π(τ) = ε∆p(τ)
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where ε = ˘1 is given by
τ ˆL Ws( f ; p(τ)) = εWu( f ; p(τ))XWs( f ; p(τ))
if there exists a unique p(τ) such that Ws( f ; p(τ)) intersects τ at a unique point,
and Π(τ) = 0, otherwise. In particular, we have Π(τ) = 0 whenever τ is a
degenerate simplex.
We further add the simplices G(τ) (defined in the proof of Theorem 1.2.1) for
every τ P X ˝g (L) to Xg(L). For chains of the form G(τ), we put G(G(τ)) = 0. The
maps Π : C‚(L; Λ0)Ñ C‚(´1)(L; Λ0) and G : C
‚(L; Λ0)Ñ C‚´1(L; Λ0) obey
Π(τ)´ τ = (BG(τ)) + G(Bτ)), (1.3.2)
for τ P C‚(L; Λ0).
Set
C‚(´1)(L; Λ0)
+ = C‚(´1)(L; Λ0)‘Λ0 ¨ e
+
‘Λ0 ¨ f . (1.3.3)
We recall that e+ is the unit and f is a homotopy between e+ and the fundamental









B f = (´1)d(e+ ´ e).
We then extend Π and G to maps Π : C‚(L; Λ0)+ Ñ C‚(´1)(L; Λ0)
+ and G :








Π(e+) = e, Π( f ) = 0
G(e+) = ´ f , G( f ) = 0.
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so that (1.3.2) holds for any τ P C‚(L; Λ0)+.
A homological perturbation can be applied to reduce the A8-algebra structure
on C‚(L; Λ0)+ in (1.1.2) to that on C‚(´1)(L; Λ0)
+ in (1.3.3). We identify the latter
with CF‚(L; Λ0) via the map ι : CF‚(L; Λ0) Ñ C‚(L; Λ0)+ defined by (1.2.4) and
the following assigments :
ι(p) = ∆p, ι(1O) = e+, and ι(1İ) = f . (1.3.4)
The resulting unital A8-algebra is denoted by (CF‚(L; Λ0),m). By following
[FOOO09a, Theorem 5.1], we obtain
Theorem 1.3.1. The Morse model (CF‚(L; Λ0),m) is a unital A8-algebra. Moreover,
the Morse model (CF‚(L; Λ0),m) and the singular model (C‚(L; Λ0)+, m̃+) in (1.1.2)
are unital homotopy equivalent.
We explicitly describe the A8-structure maps of the Morse model (CF‚(L; Λ0),m).
The maps mk are given in terms of maps mΓ and fΓ associated to decorated planar
rooted trees. Let us fix a labeling tβ0, β1, . . .u of elements of Heff2 (X, L) where β0 is
the constant disc class.
Definition 1.3.2 ([FOOO09a]). A decorated planar rooted tree is a quintuple Γ =
(T, i, v0, Vtad, η) consisting of
• T is a tree;
• i : T Ñ D2 is an embedding into the unit disc;
• v0 is the root vertex and ι(v0) P BD2;
• Vtad is the set of interior vertices with valency 1;
• η : V(Γ)int Ñ Zě0.
where V(Γ) is the set of vertices; V(Γ)ext = i´1(BD2) is the set of exterior vertices
and V(Γ)int = V(Γ)zV(Γ)ext is the set of interior vertices. For k ě 0, denote by
Γk+1 the set of isotopy classes represented by Γ = (T, ι, v0, η) with |V(Γ)ext| = k+ 1
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and η(v) ą 0 if the valency `(v) of v is 1 or 2. In other words, the elements of
Γk+1 are stable.










‚(L; Λ0)Ñ CF‚(L; Λ0) given by mΓ0 := m̃1,β0
fΓ0 : CF
‚(L; Λ0)Ñ C‚(L; Λ0)+ given by fΓ0 := ι
where ι is the inclusion map in (1.3.4).
For each k ě 0, Γk+1 contains a unique element that has a single interior vertex
















For general Γ, we cut it at the vertex v closest to v0 so that Γ is decomposed









mΓ = Π ˝ m̃+`,βη(v) ˝ (fΓ(1) b . . .b fΓ(`))
fΓ = G ˝ m̃+`,βη(v) ˝ (fΓ(1) b . . .b fΓ(`)).








The maps mΓ restricted to C‚( f ; Λ0) are given by counting pearly trees as de-
picted in Figure 1¨2 (This observation was made in [FOOO09a]. See also [CW]
for a description of mΓ with general inputs in terms of pearly trees). For a dec-
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Figure 1¨2: Pearl trees
orated tree Γ P Γk+1, the exterior vertices v0, . . . , vk are labeled respecting the
counter-clockwise orientation. Each edge is oriented in the direction from the k
input vertices v1, . . . , vk to the root vertex v0. We denote by ei the edge attached
to vi and by v˘(e) the vertices such that e is the edge from v´(e) to v+(e). For
p1, . . . , pk, q P Crit( f ), consider the moduli space MΓ( f ; p1, . . . , pk, q) consisting of
the following configurations:
• for each interior vertex v, a bordered stable map uv representing the class
βη(v) with `(v) boundary marked points. We denote by p(e, v) the marked
point corresponding to the edge e attached to v;
• for i = 1, . . . , k, the input edge ei corresponds to a flow line γi from pi to
uv+(ei)(p(ei, v
+(ei));
• the output edge e0 corresponds to a flow line γ0 from uv´(e0)(p(e0, v
´(e0)))
to q;
• an interior edge e corresponds to a flow line γe from uv´(e)(p(e, v´(e))) to
uv+(e)(p(e, v+(e))).
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The virtual dimension of MΓ( f ; p1, . . . , pk, q) is given by







vPVint µ(βη(v)). The map mΓ : C
‚( f ; Λ0)bk Ñ C‚( f ; Λ0) is given by
mΓ(p1, . . . , pk) =
ÿ
qPCrit( f )
7MΓ( f ; p1, . . . , pk, q) ¨ q,
where 7MΓ( f ; p1, . . . , pk, q) is the signed count of the moduli space of virtual
dimension 0.
1.4. Disc potentials in Lagrangian Floer theory
In this section, we recall the disc potential of (CF‚(L; Λ0),m) introduced by
Fukaya-Oh-Ohta-Ono [FOOO09b].






aiTAi |ai P C, Ai P Rą0; Ai increases to +8,
+
.
Let (A,m) be an A8-algebra over Λ0 with the strict unit eA, and set
A+ = tx P A | x ” 0 mod Λ+ ¨ Au.
The weak Maurer-Cartan equation for an element b P A+ is given by
mb0(1) = m0(1) +m1(b) +m2(b, b) + . . . P Λ0 ¨ eA.
The condition that b P A+ ensures the convergence of mb0(1). A solution b of (1.4)
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is called a weak bounding cochain. We denote by
MC(A) =
!
b P Aodd+ | m
b
0(1) P Λ0 ¨ eA
)
,
the space of weak Maurer-Cartan elements. We say an A8-algebra A is weakly
unobstructed if MC(A) is nonempty, in which case we have (mb1)
2 = 0 for any
b PMC(A), thus defining a cohomology theory H‚(A,mb1).
Let us put
eb := 1 + b + bb b + . . . .
For an element b P MC(A), we can define a deformation mb of the A8-structure
m by
mbk(x1, . . . , xk) = m(e
b, x1, eb, x2, eb, . . . , eb, xk, eb), x1, . . . , xk P A. (1.4.1)
Now, for (A,m) = (CF‚(L; Λ0),m), we denote by MC(L) the space of odd
degree weak bounding cochains. In general, one should also consider gauge
equivalences between weak Maurer Cartan solutions. However, we omit them
here since they will trivial in our examples.
We say that the deformation of L by b (or simply (L, b)) is unobstructed (resp.
weakly unobstructed), if mb(1) = 0 (resp. b P MC(L)). In particular, if b = 0, we
will simply say L is unobstructed.
The following lemma concerns the weakly unobstructedness of (CF‚(L; Λ0),m).
This technique of finding weak bounding cochains in the presence of a homotopy
unit was introduced in [FOOO09b, Chapter 7] and [CW, Lemma 2.44].
Lemma 1.4.1. Let b P CF1(L; Λ+). Suppose mb0 = W(b)1
İ and the minimal Maslov
index of L is nonnegative. Then there exists b+ P CFodd(L; Λ+) such that mb
+
0 (1) =
WO(b)1O, i.e., (CF‚(L; Λ0),m) is weakly unobstructed. In particular, if the minimal
Maslov index of L is at least two, then, WO(b) = W(b).
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Proof. By (1.1.5), we have










is a Λ+ multiple of 1İ. The vanishing of the contribution of higher Maslov index
discs follows from the fact that the output singular chains are of degrees at most
(´2), whose projection to CF‚(L; Λ0) vanishes. Hence we can write (1.4.2) as
m1(1İ) = 1O ´ (1´ h)1İ, (1.4.3)
for some h P Λ+.
Let us tentatively take b1 = b + 1İ. We have
mb
1
0 (1) = m0(1) +m1(b + 1





The second equality is due to the vanishing of the mk maps with more than one
1İ as an input since the outputs are of degrees at most (´2). Also, notice that the
terms mb1,β(1
İ) are of degree 0 and therefore are multiples of 1İ.









b`1 , 1İ, bb`2).
Since there do not exist any gradient flow lines from b to the maximum 1İ, the




b`1 , 1İ, bb`2)
are zero and hence h(b) P Λ+.
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which yields b+ PMC(L).
If the minimal Maslov index of L is at least two, then h(b) = 0 (see (1.1.6)) and
hence WO(b) = W(b).
Let MCİ(L) the space of elements b P CF1(L; Λ+) which satisfy
mb0(1) = W(b)1
İ for some W(b) P Λ0.
By the above lemma, for each such b, there exists b+ P CFodd(L; Λ+) such that
mb
+
0 (1) = W
O(b)1O. Then, WO(b) can be viewed as a function on MCİ(L).
Definition 1.4.2. We will call WL := WO : MCİ(L)Ñ Λ0 the disc potential of L.
1.5. The equivariant Morse model
There are several approaches to G-equivariant Lagrangian Floer theory for a
pair of G-invariant Lagrangians in the existing literature. For G = Z2, Seidel-
Smith [SS10] used Floer homology coupled with Morse theory on EG to define
G-equivariant Lagrangian Floer homology of exact Lagrangians. In [HLS16a,
HLS16b], Hendricks-Lipshitz-Sarkar used a homotopy theoretic method to define
G-equivariant Lagrangian Floer homology for a compact Lie group G. Daemi-
Fukaya [DF17] defined an equivariant de Rham model using G-equivariant Ku-
ranishi structures developed in [FOOO09b, Fuk17]. Bao-Honda [BH18] defined
equivariant Lagrangian Floer cohomology in the case of finite group action via
semi-global Kuranishi structures.
In this section, we develop a Morse model for the G-equivariant Lagrangian
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Floer theory focusing on a single G-invariant Lagrangian. The underlying cochain
complexes can be constructed such that each complex is finite dimensional over
the cohomology ring of BG, and the A8-maps are given by counting pearly
trees in the Borel construction LG. This suits better for our purpose of comput-
ing disc potentials and constructing SYZ mirrors. The A8-algebra we construct
will be unital. This uses the homotopy unit construction in [FOOO09b], which
has also been adapted to the stabilizing divisor perturbation scheme by Charest-
Woodward [CW] for their (non-equivaraint) unital Morse model.
We define the G-equivariant Lagrangian Floer theory as the (ordinary) La-
grangian Floer theory of LG as a Lagrangian submanifold of a certain symplec-
tic manifold XG. This avoids the issue of equivariant transversality. The Morse
model we use makes the theory much more explicit and computable. Since the
Lagrangians we study here bounds non-constant pseudo-holomorphic discs, we
use the machinery of [FOOO09b] to handle the obstructions. On the other hand,
for computing the equivariant disc potential of toric Fano manifolds, virtual tech-
nique is not necessary.
Let G be a compact Lie group. We begin by choosing smooth finite dimen-
sional approximations for the universal bundle EG Ñ BG over the classifying
space. Namely, we have the follwing diagram
EG(0) = G EG(1) EG(2) ¨ ¨ ¨
BG(0) = pt BG(1) BG(2) ¨ ¨ ¨
(1.5.1)
where EG(N) and BG(N) are compact smooth manifolds, and the horizontal
arrows are smooth embeddings. We note that BG(N) are connected for N ě 1
since EG(N) is (N ´ 1)-connected.
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We also consider the cotangent bundles T˚EG(N) and T˚BG(N) equipped
with the canonical symplectic forms. Every symplectic G-action on a symplectic
manifold can be naturally lifted to a Hamiltonian G-action on its cotangent bun-
dle. We choose a moment map µN : T˚EG(N)Ñ g˚ for the Hamiltonian G-action
on T˚EG(N) lifted from the G-action on EG(N) where g˚ is the dual Lie algebra
of G. Since G acts on T˚EG(N) freely, we have a canonical isomorphism
T˚EG(N)/ G := µ´1N (0)/G – T
˚BG(N),
as symplectic manifolds. We denote by JT˚BG(N) the almost complex structure in-
duced by a G-invariant compatible almost complex structure on T˚EG(N). Notice
that JT˚BG(N) is compatible with the canonical symplectic form on T˚BG(N).
Let (X, ωX) be a symplectic G-manifold, i.e. X is a symplectic manifold en-
dowed with a G-action which preserves ωX. As in Section 1.1, X is assumed to
be convex at infinity or geometrically bounded if it is non-compact. Let L be a G-
invariant, closed, connected, and relatively spin Lagrangian submanifold X. We
will assume the relative spin structure is preserved by the G-action. Let us fix a
G-invariant almost complex structure JX compatible with ωX. In this section, we
will define a Morse model for the G-equivariant Lagrangian Floer theory on L.
Let X(N) = X ˆG µ´1N (0) and set XG = limÑ X(N). Since G acts freely on
µ´1N (0), there is a canonical map π : X(N) Ñ T
˚BG(N), which is a fiber bundle
with the fiber X. Let ι : X Ñ X(N) be inclusion of a fiber. By the construction,
X(N) is endowed with a symplectic form ωX(N) and a compatible almost complex
structure JX(N) satisfying




JX(N)|X(N´1) = JX(N´1), Dι ˝ JX = JX(N) ˝Dι, Dπ ˝ JX(N) = JT˚BG(N) ˝Dπ.
Let L(N) = LˆG EG(N) for N = 0, 1, . . . , which are finite dimensional approx-
imations of the Borel construction LG = LˆG EG. We note that L(N)Ñ BG(N) is
a fiber bundle with the fiber L. Regarding BG(N) as the zero section of T˚BG(N),
L(N) is a Lagrangian submanifold of X(N) for each N. The diagram (1.5.1) in-
duces a commutative diagram
L(0) = L L(1) L(2) ¨ ¨ ¨
X(0) = X X(1) X(2) ¨ ¨ ¨
(1.5.2)
where the vertical arrows are embeddings of Lagrangian submanifolds.
Now, we study the disc moduli bounded by L(N). The following proposi-
tion tells us that the image of any stable JX(N)-holomorphic map must be fully
contained in a fiber of the map π.
Proposition 1.5.1 (Effective disc classes). The induced map ι˚ : H2(X, L; Z) Ñ
H2(X(N), L(N); Z) restricts to a bijection
ι˚ : Heff2 (X, L)
„
ÝÑ Heff2 (X(N), L(N)).
Proof. Suppose that there is a JX(N)-holomorphic map u : (Σ, BΣ)Ñ (X(N), L(N)).




Then the composition π ˝ u is a JT˚BG(N)-holomorphic disc in T˚BG(N) bounded
by the zero section BG(N). Since BG(N) is an exact Lagrangian of T˚BG(N), it
does not bound any non-constant pseudo-holomorphic discs. It implies that π ˝ u
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is necessarily constant and Im(u) is contained in a fiber of π over BG(N).
Proposition 1.5.1 has the following corollaries that will play an important role
in computing the disc potential of L(N) later on.
Corollary 1.5.2 (Maslov index). The Maslov index of β P Heff2 (X, L) is equal to the
Maslov index of ι˚β P Heff2 (X(N), L(N)).
By abuse of notation, we denote the disc classes β P Heff2 (X, L) and ι˚β P
Heff2 (X(N), L(N)) both by β. We also denote their Maslov index by µ(β) and
symplectic area by ω(β).
Corollary 1.5.3 (Regularity). A JX(N)-holomorphic disc u : (Σ, BΣ) Ñ (X(N), L(N))
is regular if it is regular as a disc in the corresponding fiber of π.
Proof. Let E := u˚TX(N) and F := (Bu)˚TL(N). We denote by A0(E, F) the space
of smooth global sections of E with boundary values in F and by A1(E) the space
of smooth global (0, 1)-forms with coefficient in E. Consider the two term elliptic
complex
A0(E, F) B̄ÝÑ A1(E) (1.5.3)
where B̄ is the linearized Cauchy-Riemann opeartor at u. Pulling the following
exact sequences
0 Ñ TX Ñ TX(N)Ñ TT˚BG(N)Ñ 0
and
0 Ñ TL Ñ TL(N)Ñ TBG(N)Ñ 0
via u, we choose splittings
E = E1 ‘ E2 := u˚TX ‘ (π ˝ u)˚T(T˚BG(N))
and
F = F1 ‘ F2 := (Bu)˚TL‘ (π ˝ Bu)˚TBG(N),
where Fi Ă E1 and F2 Ă E2 are subbundles. This gives a decomposition of (1.5.3)




By Proposition 1.5.1, π ˝ u is a constant map and hence B̄2 is surjective. Therefore,
B̄ is surjective if and only if B̄1 is surjective.
Our heuristic definition of a G-equivariant Lagrangian Floer theory is the
(ordinary) Lagrangian Floer theory of the Lagrangian submanifold LG Ă XG.
However, since LG is infinite dimensional, we resort to using finite dimensional
approximations t(CF‚(L(N); Λ0), tmNk u)uNPN associated to a sequence of Morse-
Smale pairs t( fN, VN)uNPN on tL(N)uNPN. Clearly, arbitrary choices of
t( fN, VN)uNPN and Kuranishi perturbations would not suffice for this purpose.
We begin by specifying our choices of Morse-Smale pairs.
Definition 1.5.4. We call a sequence of Morse-Smale pairs t( fN, VN)uNPN admissi-
ble if it satisfies the following:
(1) For each N P N, there is an inclusion of critical point sets Crit( fN) Ă
Crit( fN+1). Under this identification, we have
(i) For p P Crit( fN), Wu( fN+1; p)ˆL(N+1) L(N) = Wu( fN; p).
(ii) For p P Crit( fN), the image of Ws( fN; p) in L(N) coincides with
Ws( fN+1; p) in L(N + 1).
(iii) For q P L(N + 1)zL(N), we have Φt(q) R L(N) for all t ě 0. This implies
Wu( fN+1; p)ˆL(N+1) L(N) = H
for p P Crit( fN+1)zCrit( fN).
(2) For each ` ě 0, there exists an integer N(`) ą 0 such that |p| ą ` for all
N ě N(`) and p P Crit( fN)zCrit( fN´1).
(3) The Morse function fN has a unique maximum 1İL(N) and the inclusion
Crit( fN) Ă Crit( fN+1) identifies 1İL(N) with 1
İ
L(N+1). This allows us to iden-





L(N) simply by 1
İ, 1O, and 1İ.
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We explain below how such a sequence of Morse-Smale pairs t( fN, VN)uNPN
can be produced. This is inspired by the family Morse theory of Hutchings
[Hut08].
Proposition 1.5.5. A smooth model for BG = limÑ BG(N) can be chosen such that 
admissible sequences of Morse-Smale pairs exist.
Proof. We choose E(U(k)) to be the infinite Stiefel manifold Vk(C8) = limÑ Vk(Ck+N) 
and B(U(k)) to be the infinite Grassmannian Gr(k, C8) = limÑ Gr(k, Ck+N). We 
have an embedding of Gr(k, C8) into the skew-Hermitian matrices on C8 by 
identifying V P Gr(k, C8) with the orthogonal projection PV onto V. Let A be the 
diagonal matrix with entries t1, 2, 3, . . .u. The map
fGr(k,C8) : Gr(k, C
8)Ñ R, fGr(k,C8)(V) = ´Re(tr (APV)), (1.5.4)




of fGr(k,C8) to each finite dimensional stratum is again a perfect Morse func-
tion.
2. For all p P Gr(k, Ck+N) and q P Gr(k, Ck+N+1)zGr(k, Ck+N), we have
fGr(k,Ck+N+1)(q) ď fGr(k,Ck+N)(p).
3. If a critical point p of fGr(k,C8) is contained in Gr(k, C8)zGr(k, Ck+N), then
|p| ą 2N.
We fix an embedding G Ñ U(k) of Lie groups for some k, and choose EG =
Vk(C8) and BG = Vk(C8)/G. This gives a fibration π : BG Ñ Gr(k, C8) with
fibers the homogeneous space U(k)/G. Let tUiuiPI be an open cover such that
each Ui is contractible, and if p P Crit( fGr(k,C8)) and p R Ui, then p R Ui. Let
tρiuiPI be a partition of unity subordinate to tUiuiPI . Notice that ρi are constant
near the critical points of fGr(k,C8) due to our second assumption on the open
cover.
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Here ρi and fU(k)/G are understood as defined on the local trivializations U(k)/Gˆ
Ui. For each N P N, the restriction of FU(k)/G,N := FU(k)/G|BG(N) to generic fibers
of BG(N) Ñ Gr(k, Ck+N) is a Morse function. In particular, the restriction of
FU(k)/G,N to each fiber over a critical point of fGr(k,Ck+N) agrees with fU(k)/G.
We set
fBG(N) = π
˚ fGr(k,Ck+N) + εFU(k)/G,N, ε ą 0.
Since Gr(k, Ck+N) is compact, for sufficiently small ε, fBG(N) has the critical point
set
Crit( fBG(N)) = Crit( fU(k)/G)ˆCrit( fGr(k,Ck+N)).
Moreover, fBG(N) is a Morse function. The non-degeneracy of critical points fol-
lows from the fact that ρi are constant near the critical points of fGr(k,C8).
Now, let VGr(k,C8) be a negative pseudo-gradient vector field for fGr(k,C8) such
that ( fGr(k,C8), VGr(k,C8)) is a Morse-Smale pair, and let VU(k)/G be a fiberwise
negative pseudo-gradient for FU(k)/G. We set
VBG = VU(k)/G + HVGr(k,C8),
where H denotes the horizontal lift with respect to an auxiliary connection for the
fiber bundle BG Ñ Gr(k, C8). For each N P N, we put VBG(N) = VBG|BG(N). Then,
for a generic choice of VU(k)/G, the pairs t( fBG(N), VBG(N))uNPN are Morse-Smale.
Finally, let f : L Ñ R be a Morse function. By iterating the construction in the
above paragraphs, we obtain Morse-Smale pairs t( fN, VN)uNPN with
Crit( fN) = Crit( f )ˆCrit( fBG(N)). (1.5.5)
It follows from the properties of fGr(k,C8) that t( fN, VN)uNPN is an admissible
collection in the sense of Definition 1.5.4.
We now turn to the choice of Kuranishi structures on the moduli spaces
Mk+1(β; L(N)). Let us first recall that for an element p = [Σ,~z, u] P Mk+1(β; L),
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a Kuranishi chart around u is a quintuple (Vp, Ep, Γp, ψp, sp), where Γp is the fi-
nite automorphism group of (Σ,~z, u) acting on the vector bundle Ep Ñ Vp, Vp is
a smooth manifold with corners parameterizing smooth stable maps close to u ,
sp = B̄JX is a Γ-equivariant smooth section of Ep Ñ Vp, and ψp is a homeomor-
phism from s´1p t0u/Γp to a neighborhood of p.
We fix weakly submersive Kuranishi structures for the disc moduli Mk+1(β; L)
following [FOOO09b, Chapter 7.1]. For N ě 1, since the holomorphic discs
with boundary on L(N) are contained in the fibers of X(N) Ñ T˚BG(N) (over
BG(N)), there are no obstruction in the base direction, and therefore we can
choose Kuranishi structures to be of the following form: For every N ě 1 and
q P BG(N), we choose a contractible neighborhood Uq of q in BG(N) and trivi-
alizations X ˆUq and LˆUq compatible with the diagram (1.5.2). This gives an
trivialization Mk+1(β; L) ˆUq of Mk+1(β; L(N)). Then, for an element p in a
fiber of Mk+1(β; L)ˆUq Ñ Uq, we can take the (weakly submersive) Kuranishi
chart around p to be
(Vp ˆUk+1q , Ep ‘ TqBG(N)
k, Γp, (ψ1p, id), B̄JX(N)),
where ψ1p is the pullback of ψp via the projection s´1p (0)/Γp ˆUq Ñ s´1p (0)/Γp
Then we have
Mk+1(β; L(N ´ 1)) = Mk+1(β; L(N))ˆL(N) L(N ´ 1),
as Kuranishi structures. Moreover, we can orient the moduli spaces using a G-
invariant relative spin structure such that the orientations are compatible with the
restriction above.
Let t(CF‚(L(N); Λ0), tmNk u)uNPN be Morse models associated to an admissible
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collection of Morse-Smale pairs t( fN, VN)uNPN. Let ιNN´1 : CF
‚(L(N ´ 1); Λ0) Ñ
CF‚(L(N); Λ0) be the map induced by inclusion of critical points Crit( fN´1) Ă
Crit( fN). We denote by tm̃
N,+
k u the A8-structure maps on the singular chain
models C‚(L(N); Λ0)+ and by tmNΓ u the maps associated to the decorated planar
rooted trees in the definition of tmNk u.
The next key proposition enables us to define the A8-structure maps of G-
equivariant Lagrangian Floer theory.
Proposition 1.5.6. The singular chain models (C‚(L(N); Λ0)+, m̃N,+) can be constructed




mN´1Γ (p1, . . . , pk)
)
= mNΓ (p1, . . . , pk)|L(N´1) (1.5.6)
for p1, . . . , pk P CF‚(L(N ´ 1); Λ0) and Γ P Γk+1. Here, the (RHS) means that we only
consider the outputs of mNΓ in CF
‚(L(N ´ 1); Λ0).
Proof. We proceed by induction on N. For N = 0, the statement of the propo-
sition is void. Suppose we have constructed A8-algebras (CF‚(L(N1); Λ0),mN
1
)
for all N1 with N1 ă N satisfying (1.5.6). We now construct (CF‚(L(N); Λ0),mN)
satisfying (1.5.6) as follows:
Let X 1g(L(N)) Ă Xg(L(N)) be the subset
X 1g(L(N)) = tP P Xg(L(N)) | PˆL(N) L(N ´ 1) ‰ Hu.
Inductively on g ě ´1, we construct the set of singular simplices Xg(L), and
choose perturbations sd,β,`,~PN , ‖(d, β)‖ = g, and s
+
d+,k,β,~P+N
, ‖(d+, β)‖ = g with
following additional properties :
(1) There exists a bijection rg : X 1g(L(N))Ñ Xg(L(N ´ 1)).
(2) For ~PN = (P1,N, . . . , P`,N), Pi,N P X 1d(i)(L(N)), and d(i) ď g, we have
M`+1(β; L(N); ~PN)ˆL(N) L(N ´ 1) = M`+1(β; L(N ´ 1); P1,N´1, . . . , P`,N´1)
(1.5.7)
as Kuranishi structures, where Pi,N´1 = rd(i)(Pi,N) P Xd(i)(L(N ´ 1)).
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(3) For ~P+N = (P
+







+(i) ď g, we have
(
[0, 1]|~a| ˆMk+1(β; L(N); ~P+N )
)
ˆL(N) L(N ´ 1)




as Kuranishi structures, where P+i,N´1 = rd(i)(P
+
i,N) P Xd(i)(L(N ´ 1)). In
particular, if P+i,N = ∆1İL(N) , then P
+
i,N´1 = ∆1İL(N´1) .
(4) Let Pi,N P X 1d(i)(L(N)) for i = 1, . . . , `. Let sd,β,`,~PN´1 be the perturbation
chosen at the previous inductive step on N for M`+1(β; L(N ´ 1); ~PN). If
‖(d, β)‖ = g, then for each p P Crit( fN´1), there is a one-to-one correspon-
dence between the following sets of simplices. The first set is the set of
simplices in the triangulation of
(ev0)˚
(




which are of complementary dimension to the stable submanifold Ws( fN´1; p)
in L(N ´ 1) and intersect Ws( fN´1; p) at a unique point. The other set is the







which are of complementary dimension to the stable submanifold Ws( fN; p)
in L(N) and intersect Ws( fN; p) at a unique point. Moreover, the intersection
points for the corresponding simplices have the same orientation.
(5) The analogue of (4) holds for the perturbation s+
d+,k,β,~P+N









These properties together would imply that the resulting Morse model satisfies
property (1.5.6).
Denote by ∆p,N the unstable chain of p P Crit( fN) defined as in (1.2.2). For
g = ´1, we have
X 1´1(L(N)) = t∆p,N | p P Crit( fN´1)u,
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by Definition 1.5.4 (1). We define r´1 : X 1´1(L(N))Ñ X´1(L(N´1)) by r´1(∆p,N) =
∆p,N´1.
Let~a = ta1, . . . , a|~a|u Ă t1, . . . , ku, a1 ă . . . ă a|~a|. For p1, . . . , pk´|~a| P Crit( fN´1),
let ~∆N = (∆p1,N, . . . , ∆pk´|~a|,N), and let ~∆
+
N be the k-tuple obtained by inserting e =
∆1İ into the a1, . . . , a|~a|-th places of ~∆N. Since any holomorphic disc is contained in
a fiber of X(N)Ñ T˚BG(N) over BG(N) by Proposition 1.5.1, Definition 1.5.4 (1)
implies
Mk+1´|~a|(β; L(N);~∆N)ˆL(N) L(N ´ 1) = Mk+1(β; L(N ´ 1);~∆N´1), (1.5.9)
and(
[0, 1]|~a| ˆMk+1(β; L(N);~∆+N)
)




as compact subsets of Mk+1´|~a|(β; L(N);~∆N) and [0, 1]|~a| ˆMk+1(β; L(N);~∆+N),
respectively. The restriction of the natural Kuranishi structure for the fiber prod-
uct Mk+1´|~a|(β; L(N)) (resp. [0, 1]|~a| ˆMk+1(β; L(N))) to the (LHS) of (1.5.9)
(resp. (1.5.10)) agrees with the Kuranishi structure of the (RHS) of (1.5.9) (resp.
(1.5.10)). This establishes properties (1)-(3). Notice that properties (4), (5) are void
for g = ´1.
Now, suppose we have constructed singular simplices and chosen perturba-
tions satisfying (1)-(5) for g1 ă g. Let Pi,N P X 1d(i)(L(N)) for i = 1, . . . , `. Suppose
‖(d, β)‖ = g. Then d(i) ă g, and by inductive hypothesis on g1 ă g, we have
M`+1(β; L(N); ~PN)ˆL(N) L(N ´ 1) = M`+1(β; L(N ´ 1); ~PN´1)
as Kuranishi structures. We choose perturbation sd,β,`,~PN to extend the perturba-
tion sd,β,`,~PN´1 and the perturbation for the boundary strata BM`+1(β; L(N);
~PN).
Note that sd,β,`,~PN´1 is compatible with the perturbation for BM`+1(β; L(N);
~PN)
since the latter is extended from the perturbation for BM`+1(β; L(N); ~PN)ˆL(N)
L(N ´ 1) at previous inductive steps on g.
We triangulate M`+1(β; L(N); ~PN)
s
d,β,`,~PN extending the triangulation on
M`+1(β; L(N ´ 1); ~PN´1)
s
d,β,`,~PN´1 and triangulation on the boundary strata. We
can choose the perturbation sd,β,`,~PN such that any simplex in this triangulation
away from M`+1(β; L(N ´ 1); ~PN´1)
s
d,β,`,~PN´1 is transverse to the stable submani-
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folds of fN (via the evaluation map ev0). Suppose τN is a simplex in this triangula-
tion and τN ˆL(N) L(N´ 1) ‰ H. By subdividing if necessary, we can assume that
τN has a face τN´1 in M`+1(β; L(N´ 1); ~PN´1)
s
d,β,`,~PN´1 and no other faces of τN of
dimension greater or equal to dim τN´1 are in M`+1(β; L(N ´ 1); ~PN´1)
s
d,β,`,~PN´1 .
Notice that τN is not transverse to all stable submanifolds of fN since the sta-
ble submanifolds remain unchanged by Definition 1.5.4 (1) but the ambient space
L(N) is of higher dimension than L(N ´ 1). We can however move the vertices of
τN so that it is transverse to the stable submanifolds of fN. We choose the pertur-
bation s+
d+,k,β,~P+N
and the triangulation for
(
[0, 1]|~a| ˆMk+1(β; L(N); ~P+N )
)s+
d+ ,k,β,~P+N
in a similar manner.
Finally, we define rg : X 1g(L(N)) Ñ Xg(L(N ´ 1)) by rg(τN) = τN´1, and
rg(G(τN)) = G(τN´1).
We are now ready to define a Morse model (CF‚G(L; Λ0), tm
G
k u) for the G-
equivariant Lagrangian Floer theory of L. The equivariant Floer complex CF‚G(L; Λ0)
is defined to be the direct limit
CF‚G(L; Λ0) = lim
Ñ
CF‚(L(N); Λ0). (1.5.11)
In order to define the A8-structure maps tmGk u on CF
‚
G(L; Λ0), we first define the
maps tmGΓ u for Γ P Γk+1 and k ě 0 as follows. For p1, . . . , pk P CF
‚
G(L; Λ0), there
exists a sufficiently large N0 P N such that p1, . . . , pk P CF‚(L(N0); Λ0)+. Setting
` =
řk
i=1 |pi|+ 2´ k´ µ(Γ), we define m
G
Γ by
mGΓ (p1, . . . , pk) = m
N(`)
Γ (p1, . . . , pk) (1.5.12)
where N(`)(ě N0) comes from Definition 1.5.4 (2). Because of Proposition 1.5.6,
















The pair (CF‚G(L; Λ0),m
G = tmGk ukě0) is an A8-algebra with a strict unit 1
O.
For fixed inputs the A8-identity can be checked on (CF‚(L(N); Λ0),mN) for suf-
ficiently large N.
We will refer to the pair (CF‚G(L; Λ0),m
G) from (1.5.11) and (1.5.14) as the
Morse model for the G-equivariant Lagrangian Floer theory (G-equivariant Morse model)
of L.
1.6. Equivariant parameters as homotopy partial units
Consider a Lagrangian toric fiber L of a compact semi-Fano toric manifold of
the complex d dimension. One of the main goals of this thesis is to understand
the Givental’s equivariant toric superpotential





as the disc potential of the T-equivariant Lagrangian Floer theory of L constructed
in Section 1.5. The terms λ1, . . . , λd are the equivariant parameters generating the
cohomology ring
H‚T(pt) = H
‚(BT; C) = C[λ1, . . . , λd].
Since λ1, . . . , λd have cohomological degree 2, the expression (1.6.1) of Wλ sug-
gests that the boundary deformations of curvature mT0 (1) are, a priori, obstructed.
For this reason, we shall construct in this section an alternative model which is
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homotopy equivalent to our equivariant Morse model and define its equivariant
disc potential. Our construction in this section replies on the existence of a well-
behaved perfect Morse function on BG (e.g. (1.5.4) for G = U(k)). For this reason,
we will temporarily restrict the discussion to the case when G is a product of
unitary groups.
To begin with, we fix a Morse function f on L with a unique maximum point
1İL. Following the proof of Proposition 1.5.5, we can choose an admissible se-
quence of Morse-Smale pairs t( fN, VN)uNPN such that fN is of the form
fN = π˚N ϕN + φN (1.6.2)
where
• ϕN is a perfect Morse function on BG(N).
• φN is a (generically) fiberwise Morse function for L(N)Ñ BG(N). In partic-
ular the restriction of φN to each fiber over a critical point of ϕN agrees with
ε f for some ε ą 0.
Since the choice (1.6.2) satisfies (1.5.5), we have
C‚( fN; Λ0) = C‚( f ; Λ0)bΛ0 H
‚(BG(N); Λ0).
We then enlarge C‚( fN; Λ0) fiberwise over Crit(ϕN) to
CF‚(L(N); Λ0): = CF‚(L; Λ0)bΛ0 H
‚(BG(N); Λ0),
where








CF‚(L(N); Λ0): = CF‚(L; Λ0)bΛ0 H
‚
G(pt; Λ0). (1.6.3)
over the graded coefficient ring H‚G(pt; Λ0) via finite dimensional approximations.
Set
C‚(L(N); Λ0): = C‚(L(N); Λ0)‘
 à
λPCrit(ϕN)
(Λ0 ¨ λO ‘Λ0 ¨ λİ)
 .
Here, the singular chains in χ´1(L(N)) Ă C‚(L(N); Λ0) are the unstable chains of
the critical points of fN. We denote by λİ the unstable chain of the critical point
(1İL, λ). The generators λ
O and λİ are of degrees |λO| = |λİ| and |λİ| = |λİ| ´ 1.
We note that λİ and λO are of even degrees while λİ are of odd degrees.
By using the idea of the homotopy unit construction in Section 1.3, we con-
struct an A8-structure m̃N,: on C‚(L(N); Λ0): satisfying the following properties:
1. The restriction of m̃N,: to C‚(L(N); Λ0)+ agrees with m̃N,+. In particular, this
means if λ P Crit(ϕN) is the maximum point, then λİ = e is the homotopy
unit, λO = e+ is the strict unit, and λİ = f is the homotopy between them.





















































0 if β ‰ β0
m̃N,:2,β0(λ










0 if β ‰ β0
m̃N,:2,β0(P, λ
İ) if β = β0.
4. For k ‰ 2,
m̃N,:k (. . . , λ
O, . . .) = 0.
5. λİ is a homotopy between λİ and λO in the following sense.
Let~a = (a1, . . . , a|~a|) be an ordered subset of t1, . . . , ku satisfying a1 ă . . . ă a|~a|.
For ~P = (P1, . . . , Pk´|~a|) a (k ´ |~a|)-tuple of singular chains, let ~P: be the k-tuple
obtained by inserting λİ into the~a-th places of ~P (by an abuse of notation, λİ’s in-
serted can be distinct). We choose a perturbation on [0, 1]|~a| ˆMk+1(β; L(N); ~P:)
as follows: For a splitting ~a1
š
~a2 = ~a of ~a, we denote by ~P1 the (k ´ |~a1|)-tuple
given by removing λİ from the ~a1-th places of ~P:. Let (t1, . . . , t|~a|) be coordinates
on [0, 1]|~a|. If ti = 0 for all i P ~a1, we consider a perturbation chosen in Proposi-
tion 1.5.6 on the moduli space obtained by just inserting λİ into the ~a1-th place.
On the other hand, If ti = 1 for all i P ~a1, we take a perturbation pulled back via
forget~a1 : Mk+1(β; L(N); ~P
:)ÑMk+1´|~a1|(β; L(N); ~P1). (We note that the unstable
submanifold Wu( fN, λİ) is the restriction of the fiber bundle LN Ñ BG(N) over
Wu(ϕN, λ) Ă BG(N), it therefore makes sense to pullback perturbations.) Finally,
we take a perturbation s: on [0, 1]|~a| ˆMk+1(β; L(N); ~P:) interpolating between
them. We note that the unstable submanifold Wu( fN, λİ) is the restriction of the
fiber bundle LN Ñ BG(N) over the unstable submanifold Wu(ϕN, λ) in BG(N).
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Inserting λİ imposes no constraint in the fiber direction. Therefore it makes sense
to pullback perturbations from Mk+1´|~a1|(β; L(N); ~P1) to Mk+1(β; L(N); ~P:).
The m̃N,:k,β maps for (k, β) ‰ (1, β0) with inputs λ









where „ is again the equivalence relation collapsing fibers of forget~a1 . The zero
locus of a pullback multisection is a degenerate singular chain which becomes
zero in the quotient.
For (1, β0), we set m̃
N,:
1,β0
(λİ) = λO ´ λİ. Moreover,
m̃N,:1 (λ












Note that hλ ” 0 mod Λ+ ¨ C‚(L(N); Λ0):.
Now, the homological perturbation as in Theorem 1.3.1 is applied to obtain a
Morse model (CF‚(L(N); Λ0):,mN,:) from the singular chain model. We finally
obtain an A8-algebra structure mG,: on CF‚G(L; Λ0)
: defined in (1.6.3).
For any λ P H‚G(pt; Λ0), we put
λİ = 1İL b λ, λ
O = 1OL b λ, and λ
İ = 1İL b λ.
In particular, for λ = 1, we denote
1İ = 1İL b 1, 1
O = 1OL b 1, and 1
İ = 1İL b 1.
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By our construction, the A8-algebra (CF‚G(L; Λ0)
:,mG,:) has the following prop-
erties:
1. The restriction of mG,: to CF‚G(L; Λ0) coincides with m
G. In particular, 1İ is
the homotopy unit, 1O is the strict unit, and 1İ is the homotopy between
them.
2. For X P CF‚G(L; Λ0)
:, let us write X =
ř
aijxi b λj and put
λ ¨ X =
ÿ
aijxi b (λY λj),
X ¨ λ =
ÿ
aijxi b (λj Y λ).
Then we have
mG,:2 (λ
O, X) = λ ¨ X = (´1)|X|X ¨ λ = (´1)|X|mG,:2 (X, λ
O) (1.6.6)
3. For k ‰ 2,
mG,:k (. . . , λ
O, . . .) = 0. (1.6.7)
Since the properties (1.6.6) and (1.6.7) that λO satisfies are similar to those of a
strict unit, we call λO a partial unit and λİ a homotopy partial unit.
When the minimal Maslov index of L is nonnegative, the elements 1İ and λİ
satisfy
mG,:1 (1
İ) = 1O ´ (1´ h)1İ, (1.6.8)
for some h P Λ+, and
mG,:1 (λ
İ) = mG,:1 (m
G,:
2 (1
İ, λO)) = λO ´ (1´ h)λİ, (1.6.9)
where the last inequality follows from the A8-identity.
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The equation (1.6.8) implies [1İ] = [1O]/(1´ h) P HF0G(L; Λ0) (in the weakly
unobstructed case so that the equivariant Floer cohomology is well-defined). Since
h P Λ+, 1İ is a cohomological unit. This is important, for instance when we con-
sider isomorphisms of objects in the Fukaya category.
The following theorem shows that (CF‚G(L; Λ0)
:,mG,:) can be defined over the
graded coefficient ring H‚G(pt; Λ0), namely
(CF‚G(L; Λ0)
:,mG,:) = (CF‚(L; H‚G(pt; Λ0)),m
G,:). (1.6.10)
It is important to point out that the A8-structure of the (RHS) is not determined
by (CF‚(L; Λ0),m) since the equivariant parameters can receive nontrivial contri-
butions from the pearly trees in LG.
Theorem 1.6.1. Assume that L has non-negative minimal Maslov index. Let X1, . . . , Xk P
CF‚G(L; Λ0)
:. We write X` =
ř
aijxi b λj for ` P t1, . . . , ku. Then, we have





k (X1, . . . , X`´1, xi b 1, X`+1, . . . , Xk).
Proof. From (1.6.6), it follows that
mG,:k (X1, . . . , X`´1, xi b λj, X`+1, . . . , Xk)
= mG,:k (X1, . . . , X`´1,m
G,:
2 (λ
O, xi b 1), X`+1, . . . , Xk).
Then, by using (1.6.7) and A8-identity, one obtains
mG,:k (X1, . . . , X`´1,m
G,:
2 (λ




O, X1) . . . , X`´1, xi b 1, X`+1, . . . , Xk)
= (´1)`mG,:2 (λ
O,mG,:k (X1, . . . , X`´1, xi b 1, X`+1, . . . , Xk))
= (´1)`λj ¨m
G,:
k (X1, . . . , X`´1, xi b 1, X`+1, . . . , Xk)
where the last equality follows from (1.6.6).
In summary, we have produced the equivariant Morse model (CF‚G(L; Λ0)
:,mG,:)
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as an A8-algebra over H‚G(pt; Λ0).
1.7. Disc potentials in equivariant Lagrangian Floer theory
We now introduce an equivariant disc potential for the equivariant Morse
model (CF‚G(L; Λ0)
:,mG,:) over the graded coefficient ring H‚G(pt; Λ0).
For an element b P CF‚G(L; Λ+)
:, we define the equivariant weak Maurer-Cartan
equation by






2 (b, b) + . . . P H
‚
G(pt; Λ0) ¨ 1
O. (1.7.1)
We denote by MCG(L) the space of odd degree solutions of (1.7.1). An element
b P MCG(L) is called a weak Maurer-Cartan element over H‚G(pt; Λ0). We say that
(CF‚G(L; Λ0)
:,mG,:) is weakly unobstructed if MCG(L) is nonempty.
Definition 1.7.1. The deformation of (L, G) by b (or simply (L, G, b)) is called
unobstructed (resp. weakly unobstructed) if mG,:,b(1) = 0 (resp. b P MCG(L)). In
particular, if b = 0, we simply call (L, G) unobstructed.
Similar to Lemma 1.4.1, we have
Lemma 1.7.2. For b P CF1G(L; Λ+), suppose that
















In particular, (CF‚G(L; Λ0)
:,mG,:) is weakly unobstructed.
If the minimal Maslov index of L is assumed to be at least two in addition, then
WO = W(b) and φOλ (b) = φλ(b).
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Proof. Let us tentatively take b1 = b + W(b)1İ +
ř
deg λ=2 φλ(b)λ
İ. We also put
b1 = b +W(b)1İ, b2 = W(b)1İ +
ř
deg λ=2 φλ(b)λ

























mG,:k (bi, . . . , bi)
















İ, . . . , 1İ) = 0 since the outputs are of degree





mG,:k (b1, . . . , b1)´m
G,:
k (b, . . . , b) = W(b)(1
O
´ (1´ h(b))1İ)
for some h(b) P Λ+.
Let us now consider the term
ÿ
kě2
mG,:k (b3, . . . , b3)´m
G,:
k (b, . . . , b). (1.7.2)
By (1.6.6), (1.6.7) and the A8-identity, each term in (1.7.2) can be rewritten in the
form
P(λ1, . . . , λ`) ¨m
G,:
k (. . . , 1
İ, . . .),
where P(λ1, . . . , λ`) P H‚(BG; Λ0) is a monomial in degree 2 variables and
mG,:k (. . . , 1
İ, . . .) has at least one 1İ as an input and remaining inputs are b and
1İ. By the degree reason, mG,:k (. . . , 1
İ, . . .) = 0 when it has more than one 1İ as





k (b, . . . , b, λ






k (b, . . . , b, 1
İ, b, . . . , b),
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where δ P t0, 1u depends on the position of 1İ. Recall from the proof of Lemma
1.4.1 that mG,:k (b, . . . , b, 1
İ, b, . . . , b) is a Λ+ multiple of 1İ. Since λ ¨ 1İ = λİ, the









mG,:k (b3, . . . , b3)´m
G,:




φλ(b)(λO ´ (1´ hλ(b))λİ),
for some hλ(b) P Λ+.
Next, we note that the term
ÿ
kě2










vanishes for the same reason we explain in the above paragraph.
Finally, let











0 (1) can be expressed as
mG,:,b
:



























Since both W(b) and φλ(b) are in Λ+, we have b: PMCG(L).
If the minimal Maslov index of L is at least two, then h(b) = 0, hλ(b) = 0 and
therefore WO(b) = W(b), φOλ (b) = φλ(b).
Corollary 1.7.3. In the setting of Lemma 1.7.2, if b P C1( f ; Λ0) and mb0(1) P Λ0 ¨ 1
İ,
then the equivariant Morse model (CF‚G(L; Λ0)
:,mG,:) is weakly unobstructed.
Proof. If b P C1( f ; Λ0) and mb0(1) P Λ0 ¨ 1








We remark that even if the minimal Maslov index of L is 2 and (L, b) is un-
obstructed, one can only expect (L, G, b) to be weakly unobstructed in general.
This is due to the possibility of the constant disc class contributing to degree 2
equivariant parameters.
Now, let MCİG(L) the space of elements b P CF1G(L; Λ+) which satisfy





for some W(b), φλ(b) P Λ. By the Lemma 1.7.2, for each such b, there exists


















Definition 1.7.4. We will call WLG := W
O : MCİG(L) Ñ H‚G(pt; Λ0) the equivariant
disc potential of (L, G).
1.8. Equivariant Floer theory for Lagrangian immersions
In this section we describe a generalization of the equivariant Morse model to
immersed Lagrangians with clean self-intersections.
In [AJ10], Akaho and Joyce developed Lagrangian Floer theory for immersed
Lagrangians L with transverse self-intersection (which is a nodal point), gen-
eralizing the work of Fukaya-Oh-Ohta-Ono [FOOO09b] in the embedded case.
Their construction can be further generalized to the case where L is an immersed
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Lagrangian with clean self-intersection as we describe below. See [Sch16, CW,
Fuk18] for the development of Floer theory of clean intersections in different set-
tings.
Let (X, ωX) be as in Section 1.1 and let L be a closed, connected, relatively
spin, immersed Lagrangian submanifold with clean self-intersections. We denote
by ι : L̃ Ñ X the immersion L0 and by I the self-intersection. As in Akaho-Joyce
[AJ10], the inverse image of I under the immersion ι is assumed to be the disjoint
union I´
š
I+ Ă L̃, each of which is diffeomorphic to I . I´ and I+ are the two





consists of the diagonal component R0, and the two immersed sectors
R1 = t(p´, p+) P L̃ˆ L̃ | p´ P I´, p+ P I+, ι(p´) = ι(p+)u,
R´1 = t(p+, p´) P L̃ˆ L̃ | p+ P I+, p´ P I´, ι(p+) = ι(p´)u,
We have canonical isomorphisms R0 – L̃ and R´1 – R1 – I . We also have the




R1 swapping the two immersed sectors, i.e,
σ(p´, p+) = (p+, p´).
Let JX be a compatible almost complex structure of (X, ωX). For a map α :
t0, . . . , ku Ñ t´1, 0, 1u, we consider quintuples (Σ,~z, u, ũ, l) where
• Σ is a prestable genus 0 bordered Riemann surface,
• ~z = (z0, . . . , zk) are distinct counter-clockwise ordered smooth points on BΣ,
• u : (Σ, BΣ)Ñ (X, L) is a J-holomorphic map with (Σ,~z, u) stable,
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• ũ : S1ztζi := l´1(zi) : α(i) ‰ 0u Ñ L̃ is a local lift of u|BΣ, i.e.,









where α(i) ‰ 0 and i :=
?
´1.
• l : S1 Ñ BΣ is an orientation preserving continuous map (unique up to
a reparametrization) characterized by that the inverse image of a smooth
point is a point and the inverse image of a singular point consists of two
points.
Let [Σ,~z, u, ũ, l] be the equivalence class of (Σ,~z, u, ũ, l) given by the automor-
phisms. For β P H2(X, L; Z) and α a map as described above, we denote by
Mk+1(α, β) the moduli space of (equivalence classes of) such quintuples [Σ,~z, u, ũ, l]
satisfying u˚([Σ]) = β. The moduli spaces come with the following evaluation
maps evi : Mk+1(α, β)Ñ L̃ˆL L̃ defined by








ũ(zi) P R0 α(i) = 0(
limθÑ0´ ũ(eiθζi), limθÑ0+ ũ(eiθζi)
)
P Rα(i) α(i) ‰ 0,
at the input marked points i = 1, . . . , k, and








ũ(z0) P R0 α(0) = 0
σ
(
limθÑ0´ ũ(eiθζ0), limθÑ0+ ũ(eiθζ0)
)
P R´α(0) α(0) ‰ 0,
at the output marked point.
For the convenience of writing, we will call an element of Mk+1(α, β) a stable
polygon if α(i) ‰ 0 for some i P t0, . . . , ku. In this case, the corners of a polygon are
the boundary marked points zi with α(i) ‰ 0. If α(i) = 0 for all i, we will simply
refer to an element of Mk+1(α, β) as a stable disc. Note that α dictates the branch
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jumps at the boundary marked points.
The Kuranishi structures on Mk+1(α, β; L) are chosen to be weakly submer-
sive. For ~P = (P1, . . . , Pk), P1, . . . , Pk P S‚(L̃ˆL L̃; Q), we denote by Mk+1(α, β, ~P)
the fiber product
Mk+1(α, β, ~P) = Mk+1(α, β, L)ˆ(L̃ˆL L̃)k ~P
in the sense of Kuranishi structures. We can then construct an A8-structure m̃ on
a countably generated subcomplex C‚(L; Λ0) Ă S‚(L̃ˆL L̃; Λ0) as in Section 1.1.










m̃k,β(P1, . . . , Pk) =
ÿ
α
m̃k,(α,β)(P1, . . . , Pk)
for (k, β) ‰ (1, β0). Notice that mk,(α,β)(P1, . . . , Pk) = H unless Pi is a singular
chain on Rα(i). The A8-maps m̃k are given by
m̃k(P1, . . . , Pk) =
ÿ
β
TωX(β)m̃k,β(P1, . . . , Pk).
Similarly, we have a unital A8-algebra (C‚(L; Λ0)+, m̃+) homotopy equivalent
to (C‚(L; Λ0), m̃) obtained via the homotopy unit construction.
Remark 1.8.1. We choose for each connected component Ii Ă I , a base point pi,
and a path of Lagrangian subspaces in Tpi X connecting dι(Tpi,´L) and dι(Tpi,+L),
ι(pi,´)=ι(pi,+) = pi. Then, the dimensions of the moduli spaces and the grading
of singular chains on the immersed sectors depend on the choices of paths in
the same manner as in [AJ10]. On the other hand, for our applications in the
later chapters, the immersed Lagrangian will be graded by a holomorphic volume
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form and these will be determined uniquely once paths of graded Lagrangian
subspaces are chosen.
Let f : L̃ˆL L̃ Ñ R be a Morse function with a unique maximum point 1İ on
the diagonal component L̃. Let C‚( f ; Λ0) be the cochain complex generated by
the critical points of f





CF‚(L; Λ0) = C‚( f ; Λ0)‘Λ0 ¨ 1O ‘Λ0 ¨ 1İ.
Let
X´1(L) = t∆p | p P Crit( f )u,
where ∆p is defined by (1.2.2). Let C‚(´1)(L; Λ0) Ă S
‚(L̃ˆL L̃; Λ0) be the subcom-
plex generated elements in X´1(L), and set
C‚(´1)(L; Λ0)
+ = C‚(´1)(L; Λ0)‘Λ0 ¨ e
+
‘Λ0 ¨ f .
We again identify CF‚(L; Λ0) with C‚(´1)(L; Λ0)
+ via the assignment p ÞÑ ∆p and
equip CF‚(L; Λ0) with a unital A8-structure m via homological peturbation as in
Section 1.3.
The A8-maps mk counts stable pearly trees with interior vertices decorated by
stable polygons (α, β). The each edge of a tree correspond to a negative gradient
flow line of the Morse function f (in a connected component of L̃ˆL L̃). A flow
line connected to the ith input marked point of a polygon (α, β) must be contained
Rα(i), for otherwise the pearly tree does not exist. See Figure 1¨3 for some (non-)
examples.
For a pair (L1, L2) of closed, connected, relatively spin, embedded Lagrangian
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submanifolds intersecting cleanly, the union L = L1 Y L2 is a immersed La-
grangian with clean self-intersections with L̃ = L1
š
L2. We choose the splitting
ι´1(I) = I´
š
I+ so that I´ Ă L1 and I+ Ă L2.
We can define a pearl complex (CF‚(L1, L2; Λ0),m
L1,L2
1 ) for the Lagrangian
intersection Floer theory of (L1, L2) as follows:
CF‚(L1, L2; Λ0) =
à
pPCrit( f |R1 )
Λ ¨ p
is the subcomplex of CF‚(L; Λ0) generated by critical points of f in R1, and m
L1,L2
1
counts stable pearly trees Γ P Γ2 with input and output vertices in R1.
For the equivariant Morse model, we consider a G-equivariant Lagrangian im-
mersion ι : L̃ Ñ X with image L = ι(L̃) Ă X a G-invariant immersed Lagrangian
L. We can choose an admissible collection of Morse-Smale pairs t( fN, VN)uNPN
on the finite dimensional approximations of L̃GˆLG L̃G and proceed to define A8-
algebras (CF‚G(L; Λ0),m
G) and (CF‚G(L; Λ0)
:,mG,:) following Section 1.3 and 1.6.
This gives rise to interesting equivariant disc potentials even in the case when L
is unobstructed as we will see in Section 3.3.
1.9. Anti-symplectic involutions
In this section, we study the change of orientations on the moduli spaces with
respect to an anti-symplectic involution. The result we obtain is crucial in proving
the weakly unobstructedness of the immersed Lagrangians of our interest.
Let τ : X Ñ X be an anti-symplectic involution, i.e., τ˚ω = ´ω. We con-
sider a τ-invariant immersed Lagrangian L such that the immersed locus I is also
τ-invariant. Then τ|L lifts to a diffeomorphism τ̃ : L̃ Ñ L̃ satisfying τ̃2 = id,




Figure 1¨3: L can be seen locally as a union of two cleanly intersecting Lagrangians
L1 and L2. The pearly tree shown on the right does not exist due to inconsistency
of Lagrangian boundary labels.
R´1
š
R1 swapping the immersed sectors. Suppose the compatible almost com-
plex structure J is τ-anti-invariant, i.e., τ˚ J = ´J. Then τ induces an involution
on the moduli spaces.
Let us fix a non-negative integer k, α : t0, . . . , ku Ñ t´1, 0, 1u, and β P Heff2 (X, L).
Let [Σ,~z, u, ũ, l] PMk+1(α, β). We define û : (Σ, BΣ)Ñ (X, L) by
û(z) := τ ˝ u(z̄).
Let α̂ : t0, . . . , ku Ñ t´1, 0, 1u be given by α̂(0) = α(0) and α̂(i) = α(k + 1´ i)
for i = 1, . . . , k. We put ~̂z = (ẑ0, . . . , ẑk) := (z̄0, z̄k, z̄k´1, . . . , z̄1) and define ˆ̃u :
S1ztζ̄i := l´1(z̄i) | α̂(i) ‰ 0u Ñ L̃ by
ˆ̃u(z) := τ̃ ˝ ũ(z̄).
Then ˆ̃u satisfies









P Rα̂(i), α̂(i) ‰ 0.
Note that both the complex conjugation on the domain and the involution on X
swap the immersed sectors and α̂ is obtained from α simply by relabeling the
boundary marked points.
For β = [u], setting β̂ = [û], the map τmain˚ : Mk+1(α, β)ÑMk+1(α̂, β̂) defined
by
[Σ,~z, u, ũ, l] ÞÑ [Σ,~̂z, û, ˆ̃u, l]
is a homeomorphism (between topological spaces) satisfying τmain ˝ τmain = id.
We can then choose Kuranishi structures respecting the involution τ as follows.
Theorem 1.9.1 ([FOOO17, Theorem 4.11]). The map τmain˚ is induced by an isomor-
phism of Kuranishi structures.
A choice of relative spin structure on L together with a choice a path in the La-
grangian Grassmannian of TpX, for each p P I , connecting dι(Tp´L) and dι(Tp+L),
ι(p´) = ι(p+) = p, determine orientations on the moduli spaces Mk+1(α, β)
[AJ10, Section 5] (see also [FOOO09b, Chapter 8.8] for the choices of paths in the
Bott-Morse setting). We will fix a choice of connecting paths for the following
discussion.
Let σ P H2(X, L; Z/2Z) be a (stable conjugacy class of) relative spin structure
on L. We write Mk+1(α, β)σ to emphasize the Kuranishi structure Mk+1(α, β)
is equipped with the orientation determined by σ. Let Mclockk+1 (α, β) denote the
moduli space with the boundary marked points respecting the clockwise order
and put ~̄z = (z̄0, . . . , z̄k). By [FOOO17, Theorem 4.10], the map




[Σ,~z, u, ũ, l] ÞÑ [Σ,~̄z, û, ˆ̃u, l],
(1.9.1)
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is an orientation preserving isomorphism of Kuranishi structures if and only if
µL(β)/2 + k + 1 is even.
Let P1, . . . , Pk P C‚(R´1
š
R1) Ă C‚(L; Λ0) be singular chains on the immersed
sectors. We have an isomorphism
τmain˚ : Mk+1(α, β; P1, . . . , Pk)τ
˚σ
ÑMk+1(α̂, β̂; Pk, . . . , P1)σ (1.9.2)
of Kuranishi structures, satisfying τmain ˝ τmain = id.
Let Munorderedk+1 (α, β; P1, . . . , Pk) be the moduli space with unordered boundary
marked points. Note that the unordered moduli space contains both
Mk+1(α, β; P1, . . . , Pk) and Mclockk+1 (α, β; P1, . . . , Pk) as connected components. Let
ti, i + 1u Ă t1, . . . , ku and let αiØi+1 : t0, . . . , ku Ñ t´1, 0, 1u be the map obtained
from α by swapping α(i) and α(i + 1). By [FOOO17, Lemma 3.17], the action of
changing the order of marked points induces an orientation preserving isomor-
phism
Munorderedk+1 (α, β; P1, . . . , Pi, Pi+1, . . . , Pk)
„
ÝÑ (´1)(deg Pi+1)(deg Pi+1+1)Munorderedk+1 (α
iØi+1, β; P1, . . . , Pi+1, Pi, . . . , Pk).
(1.9.3)
Combining (1.9.1) and (1.9.3), we derive the following theorem.





+ k + 1 +
ÿ
1ďiăjďk
(deg Pi + 1)(deg Pj + 1). (1.9.4)
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Chapter 2
Equivariant toric Landau-Ginzburg mirrors
In this chapter, we study the equivariant Morse model in the case of a torus
T – (S1)` acting on a closed, connected, relative spin Lagrangian submanifold
L – T ˆ P of product type of a symplectic T-manifold X, such that T acts freely
on the first factor of L and trivially on the second factor. In the case L – T is
a regular moment map fiber of a semi-projective, semi-Fano toric manifold, we
recover the equivariant toric superpotential Wλ as the T-equivariant disc potential
of L.
2.1. Morse theory on the approximation spaces
For explicit computations of the equivariant disc potentials, we begin by fixing
our choice of admissible Morse-Smale pairs t( fN, VN)uNPN.
Our choices of the universal bundle ET and the classifying space BT are ET =
(S8)` and BT = (CP8)`. We also have the finite dimensional approximations
ET(N) = (S2N+1)` and BT(N) = (CPN)`. Since the T acts trivially on P, we have
LT = TT ˆ (Pˆ (CP8)`) and L(N) = T(N)ˆ (Pˆ (CPN)`).
For N ě 1, let [zi,0, . . . , zi,N] be the homogeneous coordinates on the i-th com-
ponent of BT(N) = (CPN)`. Let πN : L(N)Ñ (CPN)` be the projection map. Let








Set rUj1...j` = π
´1
N (Uj1...j`) – Lˆ (C
N)`. We will be working with the atlas trUj1...j`u
for L(N) with local coordinates((
θ
(j1...j`)







z(j1...j`)i,0 , . . . ,
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on rUj1...j` , where θ
(j1...j`)
i P [0, 2π) are angular coordinates on (S
1)`, ~p(j1...j`) is





. The transition map rUj1...j` to rUj11...j1` is given by((
θ
(j1...j`)


























, . . . ,
z(j1...j`)i,ji
z(j1...j`)i,j1i




We fix the inclusion (CPN)` ãÑ (CPN+1)` to be
([zi,0, . . . , zi,N]) ÞÑ ([zi,0, . . . , zi,N, 0]) . (2.1.1)
Which in turn, fixes the inclusions X(N) ãÑ X(N + 1) and L(N) ãÑ L(N + 1).
For U(1) = S1, the perfect Morse function (1.5.4) on the infinite complex Grass-
manian specializes to








From which we obtain a perfect Morse function on BT










The critical points of ϕ are of the form
Crit(ϕ) =
!





with degrees given by
ř`
i=1 2ji. We denote the degree 2 critical points with ji = 1,
and jk = 0 for k ‰ i by λi. We also denote the critical point where ϕ attains the
maximum by 1BT, i.e.
1BT = ([zi,0 ‰ 0, 0, 0, . . .]i=1,...,`).
We set ϕN = ϕ|BT(N). Note that ϕN is a perfect Morse function on (CPN)`. We
will abuse notation and denote the degree two critical points and the maximum
of ϕN again by 1BT and λi, respectively. Note that we have




H‚T(pt; Z) = Z[λ1, . . . , λ`].
On the other hand, let fP be a Morse function on P with a unique maximum
1P, and let fT : (S1)` Ñ R be the perfect Morse function




The critical points of fT are of the form
Crit ( fT) = t(θ1, . . . , θ`) P L | θi = 0 or θi = πu .
Let f = ( fT, fP) be the Morse function on L. We denote by 1L the critical point
where f attains the maximum, i.e. 1L = ((0, . . . , 0), 1P). We also denote by
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X1, . . . , X` the degree 1 critical points, and Xi ^ Xj, 1 ď i ă j ď ` the degree 2
critical points of f of the following forms
Xi = ((0, . . . , θi = π, . . . , 0), 1P),
and
Xi ^ Xj = ((0, . . . , θi = π, . . . , θj = π, . . . , 0), 1P).
Let tDju be the open cover of CP8 given by
Dj =
!(












ă 2 for all k
)
.
Let tρ(j)u be a smooth partition of unity subordinate to tDju, and denote by ρ
(j)
i
the post-composition of ρ(j) with the projection from LT to the i-th component of







Let ρ(j1...j`)N = ρ
(j1...j`)|BT(N), then tρ
(j1...j`)
N u is a smooth partition of unity on L(N).





































Notice that φN = φ
(j1...j`)




λ P Crit(ϕN). Then, the function fN : L(N)Ñ R defined by
fN := εφN + π˚N ϕN, ε ą 0,
is a Morse function for sufficiently small ε. fN has the critical point set
Crit( fN) =
!




, λ P Crit(ϕN)
)
= Crit( f )ˆCrit(ϕN).
The degree of (p, λ) P Crit( fN) is given by |(p, λ)| = |p|+ |λ|, where |p| and |λ|
are the degrees of p and λ as critical points of f and ϕN, respectively.














































Here ρ(j)N,i = ρ
(j)
i |BT(N). Then
VN = VN + VP






Proposition 2.1.1. For generic choices of VP, ( fN, VN) is a Morse-Smale pair. Moreover,
the collection t( fN, VN)uNPN is admissible in the sense of Definition 1.5.4.
For p, q P Crit( fN), let M(p, q) be the moduli space of gradient flow lines from
p to q, modulo reparametrizations. Let (C‚( fN; Z), δ) to be the Morse cochain
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complex





C‚( fN; Z) = C‚( f ; Z)bZ[λ1, . . . , λ`]/xλN+11 , . . . , λ
N+1
` y.
For convenience, we will write the elements of Crit( fN) as pbλ, where p P Crit( f )
and λ P Crit(ϕN). The following result will be used in the computation of the
equivariant disc potentials.
Proposition 2.1.2. For N ě 1 and X1, . . . , X`, we have
δ(Xi b 1BT) = 1L b λi.
In particular, there exists a unique gradient flow line from Xi b 1BT to 1L b λi.
Proof. The possible outputs of δ(Xi b 1BT) are of degree 2 critical points of the
form (Xj ^ Xk)b 1BT, and 1L b λj. It is easy to see that M(Xi b 1BT, (Xj ^ Xk)b
1BT) = H if both j ‰ i and k ‰ i, and M(Xi b 1BT, (Xj ^ Xk)b 1BT) consists of
two points of opposite orientation if either j = i or k = i.
Suppose Φ : R Ñ L(N) is a flow line from Xi b 1BT to 1L b λj. Its projection












from 1BT Ñ λj, whose image is contained in U0...0. This means the image of Φ is


















in term of the coordinates on Ũ0...0. For Φ(t) to have the correct asymptotics, we
must have z(0...0)µ,ν (t) = 0 for µ ‰ i and ν ‰ 1; θ
(0...0)





























i (t) + ϑ
)
.








, and tρ(0)1 , ρ
(1)
1 u is the parti-
tion of unity for CP1.
For existence of a flow line when i = j, we note that the flow line with
θ
(0...0)
i (t) = π and ϑ = 0 has the desired asymptotics. As for uniqueness, as-
sume without loss of generality that Φ(0) is in a neighborhood of Xi b 1BT such
that ρ(0)N (t) = 1 and ρ
(1)
N (t) = 0. In this neighborhood, we have explicitly
θ
(0...0)






















tan θ(0...0)i (t) =
b(t) sin(ϑ)
a(t) + b(t) cos(ϑ)
.
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0 if ϑ = 0 and i = j
π otherwise.
2.2. Computing the equivariant disc potentials
By applying the construction in Section 1.5 and 1.6 with the choice of Morse-
Smale pairs t( fN, VN)u made in Section 2.1, one obtains the equivariant Morse
model (CF‚T(L; Λ0)
:,mT,:) associated to the pair (L, T). Note that we have
CF‚T(L; Λ0)
: = CF‚(L; Λ0)bΛ0 Λ0[λ1, . . . , λ`],
where
CF‚(L; Λ0) = C‚( f ; Λ0)‘Λ0 ¨ 1OL ‘Λ0 ¨ 1
İ
L
is the unital Morse complex associated to f : L Ñ R. In this section, we compute
the T-equivariant disc potential of L assuming the minimal Maslov index of L is
nonnegative.
For simplicity of notations, we will suppress “ İ ” and denote the unique max-
imum 1İL on L by 1L. Let tX1, . . . , X`, Y1, . . . , Yνu be a basis of C
1( f ; Q) with tXiu
and tYju degree one critical points of fT and fP respectively. We will abuse nota-
tions and write Xi := Xi b 1BT and Yi := Yi b 1BT. We also put λi := 1L b λi, and





i=1 yiYi, (xi, yi) P Λ
2
+. We consider the boundary defor-
mation of mT,:0 by b
mT,:,b0 (1) = m
T,b






2 (b, b) + ¨ ¨ ¨ .
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The first equality above follows from the fact that the restriction of mT,: to CF‚T(L; Λ0)
agrees with mT.
We compute the obstruction mT,b0 (1) by counting pearly trees in LT Ă XT
1.
Since mTk,β(b, . . . , b) is of degree 2´µ(β), the outputs of m
T,b
0 (1) have degree either
0 or 2 depending on the Maslov indices of the contributing disc classes. The
possible outputs are of the following forms :
1. (Degree zero) 1,
2. (Degree two) pb 1BT, where p P Crit( f ) is a degree 2 critical point,
3. (Degree two) λi.
Notice that all the critical points above are contained in Crit( f1). Thus, m
T,b
0 (1)
can be computed by counting pearly trees in L(1).
Proposition 2.2.1. Suppose T – (S1)` acts on (X, ωX) preserving ωX. Let L Ă X be a
T-invariant closed Lagrangian submanifold of product type L – T ˆ P such that T acts
freely on (S1)` and trivially on P. Suppose the minimal Maslov index of L is nonnegative,
then






where m is the A8-structure on CF‚(L; Λ0), and hi(~x,~y) P Λ0. Moreover, if mb0(1) =
W(~x,~y)1L for some W(~x,~y) P Λ+, then (CF‚T(L; Λ0)
:,mT,:) is weakly unobstructed.
Proof. The first two types of outputs are contributed by pearly trees contained in
the fiber L over the critical point 1BT, and coincide with mb0(1) by Proposition 1.5.6.
Thus, we have the expression (2.2.1). The last assertion follows from Corollary
1.7.3, namely, if mb0(1) = W(~x,~y)1L, then




1To be more precise, we should perform the calculation on the finite dimensional approxima-
tions L(N) Ă X(N) (see (1.5.12), (1.5.13) and (1.5.14)). By abuse of notations, the A8-maps on LT
are regarded as the A8-maps on the approximation spaces.
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In the following, we compute mb0(1) and hi(~x,~y) explicitly under additional as-
sumptions. We begin by simplifying hi(~x,~y) under the condition that the minimal
Maslov index of L is at least 2.
Lemma 2.2.2. In the situation of Proposition 2.2.1, if in addition, the minimal Maslov
index of L is at least 2, then hi(~x,~y) = xi in (2.2.1).
Proof. The terms hi(~x,~y) are contributed by disc classes of Maslov index 0 by
degree reason. Since L has minimal Maslov index at least two, the only contri-
bution comes from the trivial disc class β0, hence the computation of the terms
mTk (b, . . . , b) reduces to m
T
Γ (b, . . . , b), where Γ P Γk+1 is a stable planar rooted tree
with all interior vertices decorated by β0. In other words, the configurations we
are counting are Morse flow trees in L1.
By Proposition 2.1.2, we have mT1 (Xi) = λi. We will show momentarily that the
coefficients of λi in the terms mTk (Xν1 , . . . , Xνk) are zero for k ě 2 and (ν1, . . . , νk) P
t1, . . . , `uk. First, let us consider the case when νj ‰ i for some j. In the proof of
Proposition 2.1.2, we have showed that there exists no flow line from Xij to λi. This
means for generic small perturbations, the moduli spaces MΓ( f1; Xν1 , . . . , Xνk ; λi)
are empty.
Now, we consider mTk (Xi, . . . , Xi), k ě 2. Since rotations on the i-th circle factor
of L commute with the structure group of L1 Ñ CP1, we have a global S1-action
on L1 rotating the i-th circle factor of the fibers L. To achieve transversality for
the moduli spaces MΓ( f1; Xi, . . . , Xi; λi), we can perturb the the flow lines from
the first k ´ 1 inputs using the S1-action. We have the unique flow line γ from
Xi to λi as in Proposition 2.1.2. For a perturbed flow line from the first k ´ 1
inputs to intersect with γ (in order to form a flow tree), its projection in BT(1)
must coincide with π(γ). However, over π(γ), the flow lines from the first k´ 1
inputs are simply the rotations of γ by S1, which do not intersect with γ. Thus,
MΓ( f1; Xi, . . . , Xi; λi) are empty for generic small perturbations.
Similarly, since the fiber bundle PT = Pˆ BT is trivial, there exists no flow line
from Yj to λi for any i, j. Therefore the coefficients of λi in the terms
mTk (b, . . . , Yj, . . . , b) are zero.
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Thus, in the setting of Lemma 2.2.2, we have






In [FOOO10], it was shown that the moment map fibers of a compact semi-
Fano toric manifold are weakly unobstructed in the de Rham model. The follow-
ing is the analogous statement in the Morse model.
Lemma 2.2.3. Let L be a regular moment map fiber of a compact semi-Fano toric manifold
X. Then mb0(1) P Λ ¨ 1L.
Proof. The only possible outputs of mb0(1) are multiples of 1L and degree two
critical points of f (which are of the form Xi ^ Xj), contributed by Maslov index
zero and two disc classes, respectively. Since X is semi-Fano, L has minimal
Maslov index 2. This means only Morse flow trees contribute to the degree two
critical points. We have m1(Xi) = 0, since f is a perfect Morse function on L. For
mk(Xν1 , . . . , Xνk) and k ě 2, if there are two repeated inputs Xνi = Xνj , then by
perturbing unstable hypertori of Xνi using the S
1-action rotating the νi-th circle
factor of L, the perturbed hypertori do not intersect and hence mk(Xν1 , . . . , Xνk) =





Xνσ(1) , , . . . , Xνσ(k)
)
= 0, k ě 2,
due to the orientations on the corresponding moduli spaces.
Remark 2.2.4. Before proceeding, a remark is in order addressing the perturba-
tions used in the proof of Lemma 2.2.2, and 2.2.3. We do not perturb the input
singular chains when choosing perturbation for a fiber product Mk+1(β; L(N); ~P)
since the singular chains are fixed during the inductive construction and doing
so would destroy the A8-structure. On the other hand, since the Kuranishi struc-
ture on the disc moduli are weakly submersive, we can realize the perturbation
of input singular chains by perturbing the respective evaluation maps.
Combining the above lemmas, to show that the equivariant toric superpo-
tentials coincide with the equivariant disc potentials, it remains to compute the
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(non-equivariant) disc potential.
Recall that the holomorphic disc classes are generated by the basic disc classes
βi for 1 ď i ď m [CO06]. Moreover, by [FOOO10], a stable disc class of Maslov
index two must be of the form βi + α for some effective curve class α with c1(α) =
0. Let n1(βi + α) be the degree of the virtual fundamental class ev˚[M1(βi + α)].
In the Morse model, it is given by the intersection number of ev˚[M1(βi + α)]
with the maximal point 1L.
Theorem 2.2.5 (Equivariant toric superpotential). Let X be a compact semi-Fano toric
manifolds with dimC X = d, and let v1, . . . , vm P Zd be the primitive generators of the
one-dimensional cones of the fan Σ defining X. Let L Ă X be a regular moment map fiber.
Then,
mT,b0 (1) = W













:= WLT (x1, . . . , xd)1,
where







TωX(βi) exp(vi ¨ (x1, . . . , xd)).
(2.2.3)
In particular in the Fano case,
mT,b0 =
(







where Wtoric is the superpotential of Givental and Hori-Vafa [Giv98, HV, HKK+03].
Proof. Recall from Proposition 2.2.1 that WL ¨ 1L = mb0(1). Since L has minimal
Maslov index 2, by degree reason, a stable rooted tree Γ P Γk+1 contributing to
the term mk(b, . . . , b), k ě 1, must have exactly one interior vertex decorated by a
Maslov index 2 disc class and the remaining interior vertices are decorated by the
constant disc class β0.
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Let us abuse notation and denote by Xj the unstable hypertorus of the degree
one critical point Xj of the perfect Morse function f =
řd
i=1 cos(θi) on (S
1)d. We
can choose an identification L – (S1)d such that the boundaries of the finitely
many holomorphic discs in basic disc classes β1, . . . , βm, passing through the
maximal point 1L do not intersect with Xµ X Xν for any µ ­= ν. This means
the only configurations Γ P Γk+1, contributing to mk(b, . . . , b) have exactly one
interior vertex, which are decorated by a Maslov index 2 disc class βi + α. It re-
mains to consider contributions from the moduli spaces of the form Mk+1(βi +
α; L; Xµ1 , . . . , Xµk), (µ1, . . . , µk) P t1, . . . , du
k.
We note that Mk+1(βi + α; L; Xµ1 , . . . , Xµk)s = H for generic perturbations s
unless Bβi intersects all the input hypertori Xµ. Therefore, it suffices to assume
that is the case. Let us denote by rj the number of times Xj appears in the in-
puts, and by mj is the intersection multiplicity of Bβi&Xj. In order to obtain the
expression (2.2.3), we choose the following Kuranishi structure and perturbation
for Mk+1(βi + α; L; Xµ1 , . . . , Xµk).
Let s = tspu be the multisection chosen for M1(βi + α; L), which gives rise
to the open Gromov-Witten invaraint n1(βi + α). (We note that n1(βi + α) is in
fact independent of the choice of a transversal multisection due to the absence
of disc bubbles.) For k ě 1, let forget : Mk+1(βi + α; L) Ñ M1(βi + α; L) be the
forgetful map which forgets the k input marked points and stabilizes. To relate
the fiber product Mk+1(βi + α; L; Xµ1 , . . . , Xµk) with n1(βi + α), we first pullback
the Kuranishi structure and multisection from M1(βi + α; L) to Mk+1(βi + α; L)
via forget. Let p+ = [Σ,~z, u] P Mk+1(βi + α; L) such that forget(p+) = p P
M1(βi + α; L). Let V+p+ , E
+







`/S` be pullback of the
Kuranishi neighborhood, obstruction bundle, and multisection at p via forget (see
[FOOO09b, Lemma 7.3.8] for the precise definitions). To make the Kuranishi
structure on Mk+1(βi + α; L) weakly submersive, we enlarge Kuranishi neighbor-
hood Vp+ and the obstruction bundle Ep+ at p+ to be of the form





2. Vp+ = V
+
p+ ˆUp+ , where Up+ Ă
À
i=1,...,k Tu(zi) is an open subset containing
0.
Then, s+p+ naturally induces a multisection s
1
p+ : Vp+ Ñ (Ep+)
`/S` which is char-
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p+ , . . . , s
2,k









Here, the restriction of (s1p+,1, . . . , s
1
p+,`) : Vp+ Ñ (E
+
p+)
` to V+p+ ˆ t0u agrees with
the lift of s+p+ and is constant along the Up+-direction;
(s2,1p+ , . . . , s
2,k
p+) : Vp+ Ñ
À




Now, let v1, . . . , vk be distinct, generic, small vectors in the direction of Bβi.
(Since TL is trivial, we can view v1, . . . , vk as constant vector fields on L.) We
define a new multisection s1 = ts1p+u by







p+ + vσ(1), . . . , s
2,k









where σ P Sk, and s1p+ =
Ąs1p+/S`¨k!. Then, s
1 induces a transversal multisection on
the fiber product Mk+1(βi + α; L; Xµ1 , . . . , Xµk) whose zero locus is given by




















(See Figure 2¨1 for an illustration of such perturbations.) Summing over all the
possible inputs of k hypertori and the k!śd
j=1(rj!)
arrangements among them, we
obtain the term n1(βi + α) exp(vi ¨ (x1, . . . , xd)).
Remark 2.2.6. For the above theorem, we have chosen the perturbations for the
fiber products to be the average of all configurations of the perturbed unstable
hypertori of Xi. Indeed, we can choose other perturbations, which gives different
expressions of the (non-equivariant) disc potential.
Take P1 as an example. Let L be the equator. Let us perturb X1 in the coun-
terclockwise order with respect to the left hemisphere. Then the non-equivariant
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Figure 2¨1: All possible configurations contributing to m2,β(X1, X1) in the case
Bβ ¨ X1 = 2, after requiring z0 to intersect 1L. Here X
(i)
1 denotes the composition
of X1 with the time-1 flow of vi.







instead of the well-known expression TA/2 (ex1 + e´x1).
Figure 2¨2: The geometric inputs of WLT . The non-constant discs (with sphere
bubbles) contribute to 1İ, and the flow line contributes to λİ.
In the Fano case, n1(βi + α) = 0 whenever α ­= 0 by dimension reason. More-
over n1(βi) = 1 [CO06]. More generally, the non-equivariant disc potential for
compact semi-Fano toric manifold has been computed by [CLLT] using Seidel
representations. The coefficients are given by the inverse mirror map. We recall it
in the following theorem.
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Theorem 2.2.7 ([CLLT]). Let X be a compact semi-Fano toric manifold. Let v1, . . . , vm
be the primitive generators of the one dimensional cones of the fan defining X. We denote
by Di the toric prime divisor corresponding to vi. Then
ÿ
α:c1(α)=0









the summation is over all effective curve classes C P Heff2 (X) satisfying
´KX ¨ C = 0, Di ¨ C ă 0 and Dj ¨ C ě 0 for all j ‰ i
and q̌ = q̌(q) is the inverse of the mirror map q = q(q̌).
A similar result also holds for toric semi-Fano Gorenstein orbifold [CCL+].
However we stick with the manifold case for simplicity. Moreover, compactness
of X can be replaced by requiring X to be semi-projective, so that the disc moduli
spaces are compact. A toric manifold X is said to be semi-projective if it has a
torus-fixed point, and the natural map X Ñ Spec H0(X,OX) is projective [CLS11,
Section 7.2]. By combining Theorem 2.2.5 and 2.2.7, we get the following:
Corollary 2.2.8. For a toric fiber of a semi-projective and semi-Fano toric manifold, the










where gi(q̌(q)) is given by the inverse mirror map in equation (3.1.5).
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Chapter 3
Equivariant disc potentials for toric
Calabi-Yau Manifolds
3.1. A review of toric Calabi-Yau manifolds
Let N – Zn be a lattice of rank n and M = N_ the dual lattice. We fix
a primitive vector ν P M and a closed lattice polytope ∆ of dimension n ´ 1
contained in the affine hyperplane tv P NR | ν(v) = 1u. By choosing a lattice
point v P ∆, we have a lattice polytope ∆ ´ v in the hyperplane νKR Ă NR. We
triangulate ∆ such that each maximal cell is a standard simplex. By taking a
cone over this triangulation, we obtain a fan Σ supported in NR. Then, Σ defines
a toric Calabi-Yau manifold X = XΣ. We denote by w the toric holomorphic
function corresponding to ν P M.
Let v1, . . . , vm be the lattice points in ∆ corresponding to primitive generators
of the one-dimensional cones of Σ. By relabeling if necessary, we may assume
that tv1, . . . , vnu is a basis of N and generates a maximal cone σ of Σ. For each
i P t1, . . . , mu, vi can be uniquely written as
řn
`=1 ai,`v` for some ai,` P Z. In
particular, ai,` = δi` for i P t1, . . . , nu.
We denote by Di the toric prime divisor corresponding to vi. For each toric
prime divisor Di and a Lagrangian toric fiber L – (S1)n in X, one can associate
a basic disc class βLi P π2(X, L) represented by a holomorphic disc emanated from
Di and bounded by L (see [CO06]). It is well-known that π2(X, L) is generated
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by the basic disc classes, that is, π2(X, L) » Z xβL1 , . . . , β
L
my, and there is an exact
sequence
0 Ñ H2(X; Z)Ñ H2(X, L; Z)(– π2(X, L))Ñ H1(L; Z)(– N)Ñ 0. (3.1.1)
For a disc class β P π2(X, L), its Maslov index µL(β) is equal to 2
řm
i=1 Di ¨ β (see
[CO06, Aur07]). In particular, the basic disc classes are of Maslov index two.
For i = n + 1, . . . , m, consider the curve class Ci given by





Then, tCn+1, . . . , Cmu forms basis of H2(X; Z) and generates the monoid of ef-
fective curve classes Heff2 (X) Ă H2(X; Z). The corresponding Kähler parameters
will be denoted by qCn+1 , . . . , qCm respectively. Since X is Calabi-Yau, we have
c1(α) := ´KX ¨ α =
řm
i=1 Di ¨ α = 0 for all α P H2(X; Z).
Let Tn be the n-dimensional torus (S1)n acting on X. We have an (n ´ 1)-
dimensional subtorus νKR/ν
K – Tn´1 which acts trivially on ´KX. The moment
map ρ of the Tn´1-action on X is simply given by the composition of the moment
map of the Tn-action with the projection to MR/R ¨ ν – Rn´1. Since the holomor-
phic function w is invariant under the Tn´1-action, it descends to a holomorphic
function on the symplectic quotients X a1 T
n´1 for a1 P MR/R ¨ ν, which is in fact
an isomorphism w : X a1 T
n´1 „ÝÑ C. Then, the preimage of each embedded loop
in X a1 T
n´1 – C is a Lagrangian submanifold of X (contained in the level set
ρ´1(a1)). This method of constructing Lagrangian submanifolds using symplectic
reduction was introduced in [Gro01, Gol01].
For a circle centered at w = 0, the corresponding Lagrangian is a regular toric
fiber L, which bounds holomorphic discs of Maslov index two emanated from the
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toric prime divisors. These holomorphic discs exhibit interesting sphere bubbling
phenomenon and their classes in H2(X, L; Z) are of the form βLi + α, where β
L
i is
the basic disc class corresponding to primitive generator vi and α P Heff2 (X) is an
effective curve class.
Let n1(βLi + α) be the one point open Gromov-Witten invariant associated to
the disc class βLi + α. We note that n1(β
L
i ) = 1. In [CCLT], the generating functions
1 + δi(T) (known as slab functions for wall-crossing in the Gross-Siebert program
[GS11]) defined by





were proved to be coefficients of the inverse mirror maps which have explicit
expressions.
The following results will play an important role in this thesis.
Theorem 3.1.1 ([CLL12, Theorem 4.37]). The SYZ mirror of the toric Calabi-Yau man-
ifold X is given by
X_ = t(u, v, z1, . . . , zn´1) P C2 ˆ (Cˆ)n´1 | uv = f (z1, . . . , zn´1)u,
where f is the generation function of open Gromov-Witten invariants








1 )(1 + δi(T))~zv
1
i , v1i = vi ´ v1. (3.1.4)
Theorem 3.1.2. [CCLT, Theorem 1.4 restricted to the manifold case] Given a toric Calabi-









in which the summation is over all effective curve classes α P Heff2 (X) satisfying
´KX ¨ α = 0, Di ¨ α ă 0 and Dj ¨ α ě 0 for all j ‰ i.
Then
1 + δi(q) = exp gi(q̌(q)) (3.1.6)
where q̌(q) is the inverse of the mirror map







, k = n + 1, . . . , m.
Here Cn+1, . . . , Cm are the curve classes given by equation (3.1.2).
3.2. Quasi-isomorphism in the Fukaya category
We make the following observation which is important for finding isomor-
phisms between objects in the Fukaya category.
Lemma 3.2.1. Let L1, L2 be two graded Lagrangians in the Fukaya category that cleanly
intersect with each other, and α P CF0(L1, L2). Suppose that CFj(L1, L2) = 0 for all
j ă 0. For any b1i P CF
1(Li, Λ+) and wi P Λ, we put bi = b1i + wi ¨ 1
İ





1 (α) = m
b1,b2
1 (α). (3.2.1)
















2 (α, β) = m
b2,b1,b2
2 (α, β). (3.2.2)




















)´mk( b1, . . . , b1
k1




have degrees 2´ k + (´1) ¨ (k ´ 1) = 3´ 2k ă 0 in CF‚(L1, L2) and hence must




















2 (α, β) P CF
‚(L2; Λ0)
have degrees at most (´2) and hence vanish for degree reason.
In the setting of Section 1.6, the above lemma has a direct G-equivariant ana-




deg λ=2 φλ ¨ λ P H
‚
G(pt; Λ0),
as a consequence of Proposition 1.6.1.
An isomorphism between (L1, b1) and (L2, b2), where bi are weak bounding
cochains, consists of α P CF0(L1, L2) and β P CF0(L2, L1) satisfying
mb1,b21 (α) = m
b2,b1
1 (β) = 0,
















Li ´ (1´ h(bi))1
İ
Li for some h(bi) P























2 (α, β) = 1
İ
L2 .
Similarly, an isomorphism between (L1, G, b1) and (L2, G, b2) consists of α P
CF0G(L1, L2) and β P CF
0
G(L2, L1) such that the obvious analog of equations (3.2.3)
hold.
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3.3. The case of an immersed two-sphere
Let us begin by considering the following immersed two-sphere in
X := t(a, b, z) P C2 ˆCˆ | ab = 1 + zu.
We equip X with the symplectic form inherited from the standard symplectic form
on C3. Let Π : X Ñ Cˆ be the projection to the z-component. Regarding S1 as the
unit circle in the complex plane C, the space X has a fiberwise Hamiltonian S1-
action given by η ¨ (a, b, z) ÞÑ
(
η ¨ a, η´1 ¨ b, z
)
. One obtains the special Lagrangian
torus fibration
(|a|2 ´ |b|2, |z|) (3.3.1)





See [HL82, Gol01, Gro01]. In particular, a singular fiber which will be denoted by
L0 occurs over the point (|a|2´ |b|2 = 0, |z| = 1) is an immersed two-sphere which
intersects itself transversally at the point (0, 0,´1).
Let ι : ĂL0 = S2 Ñ X be a Lagrangian immersion with image the immersed
two-sphere L0. In this case, the self-intersection r P L0 is a single nodal point
fixed by the S1-action, and the two branches of the immersed loci are given by
U = (p, q), V = (q, p) P S2 ˆ S2, p ‰ q, and ι(p) = ι(q) = r.








Let f8 : (S2)S1 ˆ(L0)S1 (S
2)S1 Ñ R be a Morse function such that its restriction to
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each of the CP8-components is the perfect Morse function ϕ : BS1 = CP8 Ñ R
(see (2.1.2)), and the restriction to the diagonal component (S2)S1 is the sum of
a horizontal lift of the perfect Morse function ϕ and function on the total space
(S2)S1 Ñ CP
8 which restricts to a perfect Morse function fS2 : S
2 Ñ R on generic
fibers. We require Crit( fS2) to be away from p, q P S
2.
We will denote the critical points of f8|(S2)
S1
by 1S2 b λ
` and ptS2 b λ
`, ` ě 0,
where 1S2 and ptS2 are the maximal and minimal critical points of φ, respectively.
We will also denote the critical points of f8 on the non-diagonal components by
U b λ` and V b λ`, ` ě 0, respectively.
Figure 3¨1: Comparison of three Lagrangians and constant disc contribution.
Following Section 1.6 and 1.8, we obtain an A8-algebra (CF‚S1(L0, Λ0)
:,mS
1,:)
associated to (L0, S1). We have
CF‚
S1
(L0, Λ0): = CF‚(L0, Λ0)bΛ0 Λ[λ],
where CF‚(L0, Λ0) is the unital Morse complex associated to f8. By abuse of no-
tations, degree one immersed generators (graded with respect to the S1-invariant
holomorphic volume form ΩX) will simply be denoted by U := U b 1, and
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V := V b 1. We now consider the formal deformations b0 = uU + vV of (L0, S1)
for (u, v) P Λ20 with val(uv) ą 0.
Lemma 3.3.1. The formal deformations of (L0, S1) by b0 = uU + vV are weakly unob-
structed, i.e., mS
1,:,b0
0 (1) P H
‚
S1
(pt; Λ0) ¨ 1.
Proof. Since L0 has minimal Maslov index two, m
S1,:,b0
0 (1) can be expressed as
mS
1,:,b0
0 (1) = m
b0
0 (1)b 1 + W(u, v) ¨ 1S2 b λ
by the same argument in the proof Proposition 2.2.1. Although L0 does not bound
any non-constant holomorphic discs, extra care is necessary for mb00 (1) as constant
polygons might bubble off at the immersed loci. We consider the anti-symplectic
involution σ : X Ñ X given by (a, b, z) ÞÑ (b, a, z), which preserves L0 and swaps
two immersed generators U and V. In [HKL], by taking orientations respect-
ing the involution, the constant polygon contributions are canceled out. Thus
(L0, b0 = uU + vV) is unobstructed, that is, m
b0
0 (1) = 0. Therefore,
mS
1,:,b0
0 (1) = W(u, v) ¨ 1S2 b λ.
More precisely, the 1S2 b λ appeared above is 1
İ
S2
b λ = λİ in the notation
of Section 1.6. By Lemma 1.7.2, the above b0 can be modified (by adding terms
involving 1İ) to b:0 such that m
S1,:,b:0
0 (1) = W
O(u, v) ¨λO. By abuse of notations, we
shall simply replace b0 with b
:
0 and denote 1
O
S2
by 1S2 , 1
O = 1O
S2
b 1 by 1, and WO
by W.
Remark 3.3.2. This line of thoughts is similar to the work in [HKL]. In this ex-
ample L0 does not bound non-constant holomorphic discs by maximal principle.
However, there are still highly interesting non-trivial contributions coming from
constant polygons with corners at U and V. Note that for each constant polygon,
U and V corners must occur in pairs (in order to return to the original branch).
This is the reason that the formal deformations of (L0, S1) by b0 = uU + vV are
convergent for (u, v) P Λ2 with val(uv) ą 0.
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In order to compute W(u, v), we compare (L0, S1) with the S1-equivariant Floer
theory of Chekanov and Clifford tori L1 and L2 respectively. For the special La-
grangian torus fibration (3.3.1), the Lagrangian torus over a point in the chamber
|z| ă 1 (resp. |z| ą 1) is called a Chekanov (resp. Clifford) torus. Since any pair
of distinct fibers in (3.3.1) does not intersect, they cannot be isomorphic. We
apply Lagrangian isotopies to Chekanov torus and Clifford torus without inter-
secting the wall z = 0 to make them intersect as in Figure 3¨1 (a). Those isotoped
Lagrangians are still Z-graded and called Chekanov torus and Clifford torus re-
spectively.
The equivariant theory for the Lagrangian tori Li for i = 1, 2, is understood in
the same way as in the toric case in Section 2, except that in this local case they
do not bound any non-constant holomorphic disc.
We equip L1 and L2, with the non-trivial spin structure along the S1-orbit direc-
tion. This will introduce extra systematic contributions to the orientation bundle
of the moduli space of strips bounded by L1 and L2 and other Lagrangians. The
reason for doing this will be explained below.
We fix a perfect Morse function on each Li for i = 1, 2, such that the (compact-
ified) unstable submanifolds of the degree one generators Xi, Yi are the hypertori
chosen in [HKL, Section 3.3]. The unstable submanifold of Xi is transverse to the
S1-orbits in Li. We also have a Morse function on (Li)S1 as in Section 2, whose
critical points are labeled by η b λ`, ` ě 0 where η is one of the following
1Li , Xi, Yi, Xi ^Yi.
We consider the formal deformations of Li for i = 1, 2, by bi = xiXi + yiYi,
xi, yi P Λ+. (Here Xi := Xi b 1 and Yi := Yi b 1, by abuse of notations.) By
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Since Li does not bound any non-constant holomorphic discs (particularly Maslov












β (see Figure 3¨1) on which S
1 acts freely. We fix a perfect Morse
function on their clean intersections and denote by CF‚(Li, Lj), and CF‚(Lj, Li) the
corresponding Lagrangian Floer intersection complexes.
Let
αij P CF0(Li, Lj), β ji P CF0(Lj, Li) (3.3.2)





respectively. Then, in the non-equivariant setting, we have the following gluing
formula between the formal deformation space of the Lagrangians:
Lemma 3.3.3. [HKL, Theorem 3.7] The three formally deformed Lagrangians (L0, b0),
(L1, b1) and (L2, b2) are isomorphic, with the pairwise isomorphisms provided by (3.3.2),














(The minus sign in front of exp(xi) is due to the non-trivial spin structure we chose for
Li.)
We now turn to the gluing formula in the equivariant setting. For i, j P t0, 1, 2u
and i ‰ j, let CF‚
S1




(Li, Lj) = CF‚(Li, Lj)bΛ0 Λ0[λ].
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Lemma 3.3.4. (L0, S1, b0), (L1, S1, b1) and (L2, S1, b2) are isomorphic, with the pairwise
isomorphisms provided by




if and only if (3.3.3) holds.
Proof. This is simply due to degree reason. Since the equivariant parameter λ has





























bi,bj,bi(β ji b 1, αij b 1) = m
bi,bj,bi




bj,bi,bj(αij b 1, βij b 1) = m
bj,bi,bj
2 (αij, β ji).
This implies that the gluing formula remains the same in the equivariant set-
ting. Note that we have implicitly identified CF‚(Li; Λ0) with CF‚(Li; Λ0)b 1 Ă
CF‚
S1
(Li; Λ0) in the above equations.
Since the disc potentials are compatible with the gluing formulas (see [CHL18b,
Theorem 4.7]), we can compute WL0
S1























b0,b0,b1(α10 b 1, 1S2 b 1)´ λx1(m
S1
2 )
b0,b1,b1(1L1 b 1, α10 b 1).




b0,b0,b1(α10 b 1, 1S2 b 1) = λx1(m
S1
2 )
b0,b1,b1(1L1 b 1, α10 b 1).
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b0,b0,b1(α10 b 1, 1S2 b 1) = (m
S1
2 )
b0,b1,b1(1L1 b 1, α10 b 1) = α10 b 1.
Therefore,
W(u, v) = x1.
Since exp(x1) = 1´ uv, we get







Remark 3.3.6. Note that if we did not take the non-trivial spin structure, then
the gluing formula reads exp(x1) = ´1 + uv. However, the LHS lies in 1 +
Λ+, while the RHS lies in ´1 + Λ+. This means the formally deformed La-
grangians (L1, S1, b1) equipped with the trivial spin structure cannot be isomor-
phic to (L0, S1, b). This is reason why we equipped L1 and L2 with the non-trivial
spin structure in the first place.
3.4. Equivariant disc potentials of immersed SYZ fibers
In this section, we compute the equivariant disc potentials for immersed SYZ
fibers in a toric Calabi-Yau manifold, which are homeomorphic to the product
of an immersed 2-sphere and a torus. We begin by deriving a gluing formula
between Maurer-Cartan spaces of smooth fibers and immersed fibers, making use
of (quasi-)isomorphisms in Lagrangian Floer theory. The disc potential of the
immersed fiber can then be obtained by applying the gluing formula to that of a
smooth fiber, which is much easier to compute.
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3.4.1 Gluing formulas
Let X = XΣ be the toric Calabi-Yau manifold defined by a fan Σ as in Sec-
tion 3.1. Let a1 P MR/R ¨ ν be an interior point of a codimension 2 face F of
the polytope dual to Σ. For each i = 0, 1, 2, we have the Lagrangian submani-
fold Li Ă X given by the inverse image of the circle `i := w(Li) in the w-plane
X a1 T
n´1 – C. Here w is the toric holomorphic function on X corresponding
to ν. The circles `0, `1 and `2 are depicted in Figure 3¨2. By construction, L1 and
L2 are Lagrangian tori, while L0 is an immersed Lagrangian homeomorphic to
S2 ˆ Tn´2, where S2 denotes the immersed two-sphere with exactly one nodal
self-intersection point.
Let Xσ – Cn be the toric affine chart of X with coordinates (y1, . . . , yn) dual to
the basis tv1, . . . , vnu. We have w|Xσ = y1 . . . yn. Note that the Lagrangians Li for
i = 0, 1, 2 are contained inside Xσ. Each base circle `i encloses the point ε(‰ 0)
and has winding number 1 around ε in the w-plane. Thus, L0, L1 and L2 are all
graded with respect to the holomorphic volume form
Ω =
dy1 ^ . . .^ dyn
w´ ε
on X˝ = X ´ tw = εu. Throughout, we study Floer theory of these Lagrangians,
regarding them as Lagrangian submanifolds of X˝.
3.4.1.1 Choice of flat ΛU-connections
We will decorate the Lagrangians L0, L1, and L2 with trivial line bundles with
flat ΛU-connections. In what follows, we fix parameters and gauge cycles for the
flat ΛU-connections, which enable us to compute the gluing formulas and the disc
potentials explicitly later on.
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We may assume that the face F of codimension 2 containing a1 is dual to the
2-cone Rě0 ¨ tv1, v2u without loss of generality. Then the vector v11 := v2 ´ v1 is




2, . . . , v
1
n´1u of ν
K Ă N. For
instance, one can take v1i = vi+1 ´ v1 for i = 1, . . . , n´ 1.
The restriction of w : X˝ Ñ Cztw = εu to ty2 . . . yn ‰ 0u is a trivial (Cˆ)n´1-
fibration with the base coordinate w and the fiber coordinates y2, . . . , yn. The map










trivializes the SYZ torus fibration in the chamber dual to v1 (see [CLL12]). Also,
the trivialization fixes identifications of L1 and L2 with the standard torus Tn
whose S1-factors are in the directions of v1, v11, . . . , v
1
n´1. We then have
π1(Li) – π1(Tn) – N = Z ¨ tv1, v11, . . . , v
1
n´1u (i = 1, 2),




We parametrize the space hom(π1(L1), ΛU) of flat connections (up to gauge)
by (z1, . . . , zn), which is aligned in parallel with the order of basis elements
in (3.4.1). Namely, zj P ΛU is the holonomy of the connection along the j-
th loop in (3.4.1). The flat connection associated to (z1, . . . , zn) will be denoted
by ∇(z1,...,zn). Similarly, one can associate the flat connection ∇(z11,...,z1n) for L2 to
(z11, . . . , z
1
n) P (ΛU)n. The holonomies in the monodromy invariant directions of
L0 are parametrized by (z
(0)
2 , . . . , z
(0)




We then fix the gauge cycles for the flat connections, which are codimension-1
submanifolds of a Lagrangian dual to loops in (3.4.1). This enables us to com-
pute parallel transports for the above connections conveniently (see [?] for more
details). For the Lagrangian tori L1 and L2, it suffices to fix a union of cycles
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of codimension one in Tn. Let us fix a perfect Morse function f S
1
on S1. We
choose a perfect Morse function f Li on Li, i = 1, 2 in such a way that under the
identification Li – Tn, f Li is the sum of perfect Morse function f S
1
on the S1-
factors in the directions of v11, . . . , v
1
n´1. We also fix a perfect Morse function on
the S1-factor of L1 and L2 in the v1-direction with positions of the critical points
depicted in Figure 3¨2 (the minimum points of `1 and `2 are denoted by z3 and
z13, respectively and the maximum points are denoted by 1
İ in respective colors.).
The unstable chains of the degree one critical points of f Li are hypertori dual to
v1, v11, . . . , v
1
n´1 P π1(T
n), co-oriented by the S1-orbits in the respective directions.
We then choose these hypertori dual to v11, . . . , v
1
n´1 to be gauge cycles. That is,
the flat connections ∇(z1,...,zn) (resp. ∇(z11,...,z1n)) are trivial away from the gauge
hypertori, and have holonomy zj (resp. z1j) along a path positively crossing the
gauge hypertorus dual to v1j in L1 (resp. L2) once, for j = 1, . . . , n´ 1, and have
holonomy zn (resp. z1n) along a path positively crossing the gauge hypertorus
dual to v1.
For the immersed Lagrangian L0, we consider a splitting L0 – S2 ˆ Tn´2,
where the Tn´2-factor is in the directions of v12, . . . , v
1
n´1. Let ι : rL0 = S
2 ˆ Tn´2 Ñ
X be the Lagrangian immersion such that ι(rL0) = L0. We denote
• by tru ˆ Tn´2 the clean self-intersection loci in L0
• by tpu ˆ Tn´2 and tqu ˆ Tn´2 the two disjoint connected components of the
inverse image of tru ˆ Tn´2 in rL0
Then, the fiber product L0 = rL0ˆL0 rL0 consists of three components : the diagonal
component R0 – rL0 and the two non-diagonal components R´1 = t(p, q)u ˆ Tn´2
and R1 = t(q, p)u ˆ Tn´2.
Let f S
2
: S2 Ñ R be a perfect Morse function such that the critical points of f S
2
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Figure 3¨2: L0 in dimension 3. Note that it bounds a nontrivial holomorphic disc
whose boundary class is associated with the holonomy z(0)2
are away from p and q, and the two flow lines connecting p and q to the minimum
point are disjoint. Using the splitting above, we choose a perfect Morse function
f L0 on L0 of the form
f L0 |R0 = f
S2 + f T
n´2




is the sum of f S
1





n´1) to be the product of S2 with hypertori in Tn´2 dual to





3.4.2 Unobstructedness of the Lagrangians (in X˝)
Let (CF‚(Li),mLi) be a unital Morse model associated to the Morse function f Li
as defined in Section 1.3. We choose the following perturbations for the moduli
spaces Mk+1(α, β, L0) in order to simplify computations.
The Hamiltonian Tn´2-action corresponding to the sublattice generated by
tv12, . . . , v
1
n´1u acts freely on the Lagrangian Li by rotating its T
n´2-factor for
all i = 0, 1, 2. Moreover, the subtorus Tn´2 preserves the complex structure.
This induces a free Tn´2-action on Mk+1(α, β, L0). We can therefore choose
Tn´2-equivariant Kuranishi structures and perturbations for Mk+1(α, β, L0) as in
[FOOO10] (see also [Fuk17]).
Let τ : X Ñ X be the anti-symplectic involution characterized by that it re-
verses the regular fibers of the toric moment map (of the Tn-action). We note that
the complex structure of X is τ-anti-invariant. We will orient the moduli spaces
with a τ-invariant relative spin structure. By Theorem 1.9.1, the Tn´2-equivariant
Kuranishi structures on Mk+1(α, β; L0) and Mk+1(α̂, β̂; L0) can be chosen to be
isomorphic. The Tn´2-equivariant perturbations s for Mk+1(α, β; L0) and ŝ for
Mk+1(α̂, β̂; L0) can then be chosen to satisfy (τmain˚ )˚ŝ = s.
Heff2 (X
˝, L0) is generated by the Maslov index 0 disc classes. For any stable disc
u in a non-trivial class β P Heff2 (X
˝, L0), we observe that u(BD2) Ă truˆ Tn´2. This
observation leads to the following simple consequences for the moduli spaces: If
α : t0, . . . , ku Ñ t´1, 0, 1u and β P Heff2 (X
˝, L0), then
• If α(i) = 0 for all i, and β ‰ 0, then Mk+1(α, β; L0) has two connected
components corresponding to the lifts of the boundary of the holomorphic
discs in class β to tpu ˆ Tn´2 and tqu ˆ Tn´2.
• Suppose i P t0, . . . , ku and α(i) ‰ 0, i.e., zi is a corner. Let zj be a corner
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adjacent to zi, namely, α(j) ‰ 0, and α(k) = 0 for all boundary marked points
zk between zi and zj. We then have Mk+1(α, β; L0) = H unless α(i) and α(j)
have opposite signs. In particular, when k = 0, we have M1(α, β; L0) = H
unless α(0) = 0, i.e., the output marked point lies in R0 = rL0.
We denote by 1Tn´2 the maximum point of f
Tn´2 , by X1, . . . , Xn´2 the degree 1
critical points, and by Xij, 1 ď i ă j ď n´ 2 the degree 2 critical points. We also
denote the maximum and minimum points of f S
2
by 1S2 and aS2 , respectively.
We will abuse notations and denote the critical points of f L0 in the form of
tensor products. In particular, we use U = (p, q)b 1Tn´2 and V = (q, p)b 1Tn´2
to denote the maximum points on R´1 and R1 respectively. The holomorphic
volume form ΩX equips CF‚(L0) with a Z-grading, under which the two critical
points U and V are of degree 1, while the critical points (p, q)bXi and (q, p)bXi
are of degree 2. Let b = uU + vV for u, v P Λ20 with val(u ¨ v) ą 0.
We define L0, L11, L
1
2 to be the family of formal Lagrangian deformations (or










respectively. (The notations L1 and L2 is reserved for another Lagrangian brane
which will appear later in the section.) We denote by and (CF‚(L1i),m
L1i) for
i = 1, 2, and (CF‚(L0),mL0) the formally deformed A8-algebras on the pearl



























































v is over the interior vertices of the stable tree Γ, and
(mL0Γ )
b is the deformation of mL0Γ defined in (1.4.1).
Figure 3¨3: The domain S2 ˆ S1 of the Lagrangian immersion L0. The immersed
loci are shown as top and bottom circles in the figure, which are also boundaries
of the holomorphic discs of Maslov index zero.
Lemma 3.4.1. L0 is unobstructed.
Proof. Recall that mL00 (1) is the summation over operations indexed by stable trees
Γ P Γk+1, k ě 0, with repeated inputs b = uU + vV. Since U and V are of degree 1





0 (1) is a linear combination of degree 2
critical points of f L0 of the form (p, q)b Xi, (q, p)b Xi, aS2 b 1Tn´2 , and 1S2 b Xij.
In the following, we show that the coefficients of these outputs all vanish.
We begin by considering the coefficient of (p, q) b Xi. Since the output of a
stable tree with no input vertices must be in R0 = rL0, it suffices to consider stable
trees Γ P Γk+1 with k ě 1.
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We first exclude the contribution of Γ with at least one interior vertex. In this
case, Γ must have an interior vertex v such that each input vertex of v is an input
vertex of Γ. Note that this includes vertices v with no input vertices (i.e. tad-
poles). We denote the output vertex of v by w. Let (αv, βv) be the stable polygon
decorating v. Since the unstable chains of U and V are both Tn´2-invariant, by
choosing a generic small Tn´2-equivariant perturbation for the fiber product at v,
the output singular chain ∆v is then Tn´2-invariant.
If αv(0) = ˘1, i.e., the output marked point is a corner, then the virtual di-
mension of ∆v is n´ 3. Since ∆v is Tn´2-invariant, it must be the zero chain. Now,
suppose αv(0) = 0, i.e., the output marked point is a smooth point. Then, ∆v
has virtual dimension n´ 2. The evaluation image of ∆v is a union of Tn´2-orbits
š
i=1,...,νtpiu ˆ T
n´2 Ă rL0, where p1, . . . , pν P S2ztp, qu are points situated near ei-
ther p or q. (We remark that the evaluation image at smooth output point can be
perturbed outside of tpu ˆ Tn´2 and tqu ˆ Tn´2 due to the fact that the Kuranishi
structures are weakly submersive.) Note that if w is the root vertex, then Γ does
not contribute to pb Xi since its stable submanifold is contained in R´1. We may
therefore assume w is an interior vertex and denote its decoration by (αw, βw).
For βw ‰ β0, the evaluation image of M`(w)(αw, βw; L0) at the corresponding
input marked point is contained in tp, qu ˆ Tn´2, which does not intersect with
the flow lines from ∆v since f S
2
was chosen so that the two flow lines connecting
p and q to aS2 are disjoint. For βw = β0, we have the following three cases:
(i) w has an input vertex v1 such that v1 is an input vertex of Γ.
(ii) w has an input vertex v1 ‰ v such that each input vertex of v1 is an input
vertex of Γ.
(iii) There is a subtree Γ1 of Γ ending at w which does not contain v. Γ1 has an
interior vertex v+ such that each input vertex of v+ is an input vertex of Γ
and its output vertex is not w.
For the case (i), the fiber product at w is empty since the flow lines from U and
V are in the immersed sectors. For the case (ii), we again choose generic small
Tn´2-equivariant perturbation for the fiber product at v1, and denote the output
singular chain by ∆v1 . The flow lines from ∆v and ∆v1 do not intersect generically.
Finally, for the case (iii), we repeat the arguments above for Γ1. It easy to see that
such iterations terminate. This rules out the contribution of Γ with at least one
interior vertices.
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Consequently, the only possible contributions to (p, q) b Xi are from Morse
flow lines, and we know that flow lines from U to (p, q) b Xi cancel pairwise.
Hence the coefficient of (p, q) b Xi vanishes. The vanishing of the coefficient of
(q, p)b Xi follows from the exact same argument.
Next, we consider the coefficient of aS2 b 1Tn´2 . Since the Morse flow lines
from U and V are contained in R´1 and R1, respectively, Γ0 does not contribute
to aS2 b 1Tn´2 . It suffices to consider stable trees with at least one interior vertex.
Moreover, by the same argument as in (1), the only possible contributions are
from stable trees Γk+1 P Γk+1, k ě 0, with exactly one interior vertex v (in which
case its output vertex w is the root vertex). If v has an odd number of inputs, then
its output marked point must be a corner, but aS2 b 1Tn´2 P rL0. Thus, we are left
with the case of the stable trees Γ2k+1 P Γ2k+1. We note that since the boundary of
a stable polygon bounded by L0 is contained in the the immersed loci, the input
corners U and V must appear in pairs.
For k ą 1, since U and V are of degree 1, the map
τmain˚ : M2k+1(αv, βv; U, V, . . . , U, V)ÑM2k+1(α̂v, β̂v; V, U, . . . , V, U)
is an orientation reversing isomorphism of Kuranishi structures by Theorem 1.9.2.
Let Γ̂2k+1 P Γ2k+1 be the tree obtained from Γ2k+1 by changing the decoration at v
to (α̂v, β̂v). Then, by choosing τmain˚ -invariant perturbations for
M2k+1(αv, βv; U, V, . . . , U, V) and M2k+1(α̂v, β̂v; V, U, . . . , V, U), the contribution
of Γ2k+1 and Γ̂2k+1 to aS2 b 1Tn´2 cancel with each other.
For k = 0, we note that αv : t0u Ñ t´1, 0, 1u, αv(0) = 0 and βv ‰ 0. Then
M1(αv, βv; L0) has two connected components corresponding to the two possi-
ble lifts of the disc boundary to tpu ˆ Tn´2 and tqu ˆ Tn´2. By Theorem 1.9.2,
τmain˚ : M1(αv, βv; L0) Ñ M1(αv, βv; L0) is an orientation reversing isomorphism
swapping the two components. By choosing τmain˚ -invariant perturbation for
M1(αv, βv; L0), the contribution of Γ2k+1 to aS2 b 1Tn´2 vanishes.
Finally, the coefficient of 1S2 b Xij is zero for an obvious reason: there are no
flow lines from p or q to 1S2
The cancellation of contributions to aS2 b 1Tn´2 can be intuitively visualized as
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in Figure 3¨4 if we make a transverse perturbation of the self-intersection loci.
Figure 3¨4: After perturbing the clean intersection loci, some of canceling pairs
for mb0 are intuitively visible.
L11 and L
1
2 are unobstructed as Lagrangian submanifolds of X
˝, since the un-
derlying Lagrangians L1 and L2 do not bound any non-constant holomorphic
discs in X˝. Thus we have:
Lemma 3.4.2. L1i is unobstructed for i = 1, 2.
3.4.2.1 Computation of the gluing formula
For i ă j P t0, 1, 2u, we denote the clean intersections of Li with Lj by ta`i,`j , b`i,`juˆ
Tn´1, where a`i,`j , b`i,`j are the two intersection points of the base circles `i and `j
on the w-plane as depicted in Figure 3¨2, and the Tn´1-factor lies along the direc-
tions of v11, . . . , v
1
n´1. We choose a perfect Morse function f
Li,Lj on ta`i,`j , b`i,`ju ˆ




In [CLL12], it was shown that the disc potentials of L1 and L2 are equal under
the change of variables z1i = zi for i = 1, . . . , n ´ 1, and z
1
n = zn ¨ f (z1, . . . , zn´1)
where f is the generating function given in (3.1.4). In the following, we will
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deduce the same gluing formula by finding a (quasi-)isomorphism between L11














1 ) be the pearl complexes as-
sociated to the perfect Morse function f L1,L2 , which are further deformed by the
flat connections ∇(z1,...,zn) and ∇(z11,...,z1n). We denote by
a12 b 1Tn´1 P CF
0(L11, L
1




b12 b 1Tn´1 P CF
1(L11, L
1




the generators corresponding to the the maximum points on ta`1,`2u ˆ Tn´1 and
tb`1,`2uˆ Tn´1, respectively. We will prove that a12b 1Tn´1 and b21b 1Tn´1 provide


































for some γ1 P CF‚(L11), and γ2 P CF




L2 in the above
equations are the strict units of CF‚(L11) and CF
‚(L12), respectively.
Remark 3.4.3. The relation (3.4.3) between Clifford type tori and Chekanov type
tori was studied by Seidel in his lecture notes, see [Sei].
We may assume L1 and L2 are chosen such that the holomorphic strip classes
β0, β1 P π2(X˝, L1 Y L2) (see Corollary 3.4.7) have the same symplectic area. We
then have the following.




2 with an inverse
b21 b 1Tn´1 if and only if
z1i = zi, i = 1, . . . , n´ 1
z1n = zn ¨ f (z1, . . . , zn´1),
(3.4.4)
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where f is given in (3.1.4).
The proof requires a few preliminary steps, analyzing relevant moduli spaces
of holomorphic strips.










1Tn´1) is a linear combination of b12 b 1Tn´1 and a12 b Xi, where X1, . . . , Xn´1 are
the degree 1 critical points of f T
n´1
. Since there are no non-constant holomorphic
polygon with both input and output corners in ta`1,`2u ˆ Tn´1, the coefficient of
a12 b Xi is given by the two Morse flow lines from a12 b 1Tn´1 in ta
`1,`2u ˆ Tn´1.
These flow lines contribute zi ´ z1i to the coefficient of a12 b Xi.
Let ML1,L22 (β; ta`1,`2uˆTn´1, tb`1,`2uˆTn´1) be the moduli space of stable holo-
morphic strips in class β P π2(X˝, L1Y L2) with input corner in ta`1,`2uˆ Tn´1 and
output corner in tb`1,`2u ˆ Tn´1. The coefficient of b12 b 1Tn´1 is given by the fiber
products
ML1,L22 (β; ta
`1,`2u ˆ Tn´1, tb`1,`2u ˆ Tn´1)ˆL1XL2 tb12 b 1Tn´1u, (3.4.5)
where β has Maslov index 1.
In terminology of Section 1.3, (3.4.5) corresponds to the moduli spaces of
Maslov index 2 stable polygons with one input critical point a12 b 1Tn´1 (whose
unstable chain is ta`1,`2u ˆ Tn´1) and the output corner in tb`1,`2u ˆ Tn´1. By
degree reason, the output is a multiple of b12b 1Tn´1 . Since b12b 1Tn´1 is the max-
imum point on tb`1,`2u ˆ Tn´1, any contributing stable polygon must intersect it
at the output corner.
To make this more explicit, we first consider the example X = Cn. Let
y1, . . . , yn be the standard complex coordinates on Cn. Then, w = y1 . . . yn.The
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moment map of the Tn´1 action is given by
µ(y1, . . . , yn) = (|y2|2 ´ |y1|2, . . . , |yn|2 ´ |y1|2).
For the moment, let us take a1 = (0, . . . , 0) so that the Lagrangians Li for i = 1, 2
satisfy |y1| = . . . = |yn|. Moreover, we take `2 to be |w| = 1 and `1 to be the image




Lemma 3.4.5. Let X = Cn and L1, L2 be given as above and let β P π2(X˝, L1 Y L2)
be an holomorphic strip class of Maslov index 1. The moduli space ML1,L22 (β; ta`1,`2u ˆ
Tn´1, tb`1,`2u ˆ Tn´1) is regular and is isomorphic to Tn´1.
Proof. In the punctured w-plane Cztεu, ε P i ¨ (´1, αi ), there are two holomorphic
strips uL (which contains w = 0) and uR bounded by `1 and `2. The projection of
a holomorphic strip u in class β to the w-plane must cover either uL or uR. We
denote the class of holomorphic strips covering uR by β0. It is easy to see that the
Lemma holds for β0 by trivializing the (Cˆ)n´1-fibration w : X˝ Ñ Cztεu away
from tw = 0u. The strip classes covering uL can be identified with the Maslov
index 1 disc classes bounded by a regular toric fiber of Cn, and are hence regular
(see [CO06]). Moreover, the holomorphic strips u must intersects a toric prime
divisor tyi = 0u Ă X˝ once for exactly one i P t1, . . . , nu. We will denote the class
of holomorphic strips intersecting tyi = 0u by βi.
Without loss of generality, we may assume i = 1. The image of u is contained
in the complement of tyj = 0u for j = 2, . . . , n, which can be identified with
Cˆ (Cˆ)n´1, equipped with coordinates y2, . . . , yn P Cˆ and w = y1 . . . yn P C.
Then, u can be written as a holomorphic map
u(ζ) = (w(ζ), y2(ζ), . . . , yn(ζ))
from the upper-half disc tζ P C | |ζ| ď 1, Imζ ě 0u. We have w(ζ) = ζ´ᾱ1´αζ , up to a
reparametrization of the domain, which satisfies the boundary conditions |w| = 1
on the upper arc |ζ| = 1 and t w´ᾱ1´αw | w P RY t8uu on the lower arc [´1, 1].
For the yj(ζ)-components of u(ζ), the boundary condition |y1| = . . . = |yn|
implies |w| = |yj|n for j = 2, . . . , n. We consider the holomorphic map w̃(ζ) =
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ζ´α
1´ᾱζ , which satisfies |w̃| = |w| = 1 on the upper arc |ζ| = 1 and |w̃| = |w| on the
lower arc ζ P [´1, 1]. Thus, it also satisfies |w̃| = |yj|n. Moreover, w̃(ζ) ‰ 0 on the
upper half disc tζ P C | |ζ| ď 1, Imζ ě 0u. By the maximum principle, w̃ = ρynj for
some constant ρ P U(1). This determines yj = w̃1/n up to a rotation by ρ. Thus,
the moduli space is isomorphic to Tn´1 (on which Tn´1 acts freely).
In the proof above, we have chosen base loops `1 and `2, and a level a1 for the
simplicity of argument. It is easy to see that the lemma holds for other choices
of a level a1 and base loops `1 and `2 enclosing ε and intersecting transversely at
two points.
Now, let X be any toric Calabi-Yau manifold. The Tn-moment map is of the
form (
ρ1(|y1|2, . . . , |yn|2), . . . , ρn(|y1|2, . . . , |yn|2)
)
for a toric chart (y1, . . . , yn), where ρ is a Legendre transform determined by the
toric Kähler metric [Gui94].
Lemma 3.4.6. For a toric Calabi-Yau manifold X and L1, L2 given in the beginning of
this section, let β P π2(X˝, L1 Y L2) be a holomorphic strip class of Maslov index 1.
The moduli space ML1,L22 (β; ta`1,`2u ˆ Tn´1, tb`1,`2u ˆ Tn´1) is regular and isomorphic
to Tn´1.
Proof. Under the projection to the punctured w-plane, a holomorphic strip u in
class β must cover one of the two strips uL (which contains w = 0) and uR
bounded by the two base circles `1 and `2. Since it has Maslov index 1, it in-
tersects at most one of the toric prime divisors in tw = 0u Ă X˝. If follows
that Imu is contained in a certain toric Cn-chart. Note that holomorphic strips
in a class β are contained in the same toric chart, since they have the same the
intersection numbers with the toric prime divisors. Moreover, by the maximum
principle they are contained in a compact subset of Cn, and thus the moduli space
is compact by Gromov’s compactness theorem.
Both the standard symplectic form ωstd on Cn and the restriction of the sym-
plectic form ω on X to the toric Cn chart are Tn-invariant. By a Tn-equivariant
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Moser argument, we have a one-parameter family of Tn-equivariant symplecto-
morphic embeddings ρt : (Cn, ω) Ñ (Cn, ωstd) for t P [0, 1] such that ρ0 = Id
and ρ˚1 ωstd = ω. The isotopy ρt can be realized as follows: take a one-parameter
family of toric Kähler forms ωt on X whose corresponding moment map poly-
topes Pt Ă Rně0 interpolate between that of ω and R
n
ě0. Using the symplectic toric
coordinates, ρt are simply given by the inclusions Po Ñ Rně0 where P
o is the part
of the moment polytope that corresponds to the toric Cn-chart.
Let Li,t = ρ´1t (Li) be the Lagrangians in (C
n, ρ˚t ωstd). We fix the standard
complex structure on Cn which is compatible with ρ˚t ωstd for all t. The moduli
space of holomorphic discs bounded by Li,t for t P [0, 1] gives a cobordism of
moduli spaces. Indeed, this is the simplest case of Fukaya’s trick [Fuk10]: since
β has the minimal Maslov index and all holomorphic discs in β are supported in
Cn, disc and sphere bubbling do not occur, and therefore the cobordism has no
extra boundary component.
The above proof gives a classification of the holomorphic strip classes:
Corollary 3.4.7. The holomorphic strip classes in π2(X˝, L1 Y L2) of Maslov index 1
with input corner in ta`1,`2uˆ Tn´1 and output corner in tb`1,`2uˆ Tn´1 are given by β0
which does not intersects w = 0, and βi, i = 1, . . . , m, which intersects the toric divisor
Di exactly once but does not intersect Dj for j ­= i. This gives a one-to-one correspondence
between β1, . . . , βm and the Maslov index 2 basic disc classes βL1 , . . . , β
L
m P π2(X, L)
bounded by a regular toric fiber L of X.
The correspondence above can be realized by smoothing the corners ta`1,`2u ˆ
Tn´1 and tb`1,`2u ˆ Tn´1. The Tn´1-equivariant smoothing of L1 Y L2 at these two
corners (by using the symplectic reduction X  Tn´1) gives a union of Clifford
torus and a Chekanov torus. Under this smoothing, the strips classes βi for i =
1, . . . , m correspond to discs classes bounded by the Clifford torus, while the strip
class β0 corresponds to the basic disc class bounded by the Chekanov torus.
Since L1 and L2 bound no non-constant holomorphic discs in X˝, a stable
holomorphic strip class has no disc components. On the other hand, recall that
H2(X; Z) is generated by primitive effective curve classes tCn+1, . . . , Cmu. We have
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rational curves in X in classes α P Zě0 ¨ tCn+1, . . . , Cmu, and c1(α) = 0. Moreover,
all rational curves are contained in the divisor D =
řm
i=1 Di. This means we could
have stable holomorphic strip classes of the form βi + α, where βi is a holomorphic
strip class in Corollary 3.4.7. We now classify all stable holomorphic strip classes
of Maslov index 1.
Lemma 3.4.8. The holomorphic strip classes β P π2(X˝, L1 Y L2) of Maslov index 1
with input corner in ta`1,`2u ˆ Tn´1 and output corner in tb`1,`2u ˆ Tn´1 are of the form
β = βi + α for i = 0, . . . , m, and α P H2(X; Z) is an effective curve class. In particular
α = 0 for βi = β0.
Proof. This follows from the S.E.S (3.1.1) and the correspondence between holo-
morphic strip class covering uL (resp. uR) and the disc classes bounded by the
Clifford (resp. Chekanov) torus.
Since ML1,L22 (βi; ta`1,`2u ˆ Tn´1, tb`1,`2u ˆ Tn´1) – Tn´1 and
ev0 : ML1,L22 (βi; ta
`1,`2u ˆ Tn´1, tb`1,`2u ˆ Tn´1)Ñ tb`1,`2u ˆ Tn´1
is Tn´1-equivariant for i = 0, . . . , m, there is exactly one holomorphic strip in class
βi passing through tb12u b 1Tn´1 and hence m
L1,L2
1,βi
(a12 b 1Tn´1) = b12 b 1Tn´1 . To






(a12 b 1Tn´1), we identify the moduli space
of holomorphic strips with the input a12 b 1Tn´1 and the output b12 b 1Tn´1 with
moduli space of holomorphic discs bounded by a Clifford torus passing through
a generic point. This allows us to use the result of [CCLT] and relate the counts
of the strips with the inverse mirror map.
Proposition 3.4.9. The moduli space
ML1,L22 (βi + α; ta
`1,`2u ˆ Tn´1, tb`1,`2u ˆ Tn´1)ˆL1XL2 tb12 b 1Tn´1u
for i = 1, . . . , m, and α P H2(X; Z) is an effective curve class, is isomorphic to M1(βLi +
α, L)ˆL tpu as Kuranishi structures, for a Lagrangian toric fiber L and a generic point
p P L.
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Proof. Let L be a regular toric fiber and p P L a generic point. It is well known
that M1(βLi + α, L) – Tn and ev0 : M1(βLi , L) Ñ L is Tn-invariant (see [CLL12]).
It follows that
ML1,L22 (βi; ta
`1,`2u ˆ Tn´1, tb`1,`2u ˆ Tn´1)ˆL1XL2 tb12 b 1Tn´1u = M1(β
L
i , L)ˆL tpu
= tptu.
The holomorphic strips in class βi intersect the toric prime divisor Di at a cer-
tain point q. For a rational curve in class α to contribute to ML1,L22 (βi + α; ta`1,`2uˆ
Tn´1, tb`1,`2u ˆ Tn´1)ˆL1XL2 tb12 b 1Tn´1u, it has to intersect q in order to connect
with the strip component. Let L be a regular toric fiber such that the holomorphic
disc in class βLi passing through p intersects Di exactly at q. For instance, we can
take a toric chart Cn with coordinates (z1, . . . , zn) containing q = (0, c2 . . . , cn),
cj ‰ 0 P C, j = 2, . . . , n, and let L = t|z1| = |c1|, . . . , |zn| = |cn|u Ă Cn for
some c1 ‰ 0 P C. The choice of p P L is arbitrary. For instance, we can take
p = (c1, . . . , , cn). Then, the holomorphic disc u in M1(βLi , L) which passes
through p on the boundary and intersects q is given by u(ζ) = (c1ζ, c2, . . . , cn).
Let Msph1 (α) denote the moduli space of 1-pointed genus 0 stable maps to X
in class α. We have
ML1,L22 (βi + α; ta
`1,`2u ˆ Tn´1, tb`1,`2u ˆ Tn´1)ˆL1XL2 tb12 b 1Tn´1u
–
(






M1(βLi + α)ˆL tpu – (M1,1(βLi )ˆL tpu)ˆX M
sph
1 (α),
where the subscript (´, 1) means there is one interior marked point, and the
fiber product over X is taken using the interior evaluation maps. In both of the
expression above, the first factor of the RHS is unobstructed (it is topologically a
unit disc), and therefore the obstruction simply comes from Msph1 (α).
We are now ready to prove Theorem 3.4.4.





1 (a12b 1Tn´1) is a linear combination of b12b 1Tn´1 and
a12 b Xi, i = 1, . . . , n ´ 1. The coefficient of a12 b Xi is zi ´ z1i as per previous
discussion. On the other hand, the coefficient of b12 b 1Tn´1 is given by the fiber
products ML1,L22 (βi + α; ta`1,`2u ˆ Tn´1, tb`1,`2u ˆ Tn´1)ˆL1XL2 tb12b 1Tn´1u, where
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βi + α is a stable holomorphic strip class in Lemma 3.4.6 and [CCLT]. For the
strip class β0, the fiber product is simply one point. Due to our choices of gauge
cycles, Bβ0 only intersects the gauge hypertorus dual to v1 in L2 (with intersection
number 1). Thus, β0 contributes the term ´Tω(β0). Since L1 and L2 are chosen
such that β0 and β1 have the same symplectic area, this equals to ´Tω(β1).
For βi + α, i = 1, . . . , m, the number of holomorphic strips in the fiber product
equals to the open Gromov-Witten invariant n1(βLi + α) of a regular toric fiber L of
X by Proposition 3.4.9. The boundary BβLi corresponds to the primitive generator
vi = (vi ´ v1) + v1 and has holonomy znz~v
1
i . The generating function of open






























´1 + (z1n)´1zn f (z1, . . . , zn´1)
)
.





1 (a12 b 1Tn´1) = 0 implies the gluing for-
mula (3.4.11). Here we have implicitly chosen L that ω(βi) = ω(βLi ) for i =
























2 (a12b 1Tn´1 , b21b 1Tn´1) are given
by the moduli spaces
ML1,L2,L13 (βi + α; ta
`1,`2u ˆ Tn´1, tb`1,`2u ˆ Tn´1)ˆL1 t1L1u,
and
ML2,L1,L23 (βi + α; tb
`1,`2 , ta`1,`2u ˆ Tn´1u ˆ Tn´1)ˆL2 t1L2u,
where the target of the evaluation maps at the third marked points are L1 and L2,
respectively. Since f L1 and f L2 were chosen such that the image of the maximum
points 1L1 and 1L2 lie on the boundary of uR, the moduli spaces are empty except
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2 (a12 b 1Tn´1 , b21 b 1Tn´1) = T
ω(β0)1L2 ,
where 1L1 and 1L2 are the maximum points on L1 and L2, respectively. This bears
no effect on the gluing formula
Remark 3.4.10. Recall that the maximum points 1L1 = 1
İ
L1 and 1L2 = 1
İ
L2 are only










Li , i = 1, 2,
where 1İLi is the degree ´1 homotopy between 1
O
Li
and 1İLi . This means 1
İ
L1 and
1İL2 are cohomologous to the strict units, and therefore the isomorphism equations
(3.4.3) are indeed satisfied.
We next derive the gluing formula between L1i, i = 1, 2, and the immersed
Lagrangian brane L0. Let (CF‚(L11, L0),m
L11,L0
1 ) and (CF
‚(L0, L12),m
L0,L12
1 ) be the
pearl complexes associated to the perfect Morse functions f L0,L1 and f L0,L2 , re-





n´1), and the weak bounding cochain b = uU + vV. We denote by
a10 b 1Tn´1 P CF
0(L11, L0), b10 b 1Tn´1 P CF
1(L11, L0),
a02 b 1Tn´1 P CF
0(L0, L12), b02 b 1Tn´1 P CF
1(L0, L12),
generators corresponding to the maximum points on ta`0,`1u ˆ Tn´1, tb`0,`1u ˆ
Tn´1, ta`0,`2u ˆ Tn´1, and tb`0,`2u ˆ Tn´1, respectively.
There are two holomorphic strip classes βL0,LiL , β
L0,Li
R P π2(X
˝, L0Y Li) of Maslov
index 1 with the input corner in ta`0,`iuˆTn´1 and output corner in tb`0,`iuˆTn´1.
They are labeled such that the image in the w-plane of a holomorphic strip in
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R have the same symplectic area A. There are exactly one holomorphic strip
in each of these strip classes passing through b10b 1Tn´1 at the output corner. The
lift of boundaries of these holomorphic strips in rL0 – S2 ˆ Tn´2 are curve seg-
ments in the S2-factor and points in the Tn´2-factor. In particular, the lower arc of
the holomorphic strip in class βL0,LiL is a curve segment connecting (p, 1Tn´2) and
(q, 1Tn´2). The perfect Morse function f
S2 on S2 is chosen such that the two flow
lines connecting p and q to the minimum point aS2 do not intersect with these
curve segments. (See [HKL, Section 3.3].)
The proof of the following gluing formula is similar to that of [HKL, Theorem
3.7], except that here we need to take care of the contributions of non-constant
holomorphic discs of Maslov index 0 bounded by L0 by using Tn´2-equivariant
perturbations introduced in [FOOO10].
Theorem 3.4.11. There exists a series g(uv, z(0)2 , . . . , z
(0)
n´1) such that a10 b 1Tn´1 P
CF0(L11, L0), a02 b 1Tn´1 P CF




phisms if and only if
z1 = z11 = g(uv, z
(0)
2 , . . . , z
(0)
n´1)
zi = z1i = z
(0)




Moreover, z = g(uv, z(0)2 , . . . , z
(0)
n´1) satisfies
uv = f (z, z(0)2 , . . . , z
(0)
n´1),
with the same series f as in (3.1.4) (also in Theorem 3.4.4).
Proof. Let us first consider the pair (L11, L0). The output of m
L11,L0
1 (a10 b 1Tn´1) is
a priori a linear combination of b10b 1Tn´1 and a10bXi for i = 1, . . . , n´ 1, where
X1, . . . , Xn´1 are the degree one critical points in ta`0,`1u ˆ Tn´1. Let Γk+1 P Γk+1
denote the stable trees with exactly k input vertices and one interior vertex v. The
only possible stable trees contributing to b10 b 1Tn´1 are the following:
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1. Γ2 with input a10 b 1Tn´1 and decoration βv = β
L0,L1
R .
2. Γ2k+1, k ě 1, with inputs of the form a10 b 1Tn´1 , U, V, . . . , U, V, U and dec-
oration βv = β
L0,L1
L + β, where β is a stable disc class of Maslov index 0
bounded by L0.
3. Stable trees Γ in L0 with at least one interior vertex and inputs U and V
attached to the interior vertex Γ2 in (1) or Γk+1 in (2) via flow lines.
For case (1), there is exactly one holomorphic strip in class βL0,L1R with input
corner in ta`0,`1u ˆ Tn´1 and output corner intersecting b10 b 1Tn´1 , similar to the
proof of Theorem 3.4.4. This contributes ´TA to b10 b 1Tn´1 .
For case (2), the moduli spaces in consideration are of the form
M2k+1(βL0,L1L + β; a10 b 1Tn´1 , U, V, . . . , U, V, U). (3.4.7)
Since all domain discs in M2k+1(βL0,L1L + β) are singular (for β = 0, we require
k ě 2), the underlying Kuranishi structure of the moduli spaces in (3.4.7) is the
fiber product
M3(βL0,L1L ; a10 b 1Tn´1 , U)ˆL0 M2k(β; U, V, . . . , U, V, U). (3.4.8)
We choose Tn´2-equivariant Kuranishi structures for both factors of (3.4.8) so that
their fiber product is also Tn´2-equivariant. Let E1 ‘ E2 denote the obstruction
bundles on (3.4.8). We choose Tn´2-equivariant multi-sections s1, s2, (s1, s2), of
E1, E2 and E1 ‘ E2 (transversal to the zero section), respectively. By compatibility
of perturbations, we have s1 = s1 and (s2)|s´11 (0)
= s2. Since s´12 (0) is a T
n´2-
invariant chain with expected dimension n ´ 3, it must be the zero chain. This
means (s1, s2)´1(0) = H, and the moduli spaces in (3.4.7) do not contribute unless
β = 0 and k = 1. There is exactly one holomorphic strip in M3(βL0,L1L ; a10 b
1Tn´1 , U) with output corner passing through b10 b 1Tn´1 . This contributes znuT
A
to b10 b 1Tn´1
Finally, for case (3), if a stable tree Γ in L0 has at least two interior vertices
and inputs U and V, then by choosing Tn´2-equivariant perturbations for the
fiber products at its interior vertices whose inputs are U and V, the moduli space
of such configurations is empty by the same argument as in Lemma 3.4.1. If a
stable tree Γ has exactly one interior vertex, then by choosing Tn´2-equivariant
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perturbations for the fiber product at the interior vertex, the output are free Tn´2-
orbits situated near either pˆTn´2 or qˆTn´2, which do not flow to the boundary
of holomorphic strip in class βL0,L1R or β
L0,L1
L intersecting b10 b 1Tn´1 due to our
choice of the Morse function f S
2
. Therefore, the coefficient of b10 b 1Tn´1 is (u´
z´1n )TA.
Let us now consider the coefficient of a10 b Xi, i = 1, . . . , n´ 1. We have a pair
of Morse flow lines from a10 b 1Tn´1 to a10 b Xi. For i = 2, . . . , n ´ 1, this gives
(zi´ z
(0)
i ) ¨ a10bXi. For i = 1, one of the flow lines intersects the gauge hypertorus
dual to v11 in L1 and contributes z1 to a10 b X1. While the other flow line does
not intersect with any gauge cycles, it can however be attached by Maslov index
0 polygons bounded by L0 via an isolated Morse flow line from tpu ˆ Tn´2 or
tquˆ Tn´2 to ta`1,`2uˆ Tn´1. Recall that the corners U and V must appear in pairs
for a stable polygon bounded by L0, since its boundary is contained in the the
immersed loci. Thus, this contributes a series ´g(uv, z(0)2 , . . . , z
(0)




1 (a10 b 1Tn´1) =(znu´ 1)T
A
¨ b10 b 1Tn´1
+ (z1 ´ g(uv, z
(0)
2 , . . . , z
(0)







i ) ¨ a10 b Xi.
(3.4.9)
Similarly, for the pair (L0, L12), we have
m
L0,L12
1 (a02 b 1Tn´1) =((z
1
n)
´1v´ 1)TA ¨ b02 b 1Tn´1
+ (z11 ´ g̃(uv, z
(0)
2 , . . . , z
(0)













for some series g̃, where X11, . . . , X
1
n´1 are the degree one critical points in ta
`0,`2uˆ
Tn´1. a10 b 1Tn´1 and a02 b 1Tn´1 are isomorphisms if and only if the coefficients






2 (a02 b 1Tn´1 , a10 b 1Tn´1) = T
∆ ¨ a12 b 1Tn´1 contributed by a
holomorphic section of symplectic area ∆ over the triangle in the w-plane with
corners a`0,`1 , a`0,`2 and a`1,`2 . Recall from Theorem 3.4.4 that a12 b 1Tn´1 is an
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isomorphism between L1 and L2 if only if z1i = zi for i = 1, . . . , n´ 1 and z
1
n =
zn ¨ f (z1, . . . , zn´1). Thus, we have g = z1 = z11 = g̃, and
uv = z1nz
´1
n = f (z1, . . . , zn´1) = f (g, z
(0)
2 , . . . , z
(0)
n´1).
The series g is the generating function of Maslov index 0 stable polygons
bounded by L0. The stable polygons can attach to an isolated Morse trajectory in
L0 flowing into ta`0,`1u ˆ Tn´1 Ă L1 X L0 and contribute to a10 b X1. It is difficult
to compute g directly since the moduli spaces involved are highly obstructed.
However, Theorem 3.4.11 gives a way to compute g by solving for z1 from the
equation uv = f (z1, . . . , zn´1).
Example 3.4.12. Let X = C3. We have
uv = z13z
´1
3 = 1 + z1 + z2,
and hence, g(uv, z(0)2 ) = z1 = uv´ z2 ´ 1.
3.4.2.2 Deformation families L1 and L2
Let X1 P Crit( f L1) and X 11 P Crit( f
L2) be the degree 1 critical points whose un-
stable chain is the hypertori dual to v11 in L1 and L2, respectively. Let x1, x
1
1 P Λ+.







1) by L1 and L2, respectively. The reason for introducing
these new deformation families is that they will fit better into our S1-equivariant
theory.
Lemma 3.4.13. L1 and L2 are unobstructed.
Proof. Since L1 and L2 bound no non-constant holomorphic discs in X˝, the only
possible contributions come from Morse theory. There are two flow lines from X1
(resp. X 11) to each of the degree 2 critical points in L1 (resp. L2) which cancel with
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each other. The Morse flow trees with repeated inputs X1 (resp. X 11) are empty
for generic perturbations.
In [KLZ19, Theorem 4.7], a particular type of perturbations was used for the
computation of the toric superpotential so that the divisor axiom holds, and we
have the change of variables z = ex. Below, we choose analogous perturbations
for the gluing formulas between the Lagrangian branes L0, L1, and L2.
Theorem 3.4.14. a12 b 1Tn´1 is an isomorphism between L1 and L2 with an inverse
b21 b 1Tn´1 if and only if
ex
1
1 = ex1 ,
z1i = zi, i = 2, . . . , n´ 1,
z1n = zn ¨ f (ex1 , . . . , zn´1),
(3.4.11)
where f is given by (3.1.4).
Proof. The proof parallels that of Theorem 3.4.4, so we will simply highlight the
parts that depend on such choices of perturbations.
m
L11,L2
1 (a12 b 1Tn´1) is a linear combination of b12 b 1Tn´1 and a12 b Xi, i =
1, . . . , n´ 1. The coefficient of a12 b Xi for i = 2, . . . , n´ 1 is zi ´ z1i as before. For
a12 b X1, there are two Morse flow lines γ1 and γ2 from a12 b 1Tn´1 . The flow
line γ1 which originally contributed z1 in the setting of Theorem 3.4.4 can now
intersect with flow lines from k copies of X1 in L1 at a point and then follow to
a12 b X1, forming Morse flow trees. The moduli spaces of such configurations
are not transverse for k ą 1, since the unstable chain of X1 (which is the hy-
pertorus dual in L1 to v11) is not transverse with itself. Therefore, we have to
choose transversal perturbations. For k ą 1, let X(1)1 , . . . , X
(k)
1 be disjoint small
perturbations of the hypertorus along the direction of γ1 (and ordered along that
direction). We choose the perturbation to be the average of all permutations of
X(1)1 , . . . , X
(k)
1 , resulting in the factor
xk1
k! . These configurations together contribute
ex1 to a12 b X1. Similarly, the Morse flow trees formed by the flow line γ2 and the
flow lines from copies of X 11 contribute e
x11 to ¨a12 b X1
For the coefficient of b12 b 1Tn´1 , the strip class β0 contributes ´T
ω(β0) as be-
fore. On the other hand, flow lines from k copies of X1 can now attach to the up-
per arc (in L1) of stable strips in classes βi + α, i = 1, . . . , m, forming pearly trees.
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Again, these fiber products are not transversal. The transversal perturbations we
choose is the following. For the strip class βi + α and k ą 1, let X
(i,1)
1 , . . . , X
(i,k)
1
be disjoint small perturbations of the hypertorus along the direction of Bβi (and
ordered along that direction). We choose the perturbation of the fiber product to
be the average of all permutations of X(i,1)1 , . . . , X
(i,k)
1 . By choosing such perturba-
tions, we get Tω(β1)
(
´1 + (z1n)´1zn f (ex1 , . . . , zn´1)
)
¨ b12 b 1Tn´1 .
Finally, we can eliminate the possibility of Morse flow trees with repeated
inputs X1 attaching to the above configurations, since the moduli space of these
flow trees are empty for generic perturbations.
By choosing similar perturbations as in the proof above, we also have the
gluing formulas between Li and L0.
Theorem 3.4.15. a10 b 1Tn´1 P CF
0(L1, L0), a02 b 1Tn´1 P CF




2) are isomorphisms if and only if
ex1 = ex
1
1 = g(uv, z(0)2 , . . . , z
(0)
n´1)
zi = z1i = z
(0)




Moreover, z = g(uv, z(0)2 , . . . , z
(0)
n´1) satisfies
uv = f (z, z(0)2 , . . . , z
(0)
n´1),
where the series f is same as in (3.1.4) and Theorem 3.4.4, and the series g as in Theorem
3.4.11.
3.4.3 S1-equivariant disc potential of L0
For the Tn-action on a compact toric semi-Fano manifold X with dimC X = n,
the equivariant disc potential WTn of regular toric fibers in X was computed in
[KLZ19]. It recovers the Tn-equivariant toric Landau-Ginzburg mirror of Givental
[Giv98], namely,








Here, W is the superpotential of Givental and Hori-Vafa [Giv98, HV, LLY99b], 
x1, . . . , xn are parameters for the boundary deformations by hypertori, and λ1, . . . , 
λn are equivariant parameters generating H (pt; Λ0) = Λ0[λ1, . . . , λn]. The S1-
equivariant disc potential for immersed 2-sphere S2 was also computed in 
[KLZ19] in the un-obstructed setting using gluing formulas.
In this section, we study the S1-equivariant disc potential of the immersed SYZ 
fiber L0 – S2 ˆ Tn´2 in a toric Calabi-Yau n-fold X. The Lagrangians L0, L1 and L2 
and their pair-wise clean intersections are invariant under the Tn´1-action rotating 
along the directions of v11, . . . , v
1
n´1. The S
1(Ă Tn´1)-action of our interest
is the rotation along the v11-direction. It acts on L1 and L2 by rotating the second
S1-factor and acts on L0 by rotating the S2-factor fixing the nodal point.
For i = 0, 1, 2, let (CF‚
S1
(Li),m(Li,S
1)) the S1-equivariant Morse model such that
CF‚
S1
(Li) = CF‚(Li; H‚S1(pt; Λ0)),
where CF‚(Li; H‚S1(pt; Λ0)) is generated by critical points of the Morse function
f Li as explained in 1.6. Here, we have suppressed the superscript : for simplicity
of notations.
Let us make a decomposition Li = S1 ˆ Tn´1 for i = 1, 2 so that S1 acts freely









n´1) = Z ¨ tv1, v12, . . . , v
1
n´1u, i = 0, 1, 2.




n´1), ∇(1,z2,...,zn), and ∇(1,z12,...,z1n) are S1-equivariant,
and thus induce flat connections on (Li)S1 for i = 0, 1, 2.





(L2), and U, V P CF‚S1(L0). We denote by (L0, S
1),





and uU + vV for u, v P Λ20 with val(u ¨ v) ą 0, (L1, S
1) by ∇(1,z2,...,zn) and x1X1,






1, x1 P Λ+, respectively. By Corollary
1.7.3, Lemma 3.4.1 and Lemma 3.4.13, (Li, S1) is weakly unobstructed for i =
0, 1, 2. This implies that
m
(L0,S1)
0 (1) = W
L0
S1
(u, v, z(0)2 , . . . , z
(0)) ¨ 1L0 ,
m
(L1,S1)
0 (1) = W
L1
S1
(x1, z2, . . . , zn) ¨ 1L1 ,
m
(L2,S1)





2, . . . , z
1
n) ¨ 1L2 .
for some series WLi
S1
(i = 0, 1, 2). We will refer to the functions WLi
S1
as the S1-
equivariant disc potential of Li.
Since L1 does not bound any non-constant holomorphic discs in X˝, the fol-
lowing is an immediate consequence of [KLZ19, Lemma 4.4].
Proposition 3.4.16. The S1-equivariant disc potential WL1
S1











1),(L2,S1)) be the S1-
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equivariant Morse models with
CF‚
S1




(L0, L2) = CF‚(L0, L2; H‚S1(pt; Λ0)).
The gluing formulas between (L0, S1), (L1, S1) and (L2, S1) remain the same as
before.
Proposition 3.4.17. a10 b 1Tn´1 P CF
0
S1




isomorphisms if and only if
ex1 = ex
1
1 = g(uv, z(0)2 , . . . , z
(0)
n´1)
zi = z1i = z
(0)




Moreover, z = g(uv, z(0)2 , . . . , z
(0)
n´1) satisfies
uv = f (z, z(0)2 , . . . , z
(0)
n´1),
where the series f is the same as in (3.1.4) (or in Theorem 3.4.4), and hence, g equals the
one in Theorem 3.4.11.
Proof. Since the equivariant parameter λ1 has degree 2, it does not appear in the
isomorphism equations (3.4.3). Thus, we have
m
(L1,S1),(L0,S1)




1 (a02 b 1Tn´1) = m
L0,L2
1 (a02 b 1Tn´1),
m
(L1,S1),(L0,S1),(L2,S1)




2 (a02 b 1Tn´1 , a10 b 1Tn´1).
The statement then follows from Theorem 3.4.11 and Theorem 3.4.15.
Since the disc potentials are compatible with the gluing formulas (see [CHL18a,
Theorem 4.7]), we can compute WL0
S1
in terms of g making use of the propositions
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above.
Theorem 3.4.18. The S1-equivariant disc potential WL0
S1
of L0 is given by
WL0
S1
= λ1 log g(uv, z
(0)
2 , . . . , z
(0)
n´1). (3.4.14)
Remark 3.4.19. The expression log g(uv, z(0)2 , . . . , z
(0)
n´1) depends on choices of a
framing tv11, . . . , v
1
n´1u.
In dimension three, by setting u = v = 0, we obtain the equivariant term
log g(0, z02). Integration of this term is the disc potential of the Aganagic-Vafa
brane [AKV02, GZ02]. Our formulation has the advantage that it works in all
dimensions.
3.4.4 Examples
Before we finish the section, we provide explicit numerical computations for a
few interesting toric Calabi-Yau manifolds in various dimensions.
3.4.4.1 X = KP2
For X = KP2 , the primitive generators of the fan Σ are
v1 = (0, 0, 1), v2 = (1, 0, 1), v3 = (0, 1, 1), v4 = (´1,´1, 1).
Let L0 – S2 ˆ S1 be an immersed Lagrangian at the ‘inner branch’ dual to the
cone Rě0xv1, v2y, which bounds a primitive holomorphic disc β with area A, as
depicted in Figure 3¨5. The area of the curve class is denoted by τ. We fix the
compact chamber dual to v1 and the framing tv1i = vi+1´ v1 | i = 1, 2u to compute
the S1-equivariant disc potential of L0. Note that different choices of a chamber
and a framing give different Morse functions on L0, and the disc potentials will
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change accordingly. The choice of chamber matters for (uv) but not the discs with
no corners.
The gluing formula between L0 and a regular toric fiber L1 reads
uv = (1 + δ(Tτ)) + exp x1 + TAz2 + Tτ´A exp(´x1) ¨ z´12
where
δ(Tτ) = ´2q + 5q2 ´ 32q3 + 286q4 ´ 3038q5 + O(q6), q = Tτ,
is the generating function of open Gromov-Witten invariants bounded by a regu-
lar toric fiber of KP2 computed in [CLL12].
However, notice that the left hand side lies in Λ+. The right hand side has
leading term 2 and hence does not lie in Λ+! Hence the gluing formula has empty
solution. It means that the formally deformed Lagrangian L1 is not isomorphic to
the formally deformed immersed Lagrangian L0.
To remedy this, we take a non-trivial spin structure of the tori L1 and L2 in
the v11-direction. This systematically introduces extra signs to the orientations of
moduli spaces. Formally it gives the change of coordinates x1 ÞÑ x1 + iπ. Then
the gluing formula becomes
uv = (1 + δ(Tτ))´ exp(x1) + TAz2 ´ Tτ´A exp(´x1) ¨ z´12 .
Both sides are now in Λ+. We can then solve exp(x1) in terms of uv and z = TAz2,
which gives the series g in Theorem 3.4.18.
A direct calculation gives that the coefficient of λ1 equals to a0 + a1uv + a2 ¨
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Figure 3¨5: Immersed Lagrangian branes in KP2

















z´2 + 2z´1 + 5z´
27
2
z2 + 27z3 + O(z4)
)
q2 + O(q3)
a1 =(´1 + z´ z2 + z3 + O(z4)) + (´2z´1 + 4´ 8z + 14z2 ´ 22z3 + O(z4))q


















´15z´2 + 66z´1 ´ 196 + 489z´ 1080z2 + 2170z3 + O(z4)
)
q2 + O(q3).
This differs by z ÞÑ ´z from physicists’ convention, which results from differ-
ent ways of parametrizing the flat connections. As noted in [AKV02], all the
zj-coefficients of the leading order term (q0) in a0 multiplied by j are integers.
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This reflects that the automorphism group of a holomorphic disc in class jβ (β
is the primitive disc class) is of order j. On the other hand, we note that all the
zj-coefficients in ` ¨ a` are integers in the examples we have computed.
We write the series as
ř




ord(z) 0 1 2 3
´3 0 0 0 10/3
´2 0 0 3/2 8
´1 0 1 2 12
0 0 0 0 0
1 1 1 5 40
2 1/2 2 27/2 122
3 1/3 3 27 838/3
4 1/4 4 47 560
ord(uv) = 1
ord(q)
ord(z) 0 1 2 3
´3 0 0 0 20
´2 0 0 6 80
´1 0 2 18 218
0 1 4 41 520
1 1 8 92 1224
2 1 14 189 2704
3 1 22 356 5582
4 1 32 623 10828
ord(uv) = 2
ord(q)
ord(z) 0 1 2 3
´3 0 0 0 70
´2 0 0 15 380
´1 0 3 66 1320
0 1/2 10 196 3762
1 1 24 489 9544
2 3/2 48 1080 22128
3 2 85 2170 47600
4 5/2 138 4041 96050
Table 3.1: inner brane in KP2
For u = v = 0, it is zBz of the physicists’ superpotential for the Aganagic-Vafa
brane [AKV02, GZ02], which was mathematically formulated and verified via
localization in [KL01, FL13, FLT].
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3.4.4.2 Outer branes in KP2
We may also consider an outer brane in KP2 , corresponding to the codimension-
two strata dual the cone Rě0xv2, v3y. We fix the chamber dual to the generator v3
and fix the framing tv2´ v3, v1´ v3u (corresponding to the holonomy variables z̃1
and z̃2 respectively). The gluing formula becomes
uv = (1 + δ)TAz̃2 ´ exp(x̃1) + 1´ Tτ+3A exp(´x̃1)z̃32,
where A is the area of the primitive holomorphic disc bounded by the outer brane.
Putting z = TAz̃2 and writing the series as
ř
´ajk`(´z)j(´q)k(uv)`, record the
coefficients in the following table.
ord(uv) = 0
ord(q)
ord(z) 0 1 2 3
0 0 0 0 0
1 1 2 5 32
2 1/2 2 7 42
3 1/3 3 9 164/3
4 1/4 4 15 80
ord(uv) = 1
ord(q)
ord(z) 0 1 2 3
0 1 0 0 0
1 1 2 5 32
2 1 4 14 84
3 1 8 27 164
4 1 14 56 310
ord(uv) = 2
ord(q)
ord(z) 0 1 2 3
0 1/2 0 0 0
1 1 2 5 32
2 3/2 6 21 126
3 2 15 54 328
4 5/2 32 134 760
Table 3.2: outer brane in KP2
Note that the first column (for ord(q) = 0) are the same for both branes. This
reflects the fact that the holomorphic polygons (without sphere bubbling) are the
same.
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3.4.4.3 X = KP3
Our method also works for higher dimensions. For instance, the toric Calabi-Yau
4-fold X = KP3 is associated with the fan Σ which has generators
v1 = (0, 0, 0, 1), v2 = (1, 0, 0, 1), v3 = (0, 1, 0, 1), v4 = (0, 0, 1, 1), v5 = (´1,´1,´1, 1).
Let L0 = S2 ˆ T2 be an inner brane at the codimension-two toric stratum corre-
sponding to the cone Rě0xv1, v2y (a toric divisor of P3). We fix the chamber dual
to v1 and the basis tv2 ´ v1, v3 ´ v1, v4 ´ v1u.
The SYZ mirror of KP3 is given by





where 1 + δ(Tτ) is the generating function counting stable discs bounded by a
Lagrangian toric fiber. By [CLT13, CCLT], it can be computed from the mirror
map as follows. The mirror map for KP3 is given by q = Qe
f (Q), where q = Tτ is
the Kähler parameter for the primitive curve class in KP3 , Q is the mirror complex








Taking the inverse, we get the inverse mirror map
Q(q) = q´ 24q2 ´ 396q3 ´ 39104q4 ´ 4356750q5 ´O(q6).
Then the generating function of open Gromov-Witten invariants of a Lagrangian
toric fiber is given by
1 + δ(q) = exp( f (Q(q))/4) = 1 + 6q + 189q2 + 14366q3 + 1518750q4 + O(q5).
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(see also [CLLT17, Theorem 1.1]).
Now we use the above method to deduce from this the S1-equivariant disc po-
tential for the immersed L0. Namely, the gluing formula between a smooth torus
and L0 is given by substituting z1 = ´ex1 (and replacing z2, z3 by TA2z2, TA3z3
respectively) in the above equation for the SYZ mirror. Then we solve x1 in terms
of z2, z3, u, v, and substitute into x1λ1 (which is the S1-equivariant disc potential












ord(z1) 0 1 2 3
0 0 1 1/2 1/3
1 1 1 1 1
2 1/2 1 3/2 2
3 1/3 1 2 10/3
ord(q) = 1
ord(z2)
ord(z1) ´1 0 1 2
´1 1 2 3 4
0 2 6 12 20
1 3 12 30 60
2 4 20 60 140
ord(q) = 2
ord(z2)
ord(z1) ´2 ´1 0 1 2
´2 3/2 6 15 30 105/2
´1 6 36 108 246 480
0 15 108 387 1020 2250
1 30 246 1020 3060 7560
2 105/2 480 2250 7560 20685
Table 3.3: KP3
3.4.4.4 Local Calabi-Yau surfaces
We next consider the local Calabi-Yau surface X(d) of type Ãd´1. The surface
can be realized as the Z-quotient of the following infinite-type toric Calabi-Yau
surface. Such a toric construction was found by Mumford [Mum72, AMRT10]
and its mirror symmetry was studied by Gross-Siebert [GS, ABC+09].
Let N = Z2. For i P Z, define the cone
σi = Rě0 ¨ x(i, 1), (i + 1, 1)y Ă NR.
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The fan Σ0 =
Ť
iPZ σi Ă R
2 is defined as the infinite collection of these cones (and
their boundary cones). The corresponding toric surface X = XΣ0 is Calabi–Yau
since all the primitive generators (i, 1) P N have second coordinates being 1.
The fan Σ0 has an obvious symmetry of the infinite cyclic group Z given by k ¨
(a, b) = (a + k, b) for k P Z and (a, b) P N. We can take an open neighborhood Xo
of the toric divisors which is invariant under the Z-action, and take the quotient
X(d) = Xo/(d ¨Z).
The SYZ mirror of X(d) = Xo/(d ¨Z) was constructed in [KL16]. For simplicity,


































where q := e2πiτ, z := e2πiζ , η is the Dedekind eta function, and ϑ is the Jacobi
theta function.
Now, we consider the equivariant disc potential of the immersed 2-sphere S2.
We have fixed the chamber dual to (0, 1) and the framing v11 = (1, 0) for the
equivariant Morse model of S2. The above mirror equation can be understood as
the relation between the immersed variables u, v of the immersed sphere S2 and
the formal deformations x of the torus T2, where z = ´ex. The S1-equivariant
disc potential of T2 is given by xλ, and that of S2 can be found by solving x in
the above equation.
We solve the equation order-by-order in q = Tt where t is the area of the primitive
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holomorphic sphere class. Namely, the equation is rewritten as
(1´ uv´ ex) + (uv´ e´x + e2x)q + O(q2) = 0.
Then we put x =
ř
kě0 hk(uv)q
k and solve hk order by order. For instance, the





. Write the generating function as
´
ř
ak`(uv)`qk and the coefficients are shown in the following table.
ord(q)
ord(uv) 0 1 2 3 4 5
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 1 2 5 10 20 36
2 1/2 2 7 20 105/2 126
3 1/3 3 18 245/3 315 1071
4 1/4 4 33 192 1815/2 3696
5 1/5 5 55 410 2415 60252/5
Table 3.4: local Calabi-Yau surfaces
The first column records the counts of constant polygons and it is the same as the
result for X = C2 in [KLZ19, Theorem 4.6] (namely they are coefficients of the
series ´ log(1´ uv)). The constant polygons are merely local and are not affected
by the presence of the holomorphic A1-fiber. We also note that the coefficients
multiplied with the corresponding orders of (uv) are integers.
3.4.4.5 The total space of a family of Abelian surfaces
This is the three-dimensional version of the last example. Consider the fan Σ
consisting of the maximal cones
x(i, j, 1), (i + 1, j, 1), (i, j + 1, 1), (i + 1, j + 1, 1)y, i, j P Z.
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It admits an action by Z2: (k, `) ¨ (a, b, c) = (a + k, b + `, c) on N. A crepant
resolution is obtained by refining each maximal cone (which is a cone over a
square) into 2 simplices, and the refinement is taken to be Z2-invariant. Then we
take a toric neighborhood XoΣ of the toric divisors where Z
2 acts freely. This is
a toric Calabi-Yau manifold, which is also the total space of a family of Abelian
surfaces.
The SYZ mirror was constructed in [KL16, Theorem 5.6]. It is given by





























. There are three Kähler parameters qτ = e2πiτ = q1qσ, qρ =



















πilk ¨Ω ¨ ltrk

 . (3.4.15)
As before, we choose a Lagrangian immersion L0 – S2ˆS1 which bounds a prim-
itive holomorphic disc with area A whose boundary has holonomy parametrized
by z2. We have fixed the chamber dual to (0, 0, 1) and the framing v11 =
(1, 0, 0), v12 = (0, 1, 0) for the S
1-equivariant Morse model of L0. Then the above
mirror equation can be understood as the gluing formula between L0 and a em-
bedded Lagrangian torus, with z2 replaced by TAz2, and z1 = ´ex1 . The equivari-
ant disc potential is given by x1λ1, where x1 is solved from the above equation.
Setting u = v = 0, we obtain the generating function of stable discs with no
corners. This gives an enumerative meaning of the zero locus of the Riemann
theta function (on (z1, z2) P (Cˆ)2) as a section over the z2-axis. The leading-
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2 ´ 11q1q2 + q1 ´ 3q
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3.5. Equivariant disc potentials of immersed Lagrangian tori
So far, we have mainly focused on the immersed Lagrangian S2 ˆ Tn´2, whose
Maurer-Cartan deformation space fills the codimension-two toric strata of a toric
Calabi-Yau manifold. In this section, we consider an immersed Lagrangian torus
that copes with lower dimensional toric strata. The construction of a Landau-
Ginzburg mirror associated to such an immersed torus, using the method in
[CHL17], has been introduced in the survey article [Lau18]. The immersed torus
and its application to HMS have also been addressed in recent talks by Abouzaid.
The immersed torus L is constructed by symplectic reduction. Recall from Sec-
tion 3.1 that we have the reduction X a1 T
n´1 := ρ´1ta1u/Tn´1
w
– C where ρ de-
notes the Tn´1-moment map. Previously, we take a1 from the image of a strictly
codimension-two toric stratum so that a path passing through 0 P C gives rise to
a Lagrangian immersion in X. In this section, we do not make such a restriction
and allow a1 to lie in the image of any toric stratum.
Let us take the immersed curve C in the w-plane shown in Figure 3¨6a. This
immersed circle was first introduced by Seidel [Sei11] for proving homological
mirror symmetry of genus-two curves. Here the punctured plane C ´ t0, 1u is
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identified with P1 ´ t0, 1,8u.
C





(a) The curve C.
C
0 1u v h
(b) The uvh-polygon.
C
0 1u v h
(c) The polygons in h f (z).
Figure 3¨6: The curve C and polygons bounded by C.
The curve C has three self-intersection points U, V, H, each of which corresponds
to two immersed generators (in the Floer complex of C). By abuse of notations,
they are denoted by U, V, H (with odd degree) and Ū, V̄, H̄ (with even degree)
respectively.
Since C does not pass through 0 P C (that would create additional singular-
ity), its preimage L in ρ´1ta1u Ă X is a Lagrangian immersion in X from an
n-dimensional torus, where the fiber over each point of C is a torus Tn´1. Thus
L is an immersed torus which has three clean self-intersections isomorphic to
Tn´1 that lie over the three self-intersection points U, V, H of C. Let us denote the
immersion by ι : rLÑ L where rL = Tn is an n-dimensional torus.
In order to express L as the product of the immersed curve C with a fiber Tn´1
precisely (this splitting is not canonical), we take a trivialization of the holomor-
phic fibration w : X Ñ C as follows. All the fibers of w are (Cˆ)n´1 except w´1(0),
which is the union of toric prime divisors. By relabeling vi if necessary, we may
assume that the toric stratum that a1 is located is adjacent to the v1-facet. We fix
a basis v1i P ν
K Ă N for i = 1, . . . , n´ 1. Then tv1, v11, . . . , v
1
n´1u forms a basis of N,
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whose dual basis equals to tν, ν1, . . . , νn´1u for some ν1, . . . , νn´1 P M. This gives
a set of coordinate functions (where ν corresponds to w), which gives a biholo-
morphism between the complement of all the toric divisors corresponding to vi
for i ­= 1 and Cˆ (Cˆ)n´1. The projections to the factors C and (Cˆ)n´1 give the
splitting L – Cˆ Tn´1. This also fixes a basis tγ1, . . . , γnu of π1( rL).
The Floer complex of L admits the following description. Observe that rL ˆL rL
consists of seven connected components, as the self intersection loci of L has three
components. One of them is simply rL, which is responsible for non-immersed
generators, which are represented by critical points of Morse functions on rL. The
remaining six components are copies of Tn´1, and they give rise to the generators
of the form G b XI for G = U, V, H, Ū, V̄, H̄ and I Ă t1, . . . , n ´ 1u, which are
represented by critical points in the corresponding Tn´1-components of rLˆL rL.
We will specify the choice of relevant Morse functions shortly. For simplicity, we
will often write G to denote Gb 1Tn´1 when there is no danger of confusion.
We have the holomorphic volume form
Ω = (dw/(w´ 1))^ d log z1 ^ . . . d log zn´1
on the divisor complement X˝ = X´tw = 1u, where z1, . . . , zn´1 are the local toric
coordinates corresponding to tnu1, . . . , νn´1u. It induces the one-form d log(w´ 1)
on the reduced space X a1 T
n´1 – C.
Lemma 3.5.1. L is graded with respect to Ω. The generators U, V, H have degrees
1, 1,´1 respectively, and the generators Ū, V̄, H̄ have degrees 0, 0, 2. Here 1Tn´1 denotes
the maximum point of the Morse function on Tn´1-component.
To be more precise, the degree of G b XI for G = U, V, H, Ū, V̄, H̄ and I Ă
t1, . . . , n ´ 1u is obtained by adding the degree of XI to that of G given in this
lemma.
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Proof. By the reduction, it suffices to check that the curve C is graded with respect
to ´id log(w´ 1). The preimage of C under w = eiy + 1 is a union of ‘figure-8’ as
shown in Figure 3¨7a. There is a well-defined phase function for the one-form dy
on (the normalization of) all the figure-8 components, which is invariant under
translation by 2π. Thus C is graded. The degrees of the immersed generators can












deg H = -1; deg U = deg V = 1.
(a) The lifting under y = ´i log(w´ 1).
U UV H
−π/4 π/4 −π/4 π/4 −π/4 π/4 −π/4 π/4
deg H = deg U = deg V = 1.
(b) The lifting under y1 = log w+iw´i .
Figure 3¨7: The gradings on C by two different holomorphic volume forms.
For the purpose of computing Maslov indices, we also consider another grading
for L given as follows. We take the meromorphic volume form
Ω̃ =
´2i dw^ d log z1 ^ . . .^ d log zn´1
(w + i)(w´ i)
on restricted on X˝, which corresponds to d log w+iw´i in the reduced space. It has
the pole divisors w = ˘i. Similar to the above lemma, we can directly check the
following. See Figure 3¨7b.
Lemma 3.5.2. L is graded with respect to Ω̃. The generators U, V, H all have degree
one, and the generators Ū, V̄, H̄ all have degree zero.
We extend the Maslov index formula [CO06, Aur07] to the immersed situation.
Lemma 3.5.3. Let L be an immersed Lagrangian graded by a meromorphic nowhere zero
n-form Ω. For a holomorphic polygon in class β bounded by L with corners at degree
one immersed generators of L, its Maslov index equals to 2β ¨D ě 0 where D is the pole
divisor of Ω.
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Proof. We trivialize TX pulled back over the domain polygon ∆, and we have
a Lagrangian sub-bundle TL over the boundary edges of the polygon (which
can be understood as a disc with boundary punctures). It is extended to be a
Lagrangian sub-bundle over B∆ by taking positive-definite paths at the corners.
Since the corners have degree one with respect to (the pull-back of) Ω, we have a
well-defined real-valued phase function for the Lagrangian sub-bundle. Thus the
phase change with respect to Ω equals to zero with respect to Ω.







Ω becomes a nowhere
zero holomorphic section of
Źn T˚X|∆. Each factor
z´ai
1´āiz
results in adding 2π
for the phase change. Thus the total phase change equals to 2πk where k is
the number of poles. Thus the Maslov index equals to Maslov index equals to
2β ¨D.
For the Fukaya category of X˝, the objects are Lagrangians graded by Ω. The
grading of L by Ω̃ is auxiliary. We apply the above lemma to L using the grading
by Ω̃. Thus the Maslov index of a holomorphic polygon with corners at U, V, H
equals to two times the intersection number with the pole divisor tw = iu Y tw =
´iu. In particular LT does not bound any holomorphic polygon with corners at
U, V, H which has negative Maslov index.
We take a perfect Morse function on each component of rLˆL rL. First we take a
perfect Morse function on rL – S1 ˆ Tn´1. We take a perfect Morse function on
the normalization S1 of C, whose maximum and minimum points lie in the upper
and lower parts of C respectively, see Figure 3¨6. Let us denote the maximum and
minimal points by pmax and pmin respectively. We take a perfect Morse function
on the Tn´1-factor, whose unstable hypertori of the degree-one critical points are
dual to the S1-orbits of v1i. The sum of these two functions gives the desired perfect
Morse function.
We also take such a perfect Morse function on the Tn´1-components of rLˆL rL.
They are identified with the clean intersections of L. The perfect Morse function
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is taken such that the unstable hypertori of the degree-one critical points are dual
to the S1-orbits of v1i for i = 1, . . . , n´ 1.
As a result, the Morse complex of rL ˆL rL has the following generators. The
component rL – Tn has the generators XI for I Ă t0, . . . , n´ 1u (where XH = 1 rL).
We also have the immersed generators G b XI for G = U, V, H, Ū, V̄, H̄ and I Ă
t1, . . . , n´ 1u. They are critical points in the corresponding Tn´1-components of
rLˆL rL. (Recall that we have written G for Gb 1Tn´1 by abuse of notation so far.)
Let us equip L with flat ΛU-connections. We do it in a ‘minimal way’. Namely,
we only consider connections which are trivial along γ1, because such a de-
formation direction is already covered by the formal deformations of the im-
mersed generators U, V, H. We denote by zi the holonomy variables associ-
ated to the loops γi. We consider the formally deformed immersed Lagrangian
(L, uU + vV + hH,∇(z1,...,zn´1)). We will prove that these are weak bounding
cochains. Notice that deg u = deg v = 0 and deg h = 2 with respect to Ω, whereas,
with respect to Ω̃, deg u = deg v = deg h = 0. (This ensures b = uU + vV + hH
always has degree one.)
The only non-constant holomorphic polygons bounded by C of Maslov index
two are the two triangles with corners U, V, H (shown in Figure 3¨6b), or the
two one-gons with the corner H (shown in Figure 3¨6c). Using this, we classify
holomorphic polygons bounded by L in what follows.
Lemma 3.5.4. Any non-constant holomorphic polygon bounded by L must project to a
non-constant holomorphic polygon bounded by C under w.
Proof. If w is constant, the holomorphic polygon is contained in the corresponding
fiber of w, which is (Cˆ)n´1. L intersects this fiber at Tn´1 which is isotopic to the
standard torus (the product of unit circles) in (Cˆ)n´1. By the maximal principle,
such a torus does not bound any non-constant holomorphic disc.
Since C does not bound any non-constant Maslov-zero holomorphic disc, by the
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above lemma, there is no non-constant Maslov-zero holomorphic disc bounded
by L.
The classification of holomorphic disc classes bounded by L is similar to Lemma
3.4.6 and Corollary 3.4.7. Moreover Lemma 3.4.8 and Proposition 3.4.9 also have
their counterparts for L. The proofs are parallel to the corresponding ones for
L0 – S2 ˆ Tn´2, and hence omitted.
Proposition 3.5.5. (i) The only holomorphic polygon classes of Maslov index two




0 ) is the class which never
intersects w = 0 and projects to the triangle passing through pmax in C (or passing
through pmin respectively); β+i (or β
´
0 ) is the class which intersects the toric divisor
Di once but not the other Dj for j ­= i, and projects to the one-gon passing through
pmax in C (or passing through pmin respectively).
(ii) The stable polygon classes of Maslov index two bounded by L are β˘i + α for i =
0, . . . , m and α is an effective curve class. For i = 0, α = 0.
(iii) The moduli space
ML2 (H; βi + α)ˆev0 tpmaxu
for i = 1, . . . , m is isomorphic to M1(βLi + α) ˆev tpu for a certain Lagrangian
toric fiber L and a certain point p P L.
(iv) The moduli space
ML4 (H, V, U; β0)ˆev0 tpmaxu
is simply a point.
We equip L with a non-trivial spin structure, which is represented by the Tn´1-
fiber of the point pmax P C. By abuse of notation, we denote the three gener-
ators which has base degree 1 and fiber degree 0 by the same letters U, V, H
corresponding to the three immersed points of C. Take the formal deformations
b = uU + vV + hH for u, v, h P C. We also have a flat Cˆ connection in the fiber
Tn´1-direction over C; its holonomy is given by (z1, . . . , zn´1) P (Cˆ)n´1.
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Using cancellation in pairs of holomorphic polygons due to symmetry along the
dotted line shown in Figure 3¨6a, we prove the following statement.
Proposition 3.5.6. (L, b,∇z) is weakly unobstructed.
Proof. This is similar to the proof of weakly unobstructedness for the Seidel La-
grangian in [CHL17]. The anti-symplectic involution identifies the moduli spaces
M3(U, V, H; β+0 + α) with M3(H, V, U; β
´
0 + α), and M1(H; β
+
i + α) with
M1(H; β´i + α) for i = 1, . . . , m. Since the holomorphic polygons in β
+
i for
i = 0, . . . , m pass through the spin cycle tpmaxu ˆ Tn´1, while the holomorphic
polygons in β´i do not, the pairs of moduli spaces have opposite signs. Thus their
contributions to Ū, V̄, H̄ cancel and equal to zero.
In particular, the superpotential associated to (L, b,∇z) is well-defined. Moreover,
we can compute it explicitly.
Theorem 3.5.7. The superpotential of (L, b,∇z) is
W = ´uvh + h f (z)
defined on ((u, v, h), z) P C3 ˆ (Cˆ)n´1, where f is given in (3.1.4). Its critical locus is
X̌ =
!
((u, v), z) P C2 ˆ (Cˆ)n´1 | uv = f (z)
)
.
Proof. Since the smooth fibers are conics which topologically do not bound any
non-constant discs, the image of a Maslov-two disc must be either one of the
regions shown in Figure 3¨6. For the region with corners u, v, h, there is no singu-
lar conic fiber and hence there is only one holomorphic polygon over it passing
through a generic marked point (corresponding to the constant section). This
gives the term ´uvh. For the region with one corner h, by Riemann mapping
theorem the polygons over it are one-to-one corresponding to those bounded by
a toric fiber. They contribute h ¨ f (z) to W.
We fix a1 P MR/νKR, which is the level of the symplectic reduction X a1 T
n´1 – C,
by requiring that a1 lies in image of strictly codimension-two toric strata of X
under the moment map ρ. This guarantees that we have the immersed Lagrangian
S2 ˆ Tn´2 on this level, and enables us to compare with L.
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To distinguish the variables between L and S2 ˆ Tn´2, we denote the degree-
one immersed generators of L by U0, V0, H and that of S2 ˆ Tn´2 by U, V. L
and S2 ˆ Tn´2 intersect cleanly at two tori Tn´1. We fix a basis of genera-
tors of H1(Tn´2) (the factor contained in S2 ˆ Tn´2) and extend it to H1(Tn´1)
(the clean intersections). Denote the corresponding holonomy variables for L by
z(0)1 , . . . , z
(0)
n´1, and those for S2 ˆ Tn´2 by z
(1)












Figure 3¨8: The strips in computing the embedding of S2 ˆ Tn´2 to LnT.
Theorem 3.5.8. There exists a non-trivial morphism α from L0 := (S2 ˆ Tn´2, uU +
vV,∇~z(1)) to L = (L, u0U + v0V + hH,∇~z
(0)





for i = 2, . . . , n ´ 1, and z(0)1 = g(uv, z
(1)
2 , . . . , z
(1)
n´1), where g is the same as that in
Theorem 3.4.18. Moreover α has a one-sided inverse β, namely mL0,L,L02 (β, α) = 1L0 .
Remark 3.5.9. We have different choices of the one-sided inverse β. Note that
mL,L0,L2 (α, β) has a non-zero output to Ū0. Thus β can not be a two-sided inverse.
This is natural since the Maurer-Cartan deformation space of L is bigger than that
of L0.
On the other hand, one can check that if neither u0 nor v0 vanishes, Ū0 determines
an idempotent, and we speculate that the corresponding object in the split-closed
Fukaya category is isomorphic to L0 (under the coordinate change above).
Remark 3.5.10. While the mirror chart of the immersed torus L already covers
the mirror chart of S2 ˆ S1, the study of S2 ˆ S1 is still interesting since it passes
through the discriminant locus and has an analogous role of the Aganagic-Vafa
brane [AVb] as they bound the same set of Maslov index zero holomorphic discs.
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We can also consider S1-equivariant theory of L. It is similar to the previous
sections and so we will be brief.













It restricts to the equivariant disc potential of L0 via the embedding in Theorem 3.5.8.
Thus we obtain the LG model (Λn+2+ ˆ Spec(Λ+[λ]), W
L
S1
), which can be under-
stood as an equivariant mirror for the toric Calabi-Yau manifold X.
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